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African descent throughout the world. Often its staff has studied the Work ofPan Afij . t

scholars such as John Henrik Clarke, Maulana Karenga, Ivan van Serum, and Chancellor

Williams to provide a historical and conceptual framework from which to teach.

Increasingly, however, as African-centered education is being tested in the public arena in

districts serving large Black student populations, it is important for teachers who work in

these schools to study Pan African thought so that they understand the goals and philosophy

of Africamcentered education.

In African-centered schools, teacher development is critical; teachers must know and

understand African and African American history and culture and be well grounded in Pan

African thought. In the public school setting, however, teacher professional development

has been largely unsuccessful in preparing teachers to understand, develop and implement

African-centered education. Most teachers have never taken an African Studies course and

therefore have yet to be exposed to such scholarship. As a consequence, many of the
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critically; and 2) provides teachers with a bett‘gl‘ hadmaadag [
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discuss classic and contemporary WO

schools. I explored the potential of study

supports construction of a critical discourse

to SE . that I)

and its value and importance in the lives ofBlack Children. Ienmj: ,

race, power and schooling, focusing on how Pitticipau'on in the studygroupc::: 9W8 on

e

teachers’ beliefs and assumptions about Black children and the Purpose ofcducafio:

Africans in America. I found that teachers had an uncritical habit ofmind, may

questioning their practice or the schooling process, and remained resistant to the Concept of

African-centered education. It was difficult for them to step outside what I call their “local”

Discourse - the limited, familiar, accepted ways in which they are used to talking about race,

culture and schooling - and into a more “ obal” Discourse where a criu'cal, African-

centered pedagogy is possible. This study challenges traditional approaches to teacher

professional development in urban schools serving Black children and offers insight into

African-centered teacher education.
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CHAPTER 1

EDUCATING BLACK CHILDREN IN THE CONTEXT OF THE‘RQUE-1“I

RE

Introduction and Rationale for this Study

The underachievement of Black children in America’s schools is lel (locum

ented

(King, 1994; Irvine, 1990; Kunjufu, 1985). In fact, the majority of Black Children attend :1;

e

nation’s poorest schools and are often tracked into remedial and special education classes

(Delpit, 1995; Oakes, 1995; Kozol, 1991). Studies have also shown that the Cllltural and

linguistic differences between home and school (Ladson-Billings, 1994; Irvine, 1990;

Villegas, 1988; Heath, 1983) and differential teacher behavior (Irvine, 1986; Grant, 1984;

Rist, 1970) have had a particularly negative affect on the education and schooling of Black

children.

To improve the achievement of Black children in mainstream public schools, scholars

have argued for some time that the schooling process should be more closely aligned with

students’ culture and their “indigenous ways of knowing, learning and being” (King, 1994) to

counter the disabling aspects of schooling (Ladson-Billings, 1994; Lee, 1992; Asante, 1991).

They support the creation of a school community that reflects, affirms, values and respects

African people and culture. However, few, if any, teacher education programs prepare

teachers to meet the needs of African American students. Although some programs have an

“urban” education component, the “uniqueness of the African American cultural

experience” is rarely a feature of such programs (Ladson-Billings, 2000b). What’s more,

When Black children are discussed, their learning and development is viewed from a deficit

Perspective which devalues their language and culture (King, 1994).

For these reasons, Black parents have begun to turn to African-centered schools to

educate their children. Increasingly, African-centered schools have been established in cities



with large Black populations such as Washington, D.C. and Oakland, CA, taking on th§

responsibility of educating Black children effectively. Educating Black childrenWithin ‘11

e

context of their culture, African-centered schools demonstrate the value and1m

culture-centered and curriculum. Th rovide a cul af -pedagogy Cy p tum“? firming school

setting and a caring school staffwho value the cultural resources Black c1111dr .

en bang with

them to the classroom. And as Lee (1992) argues:

Rather than simply complain and react, the independent African-cantata! SCbooI

movement has taken a proactive stance, defining within a community context the

possibilities and gifts that Black children offer the world, and creating institutions to

manifest its ideals (p.161).

The movement for African-centered education has its roots in the Black nationalist

struggle for self-determination — to define ourselves, name ourselves, create for ourselves

and speak for ourselves instead of being defined, named, created for and spoken for by

others. A product of the Black Nationalist/Pan Africanist consciousness of the 1960’s,

African-centered education is “rooted in the cultural image and interest of people of African

ancestry... and represents and reflects the life experiences, history and traditions of people

of African ancestry as the center of analyses” (Wade Nobles in Madhubuti & Madhubuti,

1994, p. 8).

While including African contributions to, the world in the curriculum is important,

this alone does not create a “critically transformative” (King, 1994) conception of education,

however. Developing an African-centered curriculum, therefore, is not simply a matter of

adding people or events in Black history to an existing curriculum (Lee, 1992; Lomotey,

1992; Ratteray, 1990). It requires a fundamental restructuring of the approach to history and

the position of African people as subjects rather than objects in history (Asante, 1991; 1988).

As King (1994) argues, Black children need an education that helps them see the collective

liberation and survival of African people as a goal and to understand this as part of a larger



struggle for social change. Too often, however, African-centered education is teduced ‘9

teaching Black history facts (re, the Civil War, the Civil Rights Movement) absent a ctifical

discourse where the documentation of history itself is questioned (1.e., the Ways in which

European historians have distorted African history and the sociopolitical implications of

such distortions).

Through their study of African history and culture, a number of Blac1: harem, have

provided the historical evidence to support an African-centered curriculum and their work

can be used to create texts and other materials that can be used by teaCher-s and students.

Scholars such as W.E.B. Dubois, Cheikh Anta Diop, Chancellor Williams, YosefA. ben

Jochannan, John Henrik Clarke, Ivan van Sertima, and Maulana Karenga redefined and

reclaimed the history of Africa for African people. Their collective work and consciousness

contributed to the development of an Afn'can-centered movement in education (Ratteray,

1990) and informs the curriculum and pedagogy in many African-centered schools.

While African-centered schools share some elements, the concept of African-

centered education is continually evolving as various schools and school districts consider

the potential of this alternative educational model to improve Black student achievement

(Ratteray, 1990). Milwaukee, Atlanta and Detroit Public Schools are three examples,

becoming pioneers in the movement to bring Afiican-centered curriculum to public school

education.

Originally conceived as male academies, Detroit’s first three African-centered

schools opened in the fall of 1991 — Edo Academy, Umi Academy, and Ayo Academy‘.

Each of these academies were designated “empowered” schools, which meant that they

functioned independently within the public school system — they were free to design their

¥

‘ All school names are pseudonyms.



own curriculum, determine their yearly Gilead”, select their own staff, and manage their

own financial affairs (Watson & Smitheflnan, 1996). Leading scholars from across the

country were brought in to conduct workshops and serum to provide teachers with the

intellectual and material resources to develop and implement African.centered curriculum,

and the staff was involved in ongoing professional deVelopment throughout its first “”0

years.

The African-centered educational mOdd received so much support from Detroit

parents, teachers, and community membCIS that the district decided to expand its

Afrocentric vision beyond the three academies, On February 2, 1993, the Detroit Public

Schools resolved to develop and implement a comprehensive African-centered educational

program in all Detroit schools. 'I‘his was to include research and currimlum dCVClopment,

staff development, PreK-12 curriculum guides, and other resources needed for Curn'culum

development and implementation (Kenyatta, 1998). In 1996, however, the Detroit Public

Schools Office Oi Research, Evaluation and Testing surveyed all principals in the district to

gauge the level of understanding of Afiican-centered principles and the implementation of

the curriculum, and found that principals and teachers lacked sufficient knowledge of

African-centered education -— its goals, philosophy, and guiding principles. This internal

re13°11 concluded that “an extended plan” for professional development was needed to

establish a knowledge base for teachers and administrators throughout the distdCt'

Scholars agree that preparing teachers rt) educate Black children in the context of

their own culture requires in-depth knowledge 0fAfrican and African American history and

Culture (Pon 8: Ajirotutu, 2000; King, 1994; Asante, 1991) and a foundation in

Afro"ietltric thought (Akoto, 1994; Lee, 1992)- However, few teachers or teacher educators

have such an in—dcpth understanding of African and A{dean Amaican history and culture or



the sociopolitical context in which 81251‘ Children are schooled (King, 1994), Recognizing

this, I wondered what kinds of experiences would lead teachers to develop a more infonned

understanding of the historical, social, political, economic and cultural forces that shape the

Black experience in America so that they might see the Value and importance of African-

centered education in the lives of Black childrcfl-

Brief Description Ofdiis Study

This dissertation examined the POtCnfial ofa teacher study group to 1) “139°“

construction of a critical discourse that Challenges teachers to see their work more critically;

and 2) provide teachers with a better understanding of African-centered education and its

value and importance in the lives of Black children. In this study, seven teachers at an

African-centered public school participated in a six-month study group, Which I created, led

and documented as a puddpmt-observer- In the $de gm“? ”Sims. we read and

discussed work by leadingBlack scholars in education, socioling'UistS. and psychology.

This body of work focused on the historical and contemporary school Context in which

Black children learn and the alternatives to traditional, EUIOCen‘IiC educational mOdels.

The study group followed a modified book Chlb format (Reischl, 1999; Flood. Lapp

& Rank-Buhr, 1996; Florio-Ruane & deTar, 1 995). This format offered Opportunities for

hare Pedagogical and curricula! ideas; refleCt

ching and

teachers not only to study together but also to s

on their own practice; and interrogate their beliefs and assumptions about tea

IWg (while supporting their colleagues in doing the same). As a researcher, 10011“th

and analyzed audiotapes of the group’s diScussiQns, kept a reflective journal, documented

tefiChers’ beliefs and attitudes with a brief survey, studied the journals teachers kept, afld

interViewed each teacher twice, once in November and again in May. Together, these data



allowed me to get a sense of who these teachers were, what they believed and why, and

whether transformative seeds could be planted by studying critical, African-centered

educational philosophy. My analysis focused on talChers’ developing views around issues of

race, culture, and language, and their conceptions 0f African-centered education-

Rather than re-socializc Black ehildrcfl so that their attitude and behavior is m0" '

compatible with white, mainstream school culture, this research Suggests that we rev-50W

teachers so that they can become “cultural workers” (Freire, 1993) and by doing 50 empower

Black children to transform themselves, their commdm'ties, the nation and the world. In this

dissertation, I examined the potential1 for 5! ttuber study group to do just that - te-sociaJiZe

teachers. This group was designed to Challenge teachers’ views on race and whine and

language and the assumptions they held about Black children. As such, the group provided

opportunities for teachers to question themselves and each other about the Plupose of

education and the role that schools play in reproducing inequality. The grout) also provided

opportunities for teachers to deepen their knowledge and understanding ofAfiican-ccntered

education and its value and importance in the social, psychological and emOtional

development of Black children.

As the analysis of the study group discussions will shOW, teachers were largely

uncritical. Despite my efforts to challenge and push them to think beyond traditional,

Eurocentric educational models, it was difficult for teachers to steP (“Bide What I call their

“local” Discourse — the limited, familiar, accepted ways in WhiCh they are used to talk-mg

about race and culture and schooling - and into a more “global” Discourse where a critical,

Africanfcntered pedagogy is possible. Given the current status of education for Black

Childten in America’s schools, I argue that educators must begin to rethink bow and 31de we

teilch Black children and the role we play in Conserving or tranSfonning the status quo-



Central Questions

The study group was envisioned as a space where teachers would be challenged to

tions

think beyond the boundaries of mainstream educ
ation, and interrogate their assumP

In this

about Black children as well as their views on taching and the Purpose of education-

. . . dons

group, teachers wrestled with ideas, questioned madman,“ and African.centetcd concep

of teaching and learning, and re-examined their Work as educators of African American

children. As part of ongoing professional devel0pment, this group was designed to be a

consciousness-raising experience for teachers. As such, the £0110“!in questions guided my

research:

1. What do teachers know about African-centered education? Do they umlcrstand the

goals and philosophy 0f African-centered curriculum and pedagogy? Do th see the

value and importance of African—centered education for African Americans:Y

2, What do teachers learn or unlearn about educating Black children from reading and

discussingBlack scholarship? What influence does this lemmas ha

think about their students and their work in an African-ecutcred “1:031:(1313:1236)
,

3. Does this kind of inquiry and discussion challenge Weber!" eXiSting beliefs and

assumptions about Black children, and if so, In what ways? DOes this challenge bring

about either transformation or resistance?

In the remaining section of this chapter, I outline the theoretical basis for this sde- I draw

on mainstream teacher education research and examples of teacher professional

development in African-centered schools.

Review of the Literature

Preparing Teachers to Teach Diverse Stridents

In response to concerns raised by pater;ts, educators and community m
embers

reBattling the miseducation of children of color, research has begun to address the



preparation of teachers to work with culturally and linguistically diverse student populations

(Paine, 1989; Zeichner, 1992). In the last decade, teacher educators have explored the

potential of diversity training (McDiarmid, 1992; McDiarmid & Pn'ce, 1990), diverse field

experiences (Haberman & Post, 1992), and autobiography discussion groups (Flon'o-Ruane

& deTar, 1995; Reischl, 1999) on teachers’ perceptions of children of color. By and large,

these approaches seek to get teachers beyond the superficial aspects of culture so that they

can begin to make “deep cultural transformations” (Boykin, 2000) in their classrooms. As

Lizette Roman, a bilingual teacher and student in one of Sonia Nieto’s graduate courses,

wrote in her journal:

To have knowledge of another culture does not mean to be able to repeat one or two

words in a student’s language, nor is it to celebrate an activity or sing a song related

to their culture. To acknowledge and respect is to be able to understand and apply

this knowledge to everyday classroom activities. It is to be able to make changes or

modifications in one’s curriculum or pedagogy when the needs of the students have

not been served (quoted in Nieto, 2000b, p. 180). ,

As Lizette suggests, understanding another culture involves more than learning the

superficial aspects of culture such as dance, dress and food. However, much ofwhat is done

in the name of diversity has been little more than “window dressing.” In fact, most

approaches to multicultural education avoid asking difficult questions related to access,

e‘luity and social justice argues Sonia Nieto (2000b). As she argues:

Social justice and diversity are not the same thing. Given the vastly unequal

educational outcomes among students of different backgrounds, equalizing .

conditions for student learning needs to be at the core of a concern for diverSity.

Thus, “celebrating diversity” through special assembly programs, multicultural . .

dinners, or ethnic celebrations, if they do not also confront the structural inequalities

that exist in schools, are hollow activities (p. 183).

Nieto argues further that we must look cn'tically at why and how our schools are unjust for

some students. This means analyzing school policies and practices — the curriculum,

textbooks and materials, instructional strategies, and professional development of teachers.

 
 

 



In most cases, however, when teachers are instructed to use liberatory practices in their work

with children of color, they are provided few models for such teaching (Burbules, 1 993)- A11

too often “we send new teachers into schools full of good intentions to inquire and reflect,

but with little else” (Fecho, 2000, p. 195).

Gloria Ladson-Billings (2000b) and others have suggested that there is no single

course or set of field experiences that can Prepare preservice teachers to meet the needs 0f

America’s increasingly diverse student pOP‘JlatiOn- She suggests that a “more SYStemadc’

comprehensive approa ” is needed (p- 209)- This approach must go beyond traditional

forms ofprofessional development where tEIICheits sit passively; teachers must be prompted

to examine the ways in which their practice conserves rather than transforms the Status (1110

(Edelsky, 1991). Indeed, in our efforts to support teachers’ professional development

around issues of culture:

33:: is needed are not simply peers who support one another, 3388111151 as this ma

, ut also peers who .debate, critique, and challenge one anodler to Y.

current ideas and practices (Nieto 2000b, p. 185). 3° beyond the“

While this kind of debate and critique does not exist in most forms of teacher Professional

development, it could lead teachers to interrogate their beliefs and assumptions about

teaching, learning and the purpose of education and by doing so redefine their role in the

process of schooling and the education ofAfrican American children in particular

Building Relationships: Professional DeveloPment Through Collaboration

While many school budgets support teacher professional development (Lyfle, 2000).

the dominant form of presentation in many professional development workshops is a lecture

fonnat where teachers sit passively, seldom enthining their practice (Lieberman, 2000). In

many Cases, teachers are rarely given the opportunity to discuss the pedagogical Strategies or



ideas provided in these workshops with their colleagues, and often do not receive ongoing

classroom support for their professional development (Foster & Peele, 1999).

Increasingly, however, schools have begun to encourage dialogue and collaboration

across grade level and department (Lytle, 2000). Some of the approaches commonly used to

encourage teacher professional development — collaborations with universities (1e,

professional development schools), inquiry or study groups, school wide improvement

projects, and teacher networks — are constructed quite differently and serve very different

purposes yet speak to the power of teacher collaboration as an ongoing part of professional

development.

Many teachers, however, maintain that they do not have the time or have not had the

Opportunity to reflect on their practice. For teachers who work in urban schools, the issue

of time is key, given the relatively large class sizes, lack of resources, diverse student needs,

and increasing pressure to meet district and state standards (Sims, 1992). These kinds of

demands on teachers’ time often mean that they have not had the opportunity to look

closely at their practice. Add to this, the isolation teachers often feel (Labaree, 2000). As

Iabaree explains:

Ever since the invention of age-graded education early in the 19" century, teachers

have found themselves plying their trade within the four walls of the self-contained

classroom. They normally teach under conditions where they are the only

professional in the room, left to their own devices to figure outa way to manage a

group of 30 students and move them through the required curnculum (p. 230).

Labaree explains further that this isolation has shaped the image of the “self-made” teacher

who doesn’t need support from colleagues. This image of the teacher leaves little room to

create a “shared professional culture for teachers across classroom domains” (p. 230).

While teaching may be an isolating experience, it occurs within a web of social,

historical, cultural and political forces. Therefore, teachers’ work is necessarily social and

10

 

 



political (Foster & Peele, 1999; Edelsky, 1991). Likewise, teachers’ collaborations with

colleagues through inquiry communities, teacher networks or other forms of collaboration

are necessarily political in nature. As Marilyn Cochran-Smith and Susan Lytle (1999) argue:

It involves making problematic the current arrangements of schooling; the ways

knowledge is constructed, evaluated and used; and teachers’ individual and collective

roles in bringing about change (p. 289).

Similarly, Brian Lord (1994) argues that professional development must support a critical

stance toward teaching, what he refers to as a “critical colleagueship”:

This means more than simply sharing ideas or supporting one’s colleagues in the

change process. It means confronting traditional practice — the teacher’s own and

that of his or her colleagues — with an eye toward wholesale revision (p. 192).

Lord and others (Fecho, 2000) maintain that teachers must develop habits of mind that

provoke critical inquiry. Such inquiry has taken a variety of fomis _ journals, teacher

research, teacher networks. Each of these provides teachers with a source of support and

means for inquiry and reflection (Berne, 2001).

Research has found that the conversations teachers have with one another around

their practice can lead them to interrogate their assumptions about their students and their

work as educators in a system that marginalizes some students and not others (see Florio-

Ruane, 1995; Reischl, 1999). Building collaborative. relationships with colleagues can also

lead teachers to feel a greater sense of power to change the culture of their classroom (see

for example McLaughlin & Talbert, 1993). As Lieberman (2000) argues, participation in

creating and sustaining a group that supports their professional identity, interests and

learning, brings “great power and energy” to teachers (p. 223). While such groups often

have very different purposes, they have proven to be a meaningful source of support for

teachers, create a sense of community, and encourage teachcr learning (Lieberman, 2000)‘

Take for example, Michele Jean Sims (1992), an African American teacher who studied her
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own practice. By COHaborating With C0113381185, Sims realized that she could meet the needs

ofher African American students better. As she writes:

Collaboration with colleagues initiates discussions around teacher practice and

classroom realities that for some time were buried. By taking closer 100ks at our own

beliefs and theories about language, literacy, tfiChing and IWg, teachers corn: to

know that teaching and learning are interactive and that inquiry and collaboration are

inextricably related (p. 346).

Through inquiry and collaboration, she argues. teaChers can “confront thoughts and

emotions that oftentimes are submerged or abandoned” (p, 343).

So in the company of colleagues and in the context ofinquiry and reflection.

teachers might be encouraged to examine their own beliefs and assumptions abOUt teaChing

and the purpose of education, and by doing so, begin to see the Wfomtive Possibilities

in a critical pedagogy.

Teacher Professional DevelOPment at African-centered Schools

While teachers should receive ongoing professional deVdOPment in the content areas

as new and innovative instructional strategies are developed and proven effective, there is a

particular need for professional development in African-centered schools where the

curriculum and instruction should reflect the life experiences, history and traditions 0f

African people. But what form ofprofessional development is needed to “am and support

teachers in an Alma-centered school context?

Generally, African-centered schools provide its teachers with the matedals and other

resources needed to develop and implement an African-centered curriculum (Ratteray,

1990). The format for these sessions generally includes lectures by renowned scholars in

Pan African thought and seasoned practitioncrx who have taught in the Afn'can-centered
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schOOI context In some cases, teachers are given incentives for participating in these

sessions but generally participation is voluntary (Ratteray, 1990).

As is true in traditional public school settings, teachers in many of the African-

centfied public schools cropping up across the country are complaining about the additional

Profcssicnal development the district requires for teachers in these schools, which has led to

conflicts between teachers and administrators. Milwaukee is one example. Recognizing that

tnofit teachers have not been exposed to Black history and culture in their preservice

education, Milwaukee Public Schools required its teachers to complete a minimum of 18

college credits in African and African American history and culture within the first three

years of their placement at one of the district’s two public African-centered schools, one

Elementary and one middle school. While the district reimbursed teachers who began

teaching at these schools when they first implemented the African-centered educational

model, they did not agree to reimburse teachers who came to the school in subsequent years;

they had to pay for these courses themselves. Nonetheless, fulfilling this requirement was

not a problem for teachers at the elementary school because teachers there decided to

complete the course requirements as a cohort, thus providing support to each other. In the

middle school, however, a significant number of teachers was removed because they did not

meet this 18—credit requirement in the three-year time limit. Failure to meet the course

requirement and the subsequent turnover meant that teachers at this school did not have a

shared understanding or commitment to African-centered education, making it difficult to

build collaborative relationships with colleagues.

Other African-centered schools have found study groups to be important and

necessary to the development of an African-centered worldview and have established

Ongoing study groups (Lee, 1992). In describing early challenges of the New Concept
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Develppment Center (NCDC), an independent African—centered school in Chicago, Cam]

1.68 (1 992) explains:

Training teachers to impart the appropriate cultural knowledge and ideological

perspectives into their instruction at African-centered schools has not been an easy

task. Maimtream university teacher training programs, on the whole, do not prepare

teachers to be responsive to diverse cultural concerns in their instruction, and they

certainly do not prepare them to work in schools like NCDC (p. 164).

Recognizing this, NCDC maintains an ongoing staff development program. Teachers meet

weekly by grade and monthly as an entire staff to discuss curricular and pedagogical

smtfitgies. These monthly sessions have included lessons on African American history and

culture; an “intensive review” of theories of learning; and introductions to new strategies for

teaching in the content areas and culturally responsive manipulatives and teaching units.

NCDC also pays for its teachers to attend relevant seminars and workshops offered at local

universities or community centers (Lee, 1992).

A major source of support and reinforcement for teachers in independent African-

centered schools has been the National Teacher Training Institutes organized by the Council

of Independent Black Institutions (CIBI) (Lee, 1992; Ratteray, 1990). Since 1975, the

Council of Independent Black Institutions, which provides resources to independent Black

institutions (IBIS), has offered a two-week training seminar on how to develop and sustain

an IBI. Recently, the Teacher Training Institutes have expanded to provide training for

teachers and parents in African-centered public schools (Lee, 1992). However, CIBI’s

primary focus is to support independent institutions therefore similar kinds of teacher

training institutes are needed for public institutions if the African—centered educational

model is to “work” in public schools. In large part, teacher professional development in the

public school setting has lacked the depth needed. for teachers to understand the philosophy

0f African-centered education and see the value and importance of African-centered schools
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in the lives of Black children. Teachers therefore need ongoing professional development

and support from the school’s administration and district level leadership. Existing efforts

have failed to provide the kind of collaboration and professional development needed to

sustain the African-centered philosophy of education in public schools and therefore need to

berevised.

Potential of Study Groups as a Context for Teacher Professional Development

Book clubs and other kinds of discussion groups have become very popular. In

many cases, they provide a means for intellectual and social interaction where participants

can share ideas, thoughts, feelings, and reactions to a piece of literature (Flood & Lapp,

1994). A growing number of researchers have examined autobiography discussion groups

with beginning and experienced teachers around culture (Florio-Ruane, 2001 , 1994; Reischl,

1999). Others have explored the potential of book clubs as an instructional strategy with

students (Smith, 1996; McMahon & Raphael, 1997). Yet another promising teacher

education practice that embraces the complexity of preparing and developing teachers who

teach in urban schools is study groups.

While book clubs are potential sites for teacher professional development, the

structure of many study groups focuses the discussion more squarely on the historical,

political, social and cultural aspects of American education and can provide opportunities for

teachers to critically examine the process of schooling. Moreover, the interactions between

the reader and the text and between the reader and other readers make study groups a

POWerful tool for increasing teachers’ understanding, and may lead teachers to question their

beliefs and assumptions about teaching and the purpose of education.
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In designing this research project, I hoped to create an environment for more

focused and sustained talk among teachers about the education of Black children than is

often the case in conventional teacher professional development. To that end, I planned for

our group to meet once a month from November 2000 to May 2001. We met on six

occasions and each session lasted about an hour to an hour and a half. By designing this

kind of literacy activity for teachers, I wanted to create a context for inquiry and reflection

that would help teachers think critically about their work as educators of African American

children. It seemed likely that teachers at a variety of points in their careers and with

different backgrounds might value and learn fi'om each other’s perspectives; therefore, I

recruited teachers without regard to race, gender or teaching experience.

In the next section, I argue that participation in a teacher study group can be the

beginning of a journey of transformation, a movement toward a more critical, African-

centered consciousness where African people and culture are valued and respected.

Moving Toward a Critical Consciousness: AJoumey ofTransformation

Envisioned as a space where teachers might challenge their attitudes, beliefs, and

assumptions about Black children and the purpose of education for Africans in America, I

hoped the study group would raise teachers’ mnm'oumm — how they understand and interpret

societal institutions, practices, and values —- so that they might begin to examine their work as

educators more critically. Often the ways in which teachers, even African American

teachers, think about their students and their practice is filtered through a Eurocentric

Worldview; therefore, the purpose of the study group was to supplant traditional, hegemonic

WaYs of thinking and being and teaching. For this reason, Iichose texts that questioned and
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critiqued the status quo, and those that took an alternative and sometimes radical position on

the education of Black children than that commonly found in scholarly texts. I probed and

pushed teachers to think beyond mainstream, Eurocentric education in hopes that this might

lead them to consider the transformative possibilities of a critical, African-centered

pedagogy

When I designed this intervention, I imagined it as the beginning of a journey of

transformation; a movement toward a critical consciousness that values and respects African

people and culture and reflects an African worldview. In designing the study group, I hoped

to get teachers to think critically about the (mis)education of Black children in America’s

schools, to question their beliefs and assumptions about Black children and the purpose of

education. I wondered what kind of influence reading and discussing seminal work by Black

educators and psychologists would have on teachers’ beliefs and attitudes about the

education of Black children.

In thinking about this process, I came to realize that change happens gradually and

oftentimes with resistance (Howard, 1999). I also recognized that any attempt to challenge

teachers’ deeply ingrained cultural beliefs would “have to compete with, replace, or

otherwise modify the folk theories” that guide teachers’ practice (Bruner, 1996, p. 46). For

these reasons, it was important that teachers studied in a “spirit of discovery,” where new

understanding and new knowledge could be constructed (Burbules, 1993). As Burbules

(1 993) argues, we cannot change other people. Rather

[t]hey change themselves: They construct their own understandings, they change

their minds, they decide on alternative courses of action, they redefine their

priorities, and so on. This process may be only partly conscious, and it may come as

the result of so many microchanges that even the person who changes may see the

culmination only after the fact (p. 10).
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With this in mind, the study group sought to create opportunities where teachers could

gradually construct a deeper understanding — given their current understandings and

individual histories — of the historical, social, economic, political, and cultural forces that

shape the lives of Black children.

While I have studied a number of theories on identity development, the work of

William Cross (1971) on Black identity development has shaped my thinking on the process

or stages of this transformation the most. There are five stages in Cross’s model which

describe the process of racial identity development for African Americans:

Pfi-EMIMI”

Encounter

Immersion

Ifinalization

Individual conceptualizes life from a white European

frame of reference. This person may deny or devalue

his or her Blackness. Individuals in this stage have

little understanding of the sociopolitical implications

ofrace in America and prefer to think in terms ofa

“colorless” or “colorblind” society.

This stage describes the “awakening” process

experienced by Afiican Americans. This awakening is

often the result of a critical incident in the individual’s

life that leads the individual to reconceptualize issues

of race in society, and to reorganize racial feelings in

one’s personal life.

In this stage, the individual begins to take ownership

of her or his racial identity. The individual makes a

conscious decision to “become Black” and embrace

African values. This stage is illustrated by the

individual’s investment in African American culture

which is often evidenced by wearing ethnic clothing

and hairstyles, choosing African entertainment forms,

and associating primarily with other African

Americans.

Individuals in this stage have a heightened awareness

of the meaning of being African American. The

individual has a high degree of comfort with her or

himself as a racial being and insists on being

acknowledged as African American while recognizing

and appreciating other ethnic or racial groups.
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I”finalization-Commons” In this stage, there is a shift from uncontrolled

toward white people to controlled, felt and conscious

anger toward oppressive and racist institutions; fi-om

symbolic rhetoric to a dedicated, lifelong commitment

to the struggle for Black liberation. The individual at

this stage differs from the individual in the fourth

stage in that he or she has moved beyond rhetoric and

is actively trying to change his or her community.

Although this model speaks to identity development in African Americans specifically, I

found it to be a useful framework for understanding the level of consciousness of the

teachers in this study (who came from a variety of cultural backgrounds). As an example,

Marissa, a white teacher who participated in the study group, remarked that she once-

thought:

1 just needed to treat all kids the same and not look at what race they were. And I

thought I was doing them justice and I thought that I was very open minded but

then I learned in my last couple [master’s] courses that I really have to appreciate

their differences (Interview, November 2000).

Iike many white teachers, Marissa sought to be “colorblin ” (Nieto, 2000a). She assumed

that diflmnw meant dg‘ia't; therefore, she tried not to acknowledge the cultural differences

between her students. According to Cross’s model, Marissa was in the Pit-Encounter stage.

She thought in terms of a “colorless” or “colorblind” society, and therefore did not

understand the sociopolitical implications of race in America. In her master’s courses,

however, Marissa learned to acknowledge and value cultural differences in her classroom.

This experience served as the “critical incident” that began the “awakening” process

Characteristic of the Encounter stage in Cross’s model. As this example shows, Cross’s model

illustrates how one’s identity is constantly being negotiated in interaction with others and is

thcrefore open to change (also see Kondo, 1990).

A number of other theoretical constructs describe the process through which

indi‘fiduals gain a more critical consciousness. Molefi Asante (1980) developed a model of
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Afi'ocentric transformation, with four levels of transformation, leading finally to

Afrocentricity, an “awareness of a collective and conscious will, and constant struggle to

interpret reality from an African-centered perspective” (p.56). In the context of this study,

Asante’s model provides a lens for understanding teachers’ individual experiences with

transformation as each level represents a different level of awareness. The first level in

Asante’s model ofAfrocentric transformation is skin recognition, “awareness of skin color

and heritage as characteristics that distinguish one as a person ofAfrican descent” (56). The

other three levels — environmental recognition, personality awareness, and interest-concern —

speak to an individual’s growing awareness of race and racism, and a concern with issues of

injustice and the oppression of people of African descent.

Paulo Freire’s (1973) description of the development of critical consciousness is also

useful here. As a conceptual framework, it provides a close look at the process through

which individuals move through various stages of consciousness. In Freire’s model,

individuals eventually achieve a “transitive” consciousness, which has two levels. The first

level, “naive transitivity,” represents an understanding that people are subjects of history, not

objects, but is characterized by oversimplification of complex societal problems and

reductionism. In contrast, the second level of this “transitive” stage of consciousness is

marked by a deep analysis of societal problems and complex reasoning (see Shujaa, 1992).

Gloria Ladson-Billings’s (1994) work with successful teachers of African American

Children is also instructive. Ladson-Billings found that the teachers who were most effective

With Black children had similar beliefs and practices, what she termed a “culturally relevant

Pedagogy.” Compared to what she calls “assimilationist pedagogy” or mainstream,

Eurocentric pedagogy, “culturally relevant pedagogy” encourages students to maintain

cultural integrity while succeeding academically. According to Ladson-Billings (1994), a
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“culturally relevant pedagogy” produces students: 1) who can achieve academically; 2) Who

can demonstrate cultural competence; and 3) who can both understand and critique the

existing social order. In describing the characteristics of a “culturally relevant” teacher, she

compares the beliefs and practices of an “assimilationist” teacher, one who is content with

the status quo, to a “culturally relevant” one. This comparison was useful in my analysis of

teachers’ views of teaching, the schooling process and their beliefs about how to educate

Black children.

Together, this work provided a framework for examining teachers’ beliefs and

assumptions about educating Black children, and their level of consciousness with regard to

issues of race, power and schooling. While there were two white teachers in this study and

the work described above (with the exception of Freire) speaks to the Black experience,

there are some important parallels given the nature of this study. I was interested in

teachers’ developing understandings of racism and educational inequality as it relates to

educating Black children, and each of these models dealt directly with issues of race and in

some cases described the process of becoming more conscious of the struggles ofpeople of

African descent.

Expanding on Asante’s Afrocentric transformation model and Cross’s stages of

Black identity development, I developed a conceptual framework to help my understanding

of teachers’ transformation process with regard to issues of race. Each level represents a

different level of oonra'omnerr or awareness, with “critical, African-centered consciousness”

representing the highest level of consciousnesszz

1) Amara: ofratio] djflmnm: Individual is conscious of differences between people

based on racial, ethnic and cultural characteristics but oversirnplifies complex

societal problems involving issues of race.

‘

2 It Should be noted that individuals might not be consciously engaged in this process.
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2) Amnm (y'ma'al dzkm'm’nation: Individual is conscious of discrimination based on

a person’s race or ethnicity but firmly believes acts of racial discrimination are

now rare and isolated events.

3) Cn'tioalmnra'omw: Interest in and concern about the issues of oppressed peoples

throughout the world but unspecific to people of African descent.3

4) Critical Albion-centered mnra'onrnm: Individual is aware of the collective and

conscious will of people of African descent, and seeks to interpret reality from an

African-centered perspective that views Africans as subjects rather than objects

of history.

Once teachers have reached a critical, Afiican-centered consciousness, a critical,

African-centered pedagogy is possible. Like critical pedagogy (Giroux, 1983; Freire, 1970),

an African-centered pedagogy is characterized by a deep analysis of societal problems and

institutions, and empowers Black children to question and challenge racism and injustice.

Teachers who enact a critical, African-centered pedagogy value and respect African people

and culture, and see the necessity for Black institutions which affirm and reflect the Black

experience.

Developing a critical, African-centered consciousness is a process; it does not

happen overnight. Instead, teachers move grudualbl toward a critical consciousness,

continually questioning and revising their views of teaching and the purpose of education.

Cabral (1973) has described this transformation as “a slow, broken up, and uneven process,

whose development depends on each person’s degree of acculturation, the materials

conditions of his life, his ideological training, and his own history as a social being” (p. 43).’

For this reason, it was important to know each teacher’s story — where they were raised,

where they were educated, what they believe, what they value, etc. In Chapter 2, I provide a

snapshot of the teachers in this study as a context for understanding their beliefs and

¥

3 While a critical mnraomcn' is better than an uncritical habit of mind, in the African-centered school context, a

”ideal Aflimn-antmd windows”: is more relevant and more closely aligned with the principles of African-

ccntered pedagogy (see Lee, 1992).  



assumptions about Black children, their views of teaching and the purpose of education, and

their conceptions ofAfrican-centered education.

Organization ofthe Dissertation

This introduction was intended to offer the reader an overview of the study and the

theoretical foundations of this research. The following chapters descnhe the context of this

study, provide an analysis of the data, and discuss the implications of this study for teacher

professional development in African—centered schools. Chapter 2, Context and method: (y'thi:

my, describes the African-centered school where this study took place, introduces the

teachers who participated in the study group, and describes the research methods. Chapter

3, Toward a m'tz'co/ mn:a'on:ne::: Challenging teacher: to m the world with new 9%, examines teachers’

beliefs and attitudes; how they understand and make meaning of the larger social, cultural,

and political issues ever present in American education. Chapter 4, Seeing the mine and

importance ofAfiican-oentmd education, describes teachers’ efforts to understand African-

centered education and make meaning of their work as teachers of Afiican American

students in this school context. I argue that a shift in teachers’ paradigms or folk theories

about teaching and the purpose of education is required in order for them to understand and

embrace African-centered education and see its value in the educational lives of Black

children. In Chapter 5, Lemon: learned, I discuss what teachers learned or unlearned as a

result of their participation in the study group. I consider whether and how the readings

and discussions challenged teachers’ beliefs and assumptions about Black children, their

views on teaching, and the purpose of education for Africans in America. Chapter 6,

Pnporing teacher: to work in an Moon-centmd :chool context, turns to issues of professional

_

‘ Quoted in M]. Shujaa (1992)
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development for teachers in African-centered schools and examines the challenges of

applying the African-centered educational model to the public school context. This chapter

re-examines the need for ongoing staff development and the use of study groups as a means

for supporting a critical stance toward teaching.
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CHAPTER 2

CONTEXT AND METHODS OF THIS STUDY

Context of this Study and Research Problem

In October 1999, I visited Edo Academy, one of Detroit’s first three African-

centered public schools. I went there to interview one of the school’s first teachers for a

paper I was writing on the 1991 controversy surrounding the Academy’s placement in

Warrendale, a predominantly white neighborhood on Detroit’s west side. This teacher,

affectionately known to students as Baba Jay, was one of the first staff to join the Edo

Academy family when it was established in 1991 as an African-centered school and therefore

knew a lot of the school’s history. In describing the Academy’s first years as an African-

centered school, Baba Jay spoke openly about the problem of teacher turnover and how

difficult it had been to bring new teachers into the fold each year.

Many of the Academy’s first teachers, be explained, although college educated, had

little to no teaching experience; however, they were committed to teaching an African-

centered curriculum. While teacher commitment is key to the success of African-centered

schools, teachers must be trained. Professional development, therefore, was a critical piece

of the school’s development early on. Teachers were given countless inservices and

workshops — some with leading scholars in Pan African thought, including Molefi Asante

and Asa Hilliard — to help them understand the philosophy of African-centered education

and how to implement African-centered curriculum. Increasingly, however, many of the

new teachers who joined the staff in subsequent years were somewhat indifferent to the idea

of African-centered education. Their indifference might be attributed to the fact that new

teachers, unlike the original cohort, were assigned to the school by the district rather than

volunteered to teach there. As a consequence, they were marginally involved in, even
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resistant to, any kind of professional development, especially if it required a time

commitment outside of regular school hours. In addition, what the school had organized for

teachers at the beginning of each school year - a two—day workshop or “baptism” into Pan

African thought — was disjointed and could only touch the surface of the African-centered

philosophy of education, which meant that teachers had a fragmented knowledge of the

school’s underlying philosophy.

My conversation with Baba Jay about the school’s history and the challenges it faced

training teachers inspired me to work with Ayo Academy, also one of Detroit Public

Schools’ first three African-centered academies, and one with a high rate of teacher turnover.

I was interested in ways to (re)engage the faculty in a dialogue around issues of race, power

and educational inequality, not by means of inservice workshops required by the district and

union, but by means of a small, voluntary study group. Informed by a growing body of

research on dialogue in teaching (Burbules, 1993) and the role of dialogue in teachers’

learning and professional development (Clark, 2001; Berne, 2001), I wanted to create a

context for teacher learning and research the ways a study group could engage teachers in a

dialogue on the (mis)education of Black children and the philosophy of African-centered

education. I assumed that even if teachers at the Academy were there by assignment rather

than choice, the study group might be both informative and engaging.

In designing this study, I realized, given the Academy’s recent challenges and the

standard fare offered as professional development, how difficult it would be first to get

teachers to see the value in this kind of inquiry and reflection, and second, to agree to meet

on their personal time. I worked from three central assumptions: 1) teachers are

knowledgeable practitioners who 2) often gain very little from traditional forms of

professional development and who 3) value collaboration with colleagues. Through my
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research, I wanted to find out whether or not the opportunity to read and discuss the work

of leading Black scholars on the education of Africans in America might lead the teachers to

(re)consider the enduring power of race and racism in American education and the role that

they play as educators in transforming or reproducing mainstream, Eurocentric edueation. I

also wanted to investigate whether participation in this dialogue might lead teachers to

challenge and possibly change their beliefs and assumptions about Black children and how

best to educate them.

This study draws on previous research with African-centered schools (Pollard 8t

Ajirotutu, 2000; Murrell, 1999; Watson 8: Smitherman, 1996; Hoover, 1992; Lee, 1992;

Lomotey, 1992). The present study, however, is unique in two significant ways. First, this is

not an evaluation study. I did not set out to evaluate whether the school’s African-centered

curriculum led to improved student outcomes or the degree to which the Afriean-centered

educational model was being successfully implemented. Second, teachers were the primary

focus. Rather than study the entire school community - teachers, administrators, parents,

and students - I chose to work with teachers, to challenge their attitudes, beliefs and

assumptions about Black children and the purpose of education. My study was exploratory

and focused on the nature of teachers’ learning - what they (un)learned about the

philosophy of African-centered education and the sociopolitical context in which Black

children are schooled - as they read and discussed Black scholarship fi'om the fields of

education, psychology and sociolinguistics, and linked this to problems of practice in their

own school and classrooms. The following sections describe the school context, the

participants and the research methods.
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Brief Description ofAyo Academy

Ayo Academy is an African-centered public school in Detroit, one of many urban

districts in the midst of reform. As one of the Detroit Public Schools’ first three African-

centered academies, Ayo opened its doors in 1991 with 205 students, grades PreK-Z. The

Academy was located on Detroit’s east side and was housed in a small building with one

hallway. The building’s size kept enrollment small and helped to create a close family

environment. In its first three years, there were 8-10 teachers on staff and everyone -

teachers, parents, and students - knew each other well and worked together in the spirit of

the oft quoted African proverb, “It takes a village to raise a chil ” As one former teacher

described, “it was like heaven.” Importantly, the curriculum was African-centered, but the

“feeling” was also there — the feeling of an African family.

In 1994, in response to increasing enrollment, Ayo moved to its current location in

northwest Detroit. Once a monastery, this building is set back several yards from a busy city

street and has a commanding presence on the block. Of the nearly 760 elementary and

middle school students now enrolled, fewer than 1% are non-Black. Today, the average

class size is about 32 students and there are more than 70 staff members, most ofwhom are

Black (89%).

Written in its first year, the Academy’s mission statement places emphasis on

nurturing the whole child — emotionally, psychologically, socially, and physically — and the

shared responsibility of parents, teachers and community for educating our children:

Ayo Academy is founded on the belief whereby the responsibility for educating our

children in a clean, safe and healthy environment, is shared by the staff, parents and

community. Our purpose is to provide academic excellence through an African-

centered curriculum that is multidimensional and global in approach. We will

empower students to achieve their best by instilling a strong sense of identity

through positive expectations, values and self-discipline (Ayo Academy Mission

Statement).
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Note that while there is reference to an “African-centered curriculum” in the Academy’s

mission statement, I would argue that it is rather general; that is, it is unclear what an

African-centered curriculum actually involves or how it is different from the curriculum

offered in traditional public schools. As an “African-centered” school, I would argue that

the African-centered focus of the Academy’s curriculum and instruction should be made

more explicit and a definition of African-centered education provided. However, each of

Detroit’s African-centered academies has its own conception of African-centered education,

so they look and feel very different from one another. This freedom to (re)interpret the

African-centered educational model may have led in this case to what appear to be

superficial changes in the school’s curriculum and instruction, giving “the look” of an

African-centered school.

As one of the first African-centered public schools in the country, Ayo Academy was

seen as a pioneer in the African-centered schools movement and received a lot of media

attention. Some believe, however, that the media attention undermined the school’s success.

First, the publicity distracted teachers from the everyday business of teaching and learning.

As one former teacher explained, teachers often felt “on stage”; they were continually being

interviewed and observed by journalists and researchers interested in studying the school.

Secondly, the publicity attracted more students than the school’s small eastside building

could hold. Other parents heard about the school’s success and wanted to enroll their child.

The Academy eventually added grades 3-8 and m0ved to a bigger building. However, in a

larger building with more students, the school became too big to maintain the kind of close,

familial environment that had attracted so many parents and made the African-centered

educational model work.
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With the Academy’s rapid growth and the addition every year of new teachers, who

have been given little to no instruction on how to develop and implement African-centered

curriculum, the school’s vision has gradually changed; there is less of an African-centered

emphasis in the curriculum and the culture of the classroom. Essentially, teachers “do their

own thing” where African-centered curriculum is concerned. While some teachers have

infused African and African American history and culture in classroom displays and rituals,

others have done very little in this regard. Thus, there is a lack of consensus and continuity

across classrooms. There has also been a declining teacher and student interest in the

school’s remaining African-centered activities. For example, Ayo established a school wide

“African Dress Day,” as a way to create a sense of community and celebrate African culture,

where students and staff wear African dress the third Thursday of every month. However,

during the 2000-2001 school year, participation dropped significantly by December, and by

June, very few students or teachers were seen wearing African dress.

Without a shared vision, ongoing teacher development, and curricular support, the

Academy has experienced a high rate of teacher turnover. In the last three years, Ayo has

lost 10-15 teachers each year. Such high turnover, with little to no support for new teachers,

has had a significant effect on the culture of the school. Teacher morale is low and student

behavior has worsened. Currently, only two to three teachers from the Academy’s first

building remain, and there are rumors that they too will be leaving in the next year.

As this dissertation unfolds, I will return to the question of how to prepare teachers

to infuse the curriculum with traditions, practices, and subject matter content that reflect

Afiican people and culture, and the ways teachers grappled with whether schools should be

responsible for “teaching culture.”
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Description of Participants

I recruited seven teachers to participate in the study group I created and led during

the 2000-2001 school year. Once a month, these teachers met after school in a cavernous

room which had previously served as the monastery’s library. In this setting, they discussed

works written by Black scholars in the fields of education, psychology and sociolinguistics. I

chose the works teachers read and discussed, and facilitated the group’s discussion, acting as

a participant observer. As such, I recorded the conversations that occurred during the

meetings, interviewed and surveyed the teachers, and recorded field notes after each

meeting. On the basis of collection and analysis of these data, I hoped to learn about the

potential of study groups to impact teachers’ consciousness around issues of race, power and

educational inequality in the American system of education.

Five African American teachers and two white teachers participated in the study

group. All women, they ranged in teaching experience from one year to more than thirty

years. Collectively, they have taught in a variety of school settings, including suburban white,

urban and rural Black, and urban integrated schools. Two attended historically Black

colleges in the south and two others attended predominantly white state universities in

Michigan; the other three teachers attended a state university located in Detroit. While the

elementary teaching profession is primarily white and female, there was a significantly greater

number of Black teachers in this group than in similar groups of this kind that have been

studied by others (e.g., Florio-Ruane & deTar, 1995; McVee, 1999; Reischl, 1999). This fact

raised the possibility that the group I created and researched might enact patterns of

discourse and topics of discussion in which race and racism were more readily broached than

is the case in research on white-only teacher discussion groups.
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In designing this study, I wondered whether and how differences in teachers’ racial

identities and cultural orientations shaped who they were and what they believed. Research

on teachers rarely considers the influence of teachers’ racial identity on their belief systems

and teaching practices (Foster, 1990); however, teachers’ political views and cultural

orientation do shape how they “read the world” (Freire, 1970), and therefore how they see

their students and their role as educators (see Ladson-Billings, 1994; Foster, 1990; Foster,

1993; Henry, 1994). In this study, I found teachers’ mltmn/fime ofrg’enme mattered in how

they responded to the texts and the issues raised in them. Their individual histories — where

and how they were raised, where they went to school, where they were trained — shaped their

views of teaching, learning and the purpose of education.

While teachers’ backgrounds, identities and culture help shape their beliefs and

assumptions about how best to educate Black children (Foster, 1990), I would argue that a

teacher’s mlturalfizme offiance has more to do with her life experiences (Le, where she was

raised) than her race. For example, a Black teacher who was raised and lives in an affluent

white suburb and whose friends are primarily white would likely be unable to relate to the

social and economic realities of the many Black children who live in our nation’s

economically depressed, racially isolated urban communities. In this case, although the

teacher is racially Black, her minim/frame qfry’mm‘e is white. Additionally, Gloria Ladson-

Billings (1994) found in her study of successful teachers of African American children that a

teacher’s race alone does not determine whether she will be successful with African

American children. One of the three white teachers in her study had lived in the Black

community her entire life, and as Ladson-Billings explains, had an African American cultural

reference:
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Her friends and social contacts outside of school were almost exclusively African

American. She was conversant in African American dialect and was sometimes

mistaken over the phone for an African American.

Here, although the teacher is white, she was raised in the Black community, felt connected to

her students, and demonstrated what Ladson-Billings refers to as “culturally relevant

teaching.”

Yet there is much to be said about the connection that Black teachers often share

with Black students. Foster (1993), who studied sixteen exemplary African American

teachers, maintains that there is an important difference between Black and white teachers.

She argues that Black teachers more often understand Black students (i.e., their language and

behavior), value the cultural resources they bring to school, and can relate to their lives.

They have experienced racism themselves and therefore can understand and explain to their

students how race and racism impact Black folks’ lives socially, economically and politically

(Foster, 1990). I will return to the question of whether teachers’ race matters in educating

Black children in Chapter 3, but for now suffice it to say, those who teach Black children,

regardless of their race, must understand, respect and value African people and culture and

believe that Black children can and must succeed

What follows is a brief description of each teacher, taking into account the influence

of teachers’ minim/flame oftyrant: on their views. When reading these snapshots, written

from my observations, interviews and interactions with teachers as a group and individually,

please make note of the following: teachers’ race, age, years of teaching experience, years at

Ayo Academy and their album/flame ofreference (i.e., the environment in which they were

raised — urban, suburban, rural — and the race of people they were raised around — primarily
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Black folks, white folks). Table 1 provides this information for quick reference. In

subsequent chapters, I will refer to each teacher by first name’.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Table 1: Study Group Participants

Tcacbcr Race Age Year: ofTcacbing Year: atAjo CaltmlFm: (f

Warm Acadmg Rg’mncr

Faith Black 55 32 6 Urban Black

Cathy Black 53 10 4 Urban Black

Anita Black 30 6 2 Urban Black

Cheree Black 28 S 2 Rural Black

Marissa White (Italian) 27 4 2 Suburban White

Bridgette Black 23 2 1 Urban Black

Janice White(Polish) 25 1 1 Suburban White      
Faith Houston

Faith is an African American woman in her mid fifties who lives in a suburban

community that borders Detroit, and is an active member of one of Detroit’s oldest Baptist

churches. She is very reserved but I also found her to be warm and nurturing. She sees

herself as an artist and believes her teaching ability is a gift from God. Some would say that

Faith is mean but she describes herself as firm. Her second grade classroom is very

structured and reflects her penchant for neatness and order.

Faith grew up in Alabama. Raised in the segregated south, her first teaching

experience was in an all white classroom in Ecorse, MI. As she remembers, “That was quite

an experience.” She began teaching in the Detroit Public Schools in 1969, and in her 32

years of teaching, she has taught first through fifth grade. She did her student teaching in

Normal, Alabama, a rural town near the historically Black university she attended, and has

been teaching at Ayo Academy for six years.

 

5 I use pseudonyms rather than the teachers’ real names.
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CathyMason

Cathy is an Afiican American woman also in her mid fifties who has lived in Detroit

most of her life. She is actively involved in district politics and serves as the school’s union

representative. Cathy teaches fourth grade at Ayo Academy, and her classroom is quite

different from Faith’s. Where Faith’s room is neat and orderly, Cathy's may be described as

“organized chaos.” She is very creative, and uses art across the curriculum. Her teaching

style is hands—on and her classroom is student-centered. She loves teaching and is good at it,

she believes, because she has “mother wit.”

Before she began teaching, Cathy worked in a number of careers, including a few

years at one of the major automotive plants in Detroit. Working first as a substitute teacher

in Detroit while she got her teaching certificate, Cathy has been teaching 10 years altogether,

and has been at Ayo Academy for four. She did her student teaching in Detroit, and feels

that this field experience taught her more than her methods courses about teaching Black

children.

Anita Gibson

Anita is an African American woman in her early thirties. She has two young

children who keep her busy in the evenings and on weekends. Anita’s second grade

classroom is also student-centered and she brings an energy to her work that keeps her

students engaged. She believes that “children learn by doing,” and therefore provides a

regular diet of hands-on activities where children are able to move around the room and

work in cooperative groups.

She was raised in Flint, MI, and has taught in Highland Park and Romulus, MI. She

has been teaching for six years, two ofwhich have been at Ayo. She did her student
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teaching in Ann Arbor, an affluent college town, which she says was very different from

working in Highland Park, an economically depressed city surrounded by Detroit.

Cheree Sanders

Cheree, an Afiican American woman in her late twenties, is relatively new to Detroit,

having moved from the south soon after she finished college. She is reserved and soft

spoken, and brings a very warm energy to her classroom. I would describe Cheree as

“Afrocentric.” Almost everyday, she wraps her head in African fabric and adorns herself in

African jewelry and clothing. She engages her third graders in a variety of hands—on and

group activities, and believes that before she can start teaching the content areas, children

should be taught their history.

Busy taking classes toward her certification the last four years, Cheree became

certified in December 2000, during the period of this study, and has been teaching at Ayo

for two years. She was born and raised in Mississippi and has a deep southern drawl.

Marissa Vitals

Marissa, an Italian American woman in her late twenties, teaches second grade at

Ayo. She was raised in St. Clair Shores, a white suburb of Detroit. Marissa’s classroom is

also student-centered, and I would describe her as nurturing. She seems to really care about

her students and tries to understand their language and behavior despite the cultural

difference. She was first exposed to diversity through her first teaching position, which was

in a private, international school where she taught for two years. Together with her master’s

courses, this experience changed her approach to teaching diverse students. She once

believed that she needed to “treat all kids the same and not look at what race they were.”
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She has been teaching for four years; two ofwhich have been at Ayo. She did her

student teaching in Utica, MI, an eastern suburb of Detroit. Marissa speaks Italian and

seems closely connected to Italian cultural traditions and customs.

Bridgette Williams

Bridgette, an African American woman in her early twenties, was raised in an upper

middle class community in northwest Detroit. As a novice teacher, Bridgette’s fourth grade

classroom is very structured. She has high expectations for her students and often

challenges her fourth graders by giving them middle school work. Compared to Cathy’s

fourth grade classroom, Bridgette’s room is teacher-centered. Bridgette feels that she must

be in complete control and believes that her classroom would be chaotic otherwise. She is

articulate and outspoken, and motivates her children to succeed beyond what society expects

of them.

Bridgette has been teaching for two years, and this was her first year at Ayo. She did

her student teaching in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, near the historically Black university that

she attended. There, she says, she had Black instructors who told her, “Black children have

been taught to fail, they’ve been taught that they can’t do anything, so you have got to go in

there and boost their confidence,” and therefore feels that she was better prepared to teach

Black children than most beginning teachers.

janice Lipinsla'

janice, a white woman in her mid twenties who recently finished her student

teaching, teaches fourth grade at Ayo. Raised in Troy, MI, an affluent suburb of Detroit,

Janice has had scarce interaction with Black people and confessed that she is unfamiliar with
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Black culture. Janice is outspoken and fiiendly, and as a first year teacher, she seeks regular

support from her more experienced colleagues. This has been a year of growth for her all

around - she is learning about her students as she learns the art of teaching. In this first

year, she especially had difficulty understanding her students’ language and culture, which

made the year more challenging.

Janice worked in marketing before deciding to teach, and served as a substitute

teacher in the Troy and Rochester, MI area while getting her certification. She was a part of

a certification program at a large state university that was specifically designed for “urban

education” but did not focus on educating African American children in particular. Last year

she student taught for a semester at Ayo Academy in a fifth grade classroom. Janice’s

cultural heritage is Polish although she did not refer to herself as Polish American or seem

closely connected to any particular ethnic traditions or customs.

The Study Group’s Readings

As a professional development activity, the study group offered teachers

opportunities for focused reading and discussion and encouraged a spirit of inquiry and

reflection. It provided 1) the content (the work of Black scholars as a focus of study); and 2)

the context for discussing their own work as teachers in an African-centered public school.

As members of this group, teachers read and responded to texts that addressed the

(mis)education of Black children in America’s schools and the ways in which teachers and

schools can address the specific needs of Black children. Some of these texts focused on the

social, psychological and emotional development of Black children and some focused on the

goals and philosophy of African—centered education. I chose each text because it challenged

traditional, Eurocentn'c ways of understanding and educating Black children. Each of these
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texts acknowledges and understands the social, historical, and political context in which

Black children are schooled, underscoring race and class inequities in American education.

Table 2 provides a list of the readings and the corresponding dates our group met and

discussed the selected texts. Each reading selection has also been annotated (see Appendix

C) for quick reference.

Teachers’ lives were exceptionally busy so we often read selected chapters from the

larger texts (e.g., Wilson, 1992; Smitherman, 2000). In addition, several of the teachers

reported that they found the theoretical pieces difficult to read and understand; they

preferred reading the more practice-oriented pieces such as Kenyatta’s (1998) 931M

' . (Interviews, May 2001). For example, Cheree

 

explained that she had difficulty reading Mwalimu Shujaa’s (1994) chapter, “Education and

schooling: You can have one without the other”:

Some things I had to really decipher, you know, stop for a moment. It was a lot of

work, a lot of big words in there that I had to stop and pause and try to internalize...

that would probably be the one I would say I liked the least.

Similarly, Marissa noted, “I would rather read books that are more practical and real life than

theoreti ” This preference is not surprising, however. As Burbules (1998) argues:

Many practicing teachers (especially in public schools) regard theoretical work, much

of it generated by relatively privileged academic scholars in universities, as out of

touch with and irrelevant to their concerns (p. 16).

While teachers generally prefer reading texts that have implications for their practice,

the purpose of the study group was not to provide particular instructional strategies.

Instead, I hoped to provide teachers, by means of reading and discussing texts that speak to

the (mis)education of Black children in America’s schools, an opportunity to reflect on the

meaning and importance of their work in an African-centered school context as they

reflected on sociopolitical context in which Black children are schooled. By examining the
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work ofBlaCk SCholars who interpret the schooling Process from an African-centered mm,

than a European-centered petSPCCch’ I h°Pt=d fishers might approach their practice with a

more informed understanding of the problems and possibilities in public education for

African American children.

Table 2: Study Group Reading, 2000-2001 School Year

Date
Reading

November 28 Woodson, C.G. (1933).W
.

Trenton, NJ: Africa World Press.

. ' have

January 16 Shujaa, M..J (1994). Educauon and schooling You an

one without the other. In Shujaa, Mu] (Ed). :

  

    

. . F}.

I .1_,.-

gmggg(pgs. 13-36).Trenton,
N]: AfricaWorld Press.

Akoto, A. (1994). Notes on an Afrikan-centered pedagog
‘lzm

Sb an, M~J (Ed)

W
(pgs. 319-337).

Trenton, NJ: Africa World Press,

February 20 Wilson, A..N (1992). i ' f

chflflgb New York: Afrikan World Infosystems

March 13 Smitherman, G. (2000) 'I‘

Was—m
New York: Roudedge

April 24 Kenyatta, K (1993) 'd ‘0 ' ' '
. M9 Detroit, MI: Afrikan Way Investmeflts'

ered

May 21 KunjufuJ (1985)mm

12915 Chicago: African American Images

organization of Study Group Sessions

The discussion sessions centered on responding to and discussing the readings- The

0183311“ng of the sessions resembled the processes often used in b00k club discussions of

both adults and children (Florio-Ruane, 2001, 1994; McMahon & Raphael, 199.7; Flood

Lapp and knock-Baht, 1996). Specifically, in advance of each meeting, 11”er d content-
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specific unStions to focus the discussion and encourage filtther inquiry and reflection (see

AppendixD for discussion (103360115) I led “Ch diSWSSion, probing teachers to think

beyond themm80 that they might begin to rethink their assumptions about teaching

and learning, and challenge existing beliefs, attitudes and expectations surrounding Black

children.

Writing was also an important fonn ofresponse and reflection (Flood at Iapp. 1994;

Reischl, 1999). Participants were asked to keep a journal throughout the length of the study

group to document their developing understandings and responses to the readings and

discussions. I hoped to use these journals as an additional source of data on teachers'

learning; however, in most cases, teachers did not write in their ioumal consistently,mm

this an unreliable source of data. As such, teachers’ journals were used with caution when

analyzing the data.

13’
Unlike traditional staff development sessions, in which teachers often sit [33551 e

and receive information, participants in the study group actively discussed the readings

throughout the hour to hour and a half sessions. Although it was the end of the day, group

members were often mlkativc and upbeat as they entered the 100111 Where our SCSSions took

place. I also brought food and drink to create an informal setting where teachers could relax

following a busy, stressful day in the classroom. In fCHOW up interviews (May 2001),

teachers consistently noted that they enjoyed the group’s discussions. Amcng other things,

they liked that I prepared the questions for discussion beforehand and led the each of the

discussions. Janice’s comments are a good example of the kinds ofremarks teachers made

about the group

I think you did a really good job of preparing because you had those questions for us

aud that was a good way of getting us going or moving us along, so . t

side tracked. And I think that was really helpful because you PiCkedtzeutlmcs we go

t Certain
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poiflts that maybe we o“alooked or wanted to discuss but didn’t kn b

there- lthought that was gOOd.
OW 0W toget

Cheree had siniilar good feelings about the group:

I liked the comrminication. We could debate without any argument. And that’s

- Most of us think that debating means that you gotta argue all the dine, but it

doesn’t necessarily mean that. To use, I think, in the group, all of us got a chance to

give our views whether we agreed Wlth the other person and we
didn’t take offense

to it or nothing like that. So I liked that type of energy, environment.

Research Methods

Design and Data Collection

The study group was designed to provide a context for ongoing feflchon a
nd

issues of race, power and schooling in American education.

ovember through May, and

dismission around

Six Study

group sessions were held over a seven-month period from N

m

lasted approximately one hour to an hour and a half each- Sessions were scheduled {‘0

3:15Pm to 5:009:11, one Tuesday of each month based on teachers’ schedules.

Teachers pflddPath in the study group voluntarily. They were not compeflsath

for staff development time by the school but incentives were provided by the researcher. A

complimentary copy of the selected texts was purchased for each teacher, and a $25.00 gift

certificate redeemable at a local Black bookstore was given u[Jon completion 0f the study to

encourage teachers to continue reading bOOkS similar to those read by the gtOUP- These

incentives were considered appropriate given the nature and purpose 0f the ‘5de group.

As a means for ongoing analysis and reflection and as a participant observer, I kept

my own jougnal of field notes (HammefSleY 8‘ Atkinson, 1995) during the seven months of

this study- To address the research $159033 from a variety 0f angles, What is Called

“triangulation” m interpretive [eSCQICh (Gordon, 1980), I COllCCth data "3mg a umber Of

1)

sources:
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Study group sessions: Each session was audio taped for later analysis of the group,3

discussions. These tapes provided a record of the lather-y interactions and responses to the

texts. Selected sections of these tapes were transcribed and catalogued by me.

Teachets’ journals: Teachers recorded their beginning understandings and responses to

the mdings and the grouo’s discussions in a journal provided by me. These journals were

collected from teachers with their consent at the end of the research period and shortly

returned. The journal was intended to be a place for teachers to reflect on what they had

read and what they may have learned through the readings and group discussions; however

many of the teachers did not write in their journal consistently, making this source of (13“3

less useful than I originally had hoped. While there is little data in the teachers’ journals:

they were used as much as feasible when comparing data to refine, revise or reject the

S

inferences 1 was making about teachers’ participation and learning in the study group-

. Cd 3

this dissertation shows, however, other data sources were considerably richer and pro«(1

greater opportunity for triangulation and analysis.

Reflective journal: I kept a journal Of my own where I recorded my observations,

thoughts, questions, and reflections on the group’s discussions and responses to tl‘le

readings. In Particular, I noted my observations of the group’s interactions, including my

role in the group, and provided an ongoing anflYSis 0f teaehers’ developing mimicking”. My

journal allowed me to have a record of my Chillklng over tithe and a record of my

observations of the group. It also was a source of continuous framing and testing of

interpretations which influenced my subsequent participant observation and my ongoing

analysis of the larger data set in an iterative process of focusing, testing, and refining

meh~based interpretations, which sociologists Glaser and Strauss (1 967) Call the

“ . ,,

constant compamuve method.
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Teachet interviews: I conducted lilltt'tl'Views with individual teachers in November
before

the study group began meeting to 1331'“ “bow their existing beliefs and practices with regard

to teaching 13th Children and their current understandings of African-centered education.

This first interview also gave me the Opportunity to get to know teachers personally and

begin to develop rapport. I interviewed teachers again in May shortly following our last

session to gauge what teachers learned from the readings and discussions and whether: their

beliefs, attitudes and expectations had changed as a result of their participation in the grout)

(see Appendix E for Interview Protocols).

Attitude survey: In addition to interviews, teachers were asked to complete an attitude

. . . . . 1', £5

survey in November as a way to assess their Views of teaching 311d their attitudes 30d be c

«haw 1about educating Black children bgbn they were introduced to the texts. The survey,

94)
developed, combined ‘i‘cultutally relevant” practices from Gloria Ladson-BillingS'S (‘9

work with successful teachers of African American children and the work ofBlack

psychologists Baldwin and Bell (1985). who developed the Afh'can Self-Consciousness Salt

The African selficonsciousness scale measures 1) awareness ofonc’s African identity and

heritage (a sense of collective consciousness); 2) general Priorities placed on Black survival,

liberation and the necessity of institutions which affirm Black life; 3) specific priorities placed

on self-knowledge and self—affirmation (i.e., Afrocentric values, customs, and PmCtices); and

4) recognition of racial oppression (via people, concepts, institutions) to the development

and survival of Black people. I also drew on Pang & Sablan’s (1998) Work on teacher

efficacy. They developed an instrument to measure how teachers feel about their ability to

teach Affian American students. Three dimensions were covered by this 25‘item attitude

survey:

 



African Confidousness Do teacbm flndcntand and value Man’dfiimumyand;
eééwthat”$0?” 51.9109! and culture Ibex/d be aware!{brat/35011! ta,

Collective Consciousness Do teach-enfeel connected to theirrim/0w, tbe ”ban; andlb: Black

mmmflflly?

Teacher Efimcy Do nacbmfi-e/tbat lbgmabktoteatb Bbtk cbildm firfiwb’ and

have ’53pom’0 ”lake 4 dlflma in their Wdean'fiwl?

Teachers were asked to respond to a series 0f statements regarding their views of teaching,

the schooling process and the purpose of education as it relates to teaching Black children.

A Likert scale was used: (5) Strongly Agree; (4) Agree; (3) Neither Agree or Disagree; (2)

Disagree; and (1) Strongly Disagree. The items were clustered around one Of these three

dimensions (see Appendix B) and scores were averaged to get a total score for each

. . . . some

dimension. Some items were negatively skewed (e.g., I believe failure is mev1table fol:

and their values were reversed when averaging teachers’ scores.

School and district level documents, newspapers and Other materials: To help 5" te

Ayo Academy within the context of African-centered schools nationally and the Dcaoit

Public Schools’ Africanecentered educational model, I collected a number of documents

from the district and the school to provide a more complete picture of the school

community. I also spoke with former teachers and community members who have been

associated with the school in its ten-year history and therefore could provide a per-specu-Ve

that many of the teachers in this study could not Lastly, I consulted are: newspapers to

provide additional insight into the school,5 hiStOIY. particularly its first year-

MethOds ofAnalysis

Through the course of fieldwork, a number of issues became Salient, 1 din me to

ea g

refine my research questions and analysis. It became apparent that teachc '
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about African-Centered education. The philosophy was new to them as Were the key ideas

and concepts Central to African-centered education. As an example, teachers used the team

African-centered, Afroccntric, and African American interchangeably to describe the

philosophy of the school. Teachers 2150 3901“: in response to the texts in ways suggesting

that they were resistant to the concept of Africanmmed education and this resistance

persisted over time.

The lack of prior knowledge and the resistance to the concept of African-centered

education seemed related to differences in teachers’ life experiences and cultural background-

an this reason, the analysis of the data required attention to a number of important “cw“

that characterized this gtOUP- Participants differed on several dimensions: 1) their level Of

experience as teachers; 2) their cultural backgrounds and life experiences; 3) their “no“ at c

Ayo Academy; and 4) their knowledge of African and African American history and 50““; .

My analysis of the data was intended to investigate whether the study group

challenged teachers’ views of teaching and the purpose of education as it relates to teachmg

Black children specifically. For this reason, I focused on: 1) teachers’ existing beliefs and

assumptions about racism and injustice; 2) development in teachers’ thinking around issues

of race, power and schooling; 311d 3) the group’s development and the dynamics ofits

discussions. First, I analyzed the group’s discussions for recurring themes using audio mped

recordings and transcriptions of selected sections of these tapes as primary sources, My

reflective joumala teachers’ journals and interviews with teachers served as secondary

sources. I first looked at the general flow 0f the conversations and then focused on

madam: aspects of the discussions -— topics left hanging, engaged Patficrpation problems or

issues that came up Mendy. Based on my study of related research (Rob3113, 1999), I

entered the analysis of the group’s discussions with an eye toward possjb]e inch tors of

ca
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h ’ coma.) ' cc ret d ' - .

teae ers mes: (how they in 1'P 3 complex sometal problems mvolvmgrace and

class). I was particularly interested i111 1) moments of conflict and consensus; 2) how teachers

built arguments for or against a Particular issue; 3) Whether they interjected personal

narrative; 4) how they dealt with “hot lava i“WES”; 5) how they interacted with each other;

and 6) change in teachers’ thinking 311d Pmdpation over time. I developed analytic

categories to help organize the data around these issues or questions. These categories or

themes were used to help triangulate the data and create a more nuanced analysis of teachers
’

I also examined teachers’ learning around the goals and philosophy of African-

sions. I was

centered education, ptimm‘ly through analysis of interviews and selected discus

“cation;

particularly interested in 1) how participants defined and Earned African-centered ed

chers in this school communit
y; and 3) what teaclfii’flS

in d"

2) how they saw themselves as tea

claimed to have learned about African—centered education
through participation

group.

A Note on Objectivity

As with much of social science research, my own Values and politics inf(”filled the

reswch process: the questions I asked, the kinds 0f data I confided, and the interpretations

1 made. Indeed, my reasons for conducting this research are bound up with my own level of

“read the world” (Freire, 1970). And just as schools aren’t culturally
COOSCiOUSncss -— how I

neutral (Brunet, 1996; Boykin, 2000), I was not entirely neutral either. I became a P3“ of the

context 111 which I studied, built relationships with students and teachers and establiShed ties

with the I =“get school community-
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As I became a part of the school community as a participant observer, I can”11%

reflected on the extent of my role in this context. I tried not to position myselfas the expert

or the critic (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995), being careful not to judge teachers for what

they believed and valued. I tried in earnest to suspend my judgment as I analyzed the data,

seeking insight into the local meanings negomted and expressed by the teachers (Brunet,

1996; Geertz, 1983). Of course, my univerSity affiliation and docwtal status made me the,

“expert” in teachers’ eyes but my lack of K-12 teaching experience also made me a nOVice.

both .Throughout the year, I struggled to balance my role as expert and nov1ce as we

discussed topics which required teachers to have background knowledge, As I Wrote in my

reflective iournal following one of our sessions:

We started our discussion where we left off the last time ~ What is the value of

having an hfrican-eentered Cdtleationih ,, Where were a number ofmisconceptions

about African-centered education — what it is and isn t. .. I found myself talking a lot

more than I usually do. I tried to clarify and eXpla-m what the author meant using

what I already knew about African-centered educatlon and what I learned from the

reading. I felt more like an instructor this time than a facilitator, but I did not want

to leave questions hanging or allow misconceptions to go unchallenged. Somehow I

felt more comfortable doing that this time than I have before. Perhaps because this

was obviously an area that they knew little about but wanted to know more.

(Reflective journal, February 20. 2001)

I also struggled with my role as “the researcher.” As “the researcher,” my persPectiv¢ was

sometimes privileged. I led the group, chose the texts, and prepared the questions for our

discussions. Although teachers were invited to recommend texts and take turns facilitating

the discussions, they deferred to my “expertise.” And while I tried to be more observerm

PaniCipant during our discussions, I found that teachers wanted to know hOW 1 {3“ “mm an

o . . ' . h espectcd

issue, often redirecting my questions back to me. I grew to realize that teac ets I

d in my
and trusted me and became increasingly comfortable around me. As Cheree note

[CHOW up interview With her:
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[Ylou were a great facilitator- You let us speak our minds and give Our views, You

didn’t dominate or control the conversation, which was good. It’s alwaysgoodto

hear everybody out. You also shared your beliefs or philosophy With us. I thinkyou

gave us a little more insight on the subject matter that we were discussing at that

time. I think you were very helpful and I definitely enjoyed being in your group

(May, 2001).

‘05” ~16 I struggled to balance my Position as expert and novice, I 16513th fictions Of myself as

an “objective” researcher because my research is so intricately tied ‘0 who 1 am as a

progressive, Pan African, woman scholar. I believe that who I am itlforms and Shapes Wh I

0

am as a researcher, and therefore it is impossible for me to sepatfi'»e who I am as an Afiican

American fiom my research-6 As such, I deliberately use the pronouns “we” and “our”

throughout the dissertation when referring to the Black community rather than “they” and

“their,” and by doing so suspend the bomdaries of objective and subjective,

In the next chapter, I will examine how teachers “read the world” (Freire, 1970); that

is, how they make meaning of the world. I will take a closer look at teachers’ assumptions

about educating Black children and how the politics of race, culture and language shape the

process of schooling in this country.

——-—\____—’—-———_

5 Gloria [admit-Billings (1997) has helped me to see my research in this way.
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CHAPTER 3

TOWARDA CRITICAL CONSCIOUSNESS:

CHALLENGINGTEACHERSTO SEETHEWORLD WITHNEWEYES

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to look more closely at how he Puticipants in the

study group made sense of issues related to racism and inequity in the education of Black

children. Issues such as race and culture and language were central to the texts we read,

making these texts a good source of discussion. In my analysis of the group’s discussions,

however, I found our conversations remained on the surface; that is. We did not delve deeply

mm the politics of race, class and lauguage, questioning the underlying structures that

maintain race and class inequities in Arnerica’s schools- Teachers rarely made reference to

the relationship between the history and politics of race and the process ofschooling in the

U.S.-, they saw the world “as is.”

I have taken examples from the group’s discussions to illustrate how difficult it was

for teachers to step outside what I call their “local” Discourse — the limited, accepted ways in

which they are used to talking about race and culture and schooling — and into a more

“ lobal” Discourse. Gee’s (1989) concept of primary and secondary Discourses informed

my thinking According to Gee, participants in a primary Discourse, the Discourse we

acquire through our primary socialization early in life, are likely to be uncritical 0i this

Discourse, Like the fish in the fishbowl who cannot m the water surrounding him, it is, (or

them, “the way things are.” And in Preparing teachers, teacher education has beeflWW

 unable to compete with teachers’ primary Discourse around issues 0frace and racism fins

a mic researchers have found difficult for teachers to discuss (Florio-Ruane with deTar’

2001; Roberts, 1999; Florio-Ruane. Raphael, Glazier, McVee & Wallace, 1997; Zeichner’
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1992)- For this reason, I mined Cad)”, talk (Kvale, 1996)’1001£itlg closely athow they

responded to the questions raised in our discussions around issues of race and CUIture and

language, and what was revealed abOUt who they were, what they believed and what they

valued.

Constructing a Critical Secondary Dumas-e

In my role as facilitator. 1 diIethd the group’s discusdons and PuShed Puddpants to

think outside of traditionaL E‘m’centdc educational models. I tried to Challenge teachers to

question their beliefs, attitudes and assumptions 3130‘" What it means to be educated and

what it means to teach, Particularly in an African-centered 5‘:th contCXt. With every turn,

teachers resisted my challenges and by doing SO strengthened their eXisting beliefs about

race, culture and language. As an example, in our discussion 0fSmitherman’s (2000) chapter

“Introduction to Ebonics,” several teachers felt strongly that Ebonics was “just slang.” I

offered several challenges, supported by the text, but each was met with a counterargument.

Bridgette: It’s just slang to me. I don’t see it as a separate language, the way

they did in like California... everyone has slang.

I agree, and I don’t think the article was very convincing to make meJanice

believe that it was a separate language

Marissa Yeah, it’s interesting, the background that they say... but even

reading it, I still don’t think it is.

Ebony You don’t think it’s another language?

Anita No.

Ebony What do you think?

Anita I think that, like Bridgette said, it’s more slang than anythiflg'
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Ebony

Blidgette

Ebony

Janice

d n’t believe that Ebonics is al "
Sgtgou O egitimate language? M)”;-

Because it’s COL It’s English. it’s just used incorrectly. A separate

language is like. . . SpaniSh is a separate language, French, but this is

just incorrect, broken English. lazy English. Instead of saying I am,

I’ma. That’s just being lazy. It’s just broken English. Just like Creole

is not a separate language; it’s broken French and English mixed

together.

What about the reference to West African hug-lags She’s sa '

that. . . the reason why she says that this is non; lust slang, this isyiilg

just broken English, is because this was a hug-“g6 that was creatzd
out of a condition, out of a situation here in this country- that this

language is actually, there’s some continuity betWeen the language

that was spoken hundreds of years ago when Africans were bro h

to this country and the language that we Still Speak today. It’s :g t

something that was ignorant. . . They mated that. That’s ingenious):

me... - They did that so that tht:it slave maStCIS could not understand0

them; they did that so that they could communicate, because they

came here with very dii‘felfeflt13% Tint takes ingenuity and

that’s not something that happens overnight and it’s not just

incorrect English.

But it’s code, I mean it’s not a formal language. Like kids speak in

code too, you know, so that they’re parents won’t understand them,

and yes that’s a much bigger deal for a whole culture to do that but at

the same time I think that you can still separate, okay, here’s where

we need to talk code and then here’s when we have to speak the

norm, Standard English.

The conversation continued as teachers countered the major claims of Smitherman’s

argument. Although Smithennan provided historical and linguistic evidence to support her

argument, these teachers firmly held that Black English was nothing more than incorrec—t

English.

. . e

In my questioning, I tned to create a secondary Discourse, one that would malt

building a. critical, African-centered consciousness possible. As the following example

illustrates’ however, teachers resisted arguments for a culture-centered PedagOgy The
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teachers in this exchange did not see thepracticalvalue in knowing Afican andA113%

! crican history. While having such cultural knowledge was said to build self-esteem,

teachers did not believe knowledge of self/people/culture contributed to success in the “real

worl ”1

Anita

Ebony

janice

Anita

Cathy

Anita

In this CXchange, teachers seem to suggest that the purpose of schooling is assimlla

I guess my question would be, as a parent, how is this gonna. . . I

know it’s good for me to know my background or whatever but

when you get to the real world, who cares about yom CUlture? I98

about what you know.

But should we change who we are [to be aCCePtcd1 01' Sh u]

. . d

[SOCIer Change how we think about 011m.
| diversity, 1:866“:er

we should Change the fact that they [somcty] only want to know wh:

we knOW, what’s in our heads, and they don’t “mm to know Who We t

are as cultural beings.

But if you do that with every single culture, then you’re gonna ha

clashes. You can’t all come together and work and have the samze
like in Spain, you know, they take siestas for two hours. Well, that i .

doesn’t really Work here. You earl’t l‘JSt do that. . . and if that’s the

way you’re gonna make the school around that way oflife, then there

needs to be some sort of balance. You have to realize that you can’t

take everything with you out into society.

Yeah, because the reality of it is, idealistically, it’s wonderful, but the

reality of it is, who cares? I mean, it might sound bold but that’s the

truth. Who does care?

Well, it’s true, like if you’re cashier in a store, nobody’5 going to ask

yon, well, what do you know about African Americans. You know,

theft? not going to ask you that or when you’re in a corporation,

you’re not going to talk about that. Like my husband works at GM,

he’s not going to sit up there around Caucasian people and talk about

it. So, that’s what we have to think about, what value is it when you

get out there in the real world?

It builds up our selflestcem’ and that’s what I think it’s there {or}?

build “P your self-CSteem and feel good about who you “cab“t e

reality of it is, when you get out in the real World, nobody cares.

don and

therefore students need to abandon their cultural identity - their language, traditions”
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hairstyles. 111d dress — to succeed in the “real world.” They saw the United States as a

melting pot Where cultural differences are blended and one “Amaican” culture is Created

As Nieto (2000b) has argued, however, the goal of assimilation devalues students’ culture.

When I suggCSted we question society’s values With regard to cultural diversity rather than

try to fit in, they seemed to accept the status quo — what society expects - and by dOing so

defended the kind of Eurocentric hegemony that devalues the culture of “non-White”

people.

As the above examples illustrate, constructing a secondfllh Critical Discourse Was

difficult Participants rarely questioned their beliefs and assumptions about themselves or

their students, in large part because teachers’ professional, secondary Discourse is grounded

in aEurocenti‘nc worldview, which shapes their values, beliefs, attitudes and social identities,

and therefore how they see the process of schooling and their work as teachers. Together

with teachers’ primary Discourse (i.e., cultural orientation), the traditional Discourse of

teaching influences how they make sense of the world.

According to Gee (1989), a Discourse is like an “identity kit,” which “comes

complete with the appropriate costume and instructions on how to act, talk and often write,

so as to take on a particular role that others will recognize” (p. 7). As part of their training to

become teachers, teachers learn to speak, think, and act like a teacher. By efleflturation or

apprenticeship, they are scaffolded into the teaching profession by people who have already

mastered the Discourse. However, few teacher education programs prepare teacher-3 to

address the needs of Black children (or other children of color for thlat mafia) (13650”

Billings, 2000). This means that teachers as a group have been socialized into a Dismay:

that limits the space of possibility for a pedagogy that can empower Black childrefl to

transform their lives, their community, the nation, and the world.
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Expanding on Gee’s (1989) concept of primary and secondary Discom, I refer to

this Discourse as teachers’ “local” Discourse for two key reasons. First, teachers didaor

make connections between the social, economic and political realities ofpeople ofAfijcan

descent locally, nationally and glOba-HY (Ladson-Billings, 1994) Many Of them were raised in

the Detroit area or have spent most of their adult lives in Detroit. They thought narrowly,

focusing only on Detroit Public Schools and the education of BlfiCk children in Deuoit.

They did not make connections between What’s happening in Detroit and the education of

children OfAfn'can descent in other major cities in the U.S. and thronghout the Diaspora.

Second. teachers thought Within the boundaries 0f traditional, Emocmm'c education.

Educated and now teaching in traditional public school settings, that’s What they know best;

itis familiar and close to home. They know what to expect and understand their limits as

educators in this system. Additionally, “I” is the central focus here. Feeling powerless to

make a difference in the world, greater attention is given to what can be done in one’s

immediate surroundings (i.e., “I only have power over what happens in 09! classroom”).

A “global” Discourse, on the other hand,100ks beyond traditional, Eurocentric

education to alternative educational models that reflect a commitment to justice and

humanity, and acknowledges the interconnectedness of the human family. In the context of

schools, a teacher sees her own future symbiotically linked to her students’ future (Lee,

1992). “We” is the central focus here. lfldivlduals look beyond their: immediate

surroundings, seeing themselves as part of a global community. The), are concerned with

the Oppression of people around the world as they are With injustice in their own

commllnides.

. . . . . . . e of

Depending on the extent of teachers’ socialization into the traditional D1560”

. . . 5,

teachers, constructing a secondary, critical Discourse can be difficult- As Gee (1939) argue
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the values, beliefs, and attitudes associated with participation in one DisCome alien

conflicts with the values, beliefs and attitudes in another Discourse, which can areate some

anxiety- In fact, when such conflict or tension exists, it can inhibit acquisition ofOne or the

other or both of the conflicting Discourses (Gee, 1989), in this case a critical. African-

centered Discourse and the traditional, Eutocentric Discourse Of teachers.

As the data analyses presented in this Chapter and Chapter Four illustrate, I found

that teachers took few risks, rarely “31)ng outside their “local” Discourse to question their

beliefs and assumptions about the process 0f SChOOfing and the function 0feducation. For

the most part, they stayed in a “safe” conversational space and by dOlng so distanced

themselves from the politics of education. In the following cxdlmge, for examPle, I ask

teachers to consider their role in passing on cultural knowledge Overwhelmed by the

(“musing tesponsibilities placed on teachers, they Shifted this responsibility ‘0 Par'wm7 and

by doing so distanced themselves from the “messiness” of culture and the politics of

education. What’s more, they saw imParting cultural knowledge as an add-on to the standard

curriculum rather than an important function of schools.

Ebony Do you think that it’s possible within the public school SYStem to be

educated in the way that Shujaa [1994] writes about?

janice No. I don’t. JUSt because. . . like if you’re trying to pass down

cultural knowledge, that has to come from your family- And there’s

too many different cultures in one classroom for that to happen for

every child. There could be up to, you could have, With 25 kidS, you

could have 25 different cultural backgrounds and there’s no way that

you’re going to be able to fully educate that child about their

heritage... There’s just not enough time.

. - - . . . - r. l
Anita And Wltl'l the curriculum how 1t ls. Each year it’s gemngla‘geso it’s

mean, they’re adding something each year to our 01thle

really hard. I mean, I would love to teach African Athena“!

 

7 Many educators would argue that schools should stay out of this area, leaving the Primary responsibility for

P‘ssmg on cultural knowledge With parents. While 1 disagree, I respect the teacher-3’ views on this issue.
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Janice

Cathy

Ebony

education in my class but we just. .. with the cuniailum the way it is

now, it’s difficult.

You can focus 011 Several different cultures, butyou have to be very.

very dedicated to do that. And I’m not saying that we’re not but it’s

just then you have to PiCk, Well which ones do I incorporate and you

know, how can I still get the math curriculum done while we’re

studyingJapanese culture and how I can get my American history

social studies in if we’re studying something else. I think it’s really

hard to integrate that stuff.

And then we have MEAP testing. We’re focusing on skills more so

than anything else.

But what if your classroom is of the same culture? Like here at Ayo

Academy?

In this exchange, teachers’ views of teaching were limited to skills development. They saw

themselves as “technicians” whose function is to i1111’1‘3111‘3‘1t Cmfiuflum (Giroux, 1985)

rather than “cultural workerS” whose work is fundamentally Political (Freire, 1 998). This

tendency in education to reduce teachers’ work to methodologies discounts “the very need

for critical thinking” (Giroux, 1985) and in doing so ensures that the Discourse of teaching

remains uncritical and unreflective of the mainstream, EWOCCHtfiC system of education.

While Gee (1989) has argued that secondary Discourses Cannot be taught,

opportunities can be provided where a critical, secondary Discourse can be acquired through

scaffol l' . Working closely over time with experienced teachers of critical pedagogy can

PIOVide the type and intensity of support necessary to help new teachers intermgate their

beliefs about teaching and learning in substantive and powerful ways (Fecho, 2000),

1 now turn to a discussion of teachers’ views on the purpose of education for

Afloahs in America and the politics of race, class and language in the American system of

education as they were revealed in the concerns and questions raised in the conversations I
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had with teachers across the six stUdy group sessions. The analysis OE these conversations

revealed a consistent set of themes, among these were:

1) The Purpose of Education;

2) The Politics of Race;

3) White Teachers Teachi
ng Black Children; and

4) The Politics of Language

In the remainder of this chapter, I take a close look at these themes and the complexities of

race, class and language in Amaican education uncovered
in my analysis of the group’s

discussions.

TheWe ofEducation

In this gmup, by reading, writing about and discussing the Work of Black scholars,

teachers began a journey toward conscioumm or a deepened understanding of the historical

and contemporary struggle for economic, social, and political POWer in the Black

community. As P“ of this journey, teachers were encouraged to question and critique

contemporary educational policy so that they might begin to see the value ofAfghan-

centered education, thereby redefining for themselves what it means to teach in this

particular school context. As teachers in a “11°01 struggling to sustain its Africanreentered

{Ocus amid changes in district leadership and school staff, their participation in the study

group offered them an opportunity to articulate their beliefs and reflect on their practice _

who d1ey were, what they believed, what they understood about African-centered education,

and hQVJ they saw their role as teachers in an African-centered school context

Early on, we began discussing the purpose of education and the role of schooling in

the in}.&s of Black children. A chapter by deMu Shujaa (1994), “Education and schooling

You can have one without the other,” focused our discussion on the ways in which
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schooling as a process perpetuates and maintains society‘s existing poWerrelations and “the

institutional structures that support those arrangements” (p. 15). Before this reading, a

number of teachers, myself included, had not thought about the difference between

education and schooling. Cathy, for example, remembered always being told, “go to school

and get an education.” The implied expectation is that “education” will be the outcome of

“schooling.” However, Shujaa argues:

Education, in contrast to schooling, is the process of transmitting from one

generation to the next knowledge of the values, aesthetics, spiritual beliefs, and all

things that give a particular cultural orientation its uniqueness. Every cultural gm“?

must provide for this transmission process or it will cease to exist (p. 15).

The education of Black people must therefore be “strategically guided by an African

American cultural orientation and an understanding 0f how sock-till power relations are

maintained” (9' 16). In me American system of education. however, schools are not setup

to “educate” Black children in the ways Shuiaa suggests. As a consequence, many of our

children know very little about the past, present and future ofAfrican people.

While the historic Bmwn v. Board OfEdWw’b” (1954) Supreme Court decision ended

school segregation and promised to PIOVidC an “equal” education, the education Black

Children now receive is more “unequal” today than it was fifty Years ago. In some Ways,

integration created an illusion and convinced many Americans, Black folks included, that

inSdl-‘lltional racism no longer existed. We could dine in the same restaurants, live in the

same neighborhoods and attend the same schools with white folks, and therefore it Was

assqud that “the struggle” was over. Naturally, with integration, the function of education

cmng§d; education was no longer seen as the “practice of freedom” (hooks, 1994). As Haki

and 3a.{15m Madhubuti (1994) argue:

Many believed that if we had first-mte facilities, buildings, supplies, environment,

teachers, and support personnel, a quality education would follow. This is obviously
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not true. We now understand that there is a profound diffagmcc between going to

school and being educated (p. 4-5).

In large part, it was assumed that we were being taught in “better” schools by ‘fieuef’

‘ teachers; however, in these “better” schools, Black children were no longer seen as scholars

and naturally gifted but “intellectually inferior” and “culturally dcpn'ved.” This way of

thinking has been passed down to today’s generation of teachers and is largely unchallenged

in conventional teacher education (Ladson-Billings, 2000b). Operating from a deficit

perspective, teachers too often see Black children as solely having needs rather than

strengths (Ladson-Billings, 2000b; King, 1994).

Moreover, teachers have bought into the rhetoric that school “levels the playing

field,” in which educational opportunities are equal and Students are free to pursue succeSS,

and where, by their success, they will garner opportunity and advancement in U.S. society.

As an example, janice wondered:

Why is it that people of the same socioeconomic background in similar places can

achieve and can come out ofwhere they’re at and some Places they don’t?

Janice seemed to believe that individuals who succeed mat to succeed and the others

Moore not to succeed. This view of SOdetY “blames the victim” rather than questioning the

historical, social, economic and political forces that allow some to succeed and not others.

This View also assumes that all students, regardless 0f race or class or gender, are equally flee

to learn in school and have equal access to the “culture of power” (Delpit, 1988), An

“ideongy of whiteness” has led Janice (and other white female teachers) to believe in the

myth mt “hard work and perseverance are intrinsic, equally distributed among the races,

and e§uauy available to all” (McIntyre, 1997, p- 123)-

As bell hooks writes in her bookWM“[t]he Classroom remains

the most radical space of Possibility in the academy.” Yet if teachers perceive no problem in



the classroom or uncritically accept the status quo, then they are likely to reproduce the

dominant discourse that marginal-files p60ple of color. Thus, as is, the classroom plays only a

minor role in increasing the transformative possibilities for individuals and communities.

This question of the function of education continued to surface in our readings and

discussions. I challenged teachers to think of education as more than the acquisition of skills

— reading, writing, and arithmetic. We questioned whether the purpose of education was or

should be to uplift the race. There was agreement that for a people to survive, individuals

must give back or help others in the community come up — each one, teach one. Sam'ml,

therefore, was seen as one function of education:

Faith I think it’s for survival and how well You survive. Because I’ve always

thought that the Black child has to be b¢tter when itcomes to jobs

because who’s in charge of the confltfy? I saw more people in office.

high office, under the Clinton afim-mi-‘itl’ation than ever, and it’s not

because they weren’t educated; 1t was the color of their skin.

Bridgette Well, 1 agree. I tell my kids that all the time. 1 say that you have to

be 50 times better than everyone else lUSt beause you’re Black, and

then if you’re a woman, 0f any race, eSpti‘Cially a Black woman, you

have to be better. You [7006 to be to get the same respect. That’s just

the way it is, it’s not right, but that’s reality. .. you have to better,

especially because they don’t expect much from Black children, or

people, anyway-

Ebony So is this survival of the individual or survival of the group?

Bridgette A little of both maybe.

Cathy I would say the individual because my husband works at General

Motors and he’s in an office With all white men and they give him

high respect and high regard, and especially the engineers. They

wrote him a letter that was awesome. I guess it depends on how you

carry yourself and how you walk through that door.

Here, §ducadon is seen as providing opportunity for job success and upward mobility rather

than thieVing self-determination and self-sufficiency for African Americans. In this

exchange, teachers seemed to suggest that individuals stand alone rather than as Part of
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communities which are interconnected and interdependent. Education was also seen as an

apolitical societal structure. That is, teachers did not speak about education in political terms

(i.e., as a means for self-determination and liberation) but simply as a way to move up the

socioeconomic ladder. They seemed to place greater emphasis on the surviV31 0f the

individual rather than survival of a people. Many of us, however, see education as “essentially

a preparation for jobs, as a preparation for moving up in social status, and as a means of

securing a better lifestyle” (Wilson, 1991, p. 1). But if education is to be “critically

transformative” (King, 1994), the function ofeducation should be to help secure the social,

political, economic and cultural survival of a people. As Amos Wilson (1991) contends:

When we talk about maximizing the intelligmice Of Black Children we are speaking

not just in terms of their ability to go enough school and to get better reading and

writing averages and go to the right colleges. We are Concerned about enhan .

their intelligence so that it can serve as a means for maintaining the actual thsicalg

Survival of Black people (p. 1).

This conversation continued as teachers considered the responsibility we have to reach back

into our community to help others:

Cheree

Ebony

Cheree

Janice

Ebony

I think in this society. African Americans have the same View as

Western civilization; you got that good job, you got that house you

got that car, you movmg up. You got it made. You’re on top of the

world. And that’s how I think most people in this society Afri

Americans or white society or any other race, they really acn’"mean,

think that’s the way you move up.

So education is for that purpose; to get a good job, to get a 111'

house.
ce

To me, yeah, I really think most people believe that. They really do

We live in a very individualistic society, like we’re self-centered,

We’re not concerned about our neighbors or our Comnmnity. , . that’s

just not how our society is set up.

Do you think it should be? Do you think that education should be

set up to secure the survival of Black people?
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Faith Well, if you don’t have a job, you’re not going to Survive. And that’s

what I t°1d my sons, hey. if you like the way you live, then you have

to get it because this is ours.

Ebony So you sort of see then that surviving is getting a job; that in order to

be able to help the Black community, you have to have a job.

Faith Well, to get a job, you have to be educated. It goes hand in hand.

And then you’re educated enough to know how to help.

In this exchange, teachers continued to place emphasis on the individual and the material

standards used to measure success in American society- This time, however, while they

acknowledged socifitY’s individualistic “1035, they also seemed to question SOCic‘Y’s {0°13 on

the individual rather than the group and suggCSted that we give bad! to our communities.

But, they agreed, in order to give back to your community You must have a job, which

requires an education. Too often, however, when individuals become “educated,” they lose

touch with the needs and interests of their communities (see WOOdson, 1933). Our children

must therefore be taught the value and importance 0fgiving back and the ways in which the

individual and the community are interconnected and interdfiPCndent.

One other function ofeducation is to transmit 011W knowledge from one

generation to the next (Shujaa, 1994). This knowledge it is argued is needed for the SurVival

and liberation of Africans in America and throughout the world (King, 1994). Cheree, for

examp1e, maintains that Black children need to know their ancestors so that they will have

Plide in themselveS, their people, and their culture. Both Cheree and Faith believed that

Chfldtfin would behave differently if they knew their history; the SfiCflfiCCS their ancestors

made for them to be educated. As Faith explained:

[11f they really, really get it, then their character will be developed in a different Way,

in a good positive way because certain things in“ weren’t “HOWEd and I think if they
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are reminded that our forefathers even lost lives so they could be educated, then they

would act differently. . .

Likewise, Asante (1991) has argued that the purpose of education is as much cultural as it is

academic:

Certainly, if African American children were taught to be fully aware of the struggles

of our African forebears, they would find a renewed sense of purpose and vision in

their own lives. They would cause acting as if they have no past and no future

(p. 177).

While research has found that children do well academically and socially in culturally

affirming school contexts (Pollard & Aiiromtu, 2000; Watson & Smitherman, 1996; King.

1994; Hoover, 1992; Lee, 1992; Lomotey, 1992), the teachers in the study group did not

place great value on having cultural knowledge. As discussed in the previous section, they

felt this knowledge meant little in the “real worl ”

We continually questioned whether knoWinS
African and Aftican American history

and culture actually improves academic achievement and self—ectcem_ While tachers

generally felt that Black children should know their history, in the following exchange

teachers noted other factors which they believed are more irnportant and have a greater

Influence on achievement and self-esteem-

Ebony In this book, we again see an emphasis on learning and .

about that as part of the SETCLAE
[Self Esteem Through

C31 talks

Leads to Academic Excellence] curriculum... He sees kno - ture

African history as a way ofimproving academic achievemCEDg
30m

self-esteem. Do you think that this will “save” Black boys fro:

failure, knowing their history? Do you think that [knowing one’

history] is a big part of [being successful in school]? 8

Anita Do you mean Black boys knowing their history, would that help

them to succeed in school?

Ebony Yes.

Anita Um, no, because you still have that peer pressure.





janice

Cathy

Anita

Ebony

Janice

Anita

Right. It’s the enVironment.

And parental involvement.

I mean, sometimes the peer pressure is more, what am I trying to say.

has a greater effect on, boys especially, than the parents, parental

involvement.

But. .. I’ll just be devil’s advocate. What if a child was sort of, their

self-esteem was bolstered by knowing about their history that when

they were faced With a challenge, you know, at a crossroads when

they were with their peers, having higher self-esteem, knowing who

they were culturally, would make them make a better choice when

they were faced with a dilemma, when they were with their friends.

That’s possible. So even though there will still be peer pressure,

perhaps they’ll have higher self—esteem, and they won’t be as

influenced by peer pressure.

But I don’t think that that alone is 80mg to save the boys-

No, not the history.

On probing, a majority of teachers placed “9' little value on knowing African and

African American history in the grand scheme of things- They believed environmental

factors such as peer pressure and parental invOlVfiment had a grater influence on

achievement and self-esteem. When 6‘5de what importance cultural knowledge had in a

chfldis overall development, many of the teachers felt knowledge ofself/people/culture had

little 8' 'Eicance in the “real world,” and therefore should not be an integral Part ofthe

schooling process. This view suggests that the purpose of education is primarily
academic

and reduces the liberatory potential education holds.

The Politics of Race

The study group offered teachers opportunities to explore and begin to articulate

their attitudes and beliefs about race, class, and language difference. As a body
ofwork

writte.‘a by Black scholars about the (mis)education of Black people, our readings centered
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the group’s discussions on issues of race. There was no way around it, Even so, tad)

_ _ ers

tiptoed around the race button, Speaking indirectly about It. They Ofien spoke of educau‘On

in general “that than the “d““dm °f 31““ “he“ specificanv- We African Amer-1'

childrcfl comprise 91 "/0 of 'Detroit ”0013’ teachers Often discussed the city’s SChools can

without reference to race. TeachetS’ talk Would 5m to suggest that they were neutral on

the toPic ofrace; however, in my direct questioning, the conversation focused more squarely

on issues ofrace and class. In these moments, they talked about their own SChOOling

experiences both as students and teachers in public schools and shared stories where race

was central Taken together, our discussions illustrate how taboo issues of race and racism

are while also bringing race and class inequities in American education to the fore,

Morem mirty years after I Haw a Dream, race continues to divide this country and

has become 1 soutce 0f diSC‘JSSion and debate in educational circles, But the politics of race

have now become obscured by the intersection of class with race (W. Wilson, 1980; Rist,

1996). In the U.S., schooling is enacted in ways that Virtually guarantee race and class

inequities; the majority of minority students attend the poorest schools, which often have

few resources to support the educational needs 0f students (K0201, 1991) However, the

teachers in the study group did not problematize schooling in this way. While they made

comparisons between urban and suburban schools with regard to resources, they did not

consider the interSection of class with race in urban education or question why an

overwhehning number ofpoor Black and Latino students attend the poorest urban schools,

which have a greater number of undo-prepared and underqualified teachers. As an example,

Faith the ked on the differences in tax base between urban and suburban communities and

the lac-k of parent involvement at the diSttict level as the reasons for the differences between
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the schooling exPcriences of BbCk children in urban schools and whito Children ,

111 sabutbm

schOOIS‘

I really don’t know, ““1 can.d° ls spec‘flne' Maybe the taxes... I think it -

mismanagement» 1 am" 4‘“ Pments are as strong as they should be whan?!“ be

to demands 0f the people in charge: the Board of Education, even thoughen It Comes

ready to attack teachers. But I don t think they Pl“: their Voices where the th

be. It’s almost like they have gotten ““0 this mindset of acceptance and y Shot!“

it’s almost like, and 1 hate to 5’47 "5 but “This is all we deserve ” and the s-0 therefore

over to the child (Interview, Novembe-l‘, 2000) ’ n It Callies

£330

Here, Faith places the onus of responsibility on parents rather than questioning the

institution ofschooling and the structutal inequalities that ezdst in American education. This

Perception that institutional racism no longer exists and therefore individuals are largely

,mndble for their circumstances prevailed among the group of teachers in this study,

They did not take into account the history of racism and injustice in the U.S. and the

institutionfil racism that exists in the Amaican system of education,

A majority of teachers’ comments seemed to suggest that they believedin the system-

They questioned whether schools reproduced inequality; they saw schools as places of equal

Opportunity for everyone Their argments assumed that the reasons an individual does not

succeed are personal rather than institutional. As an example, Janice could not see how

institutional racism exists in schools. She argued, “it’s not schooling that does that

[reproduce inequality]. it’s the people that are in that school or those schools.” Janice

Suggests that there might be individual teachers or schools who are racist but the institution of

schooling is neutral with respect to race and therefore provides “equal” educational

OPPOMdes for everyone. She felt strongly that “schools are no longer intended to keep

people i 1, their Place”

think school is now set up that way. I know that it Was, used to be set up thatdon’t
.

1m; kid, were tracked into certain jobs based on their abilities and their race and

their socioeconomic background. But I don’t think that that’s the way it is anymore.
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janice saw schools as neutral places where racism might exist at some 1(3ch I.” one classroom

or one school, but not throughout the institution of school. She locatedracism “71min

individual teachers and schools; that is, individual, isolated people (teachers, administrators)

or schools might be racist but the inflitution of:cbooling is not designed, even implicitly, to

reproduce race and class inequalities inherent in the larger society. Such uncritical

acceptance, McIntyre (1997) argues, serves to maintain the oppressive structures that

«ensure the sanctity of the dominant group’s power, privilege and ideology” (p.117). AS a

white teacher, Janice embraced what McIntyre (1997) refers to as an “ideology of

whiteness,” which “refutes the legacy of racism, dismisses the race inequities that exist in our

schools, and resists the restructuring of educational institutions” to make resoul‘ccs equitable

to all students, thereby reproducing the inequalities inherent in the larger society (P' 120)’

. . - , anice

Reminiscent of the kinds of arguments launched
against A{Ewanve

Acth‘1 3

t is, the“

argued further that Black people are no different from other groups of People‘ Th3

circumstances are not uniqlie; every cultural group has its Pmblems‘ 'I‘hcrefore, Black

People do not deserve preference or special attention:

It [society] is asking them to take on this certain persone- ’1‘ is asking them to put

aside certain beliefs or behaviors or something. . . but that 5 expected 0feverybody

not lust African Americans. I mean, there’s no teaching ofjapanese cultute no ’

teaching of Polish culture. and I’m “0‘ “king the“ t° be’ but Pm in“ saying, that
there’s no taking into account other people’s culture as well. I don’t think it’s .

African Americans. just

She v"=as unsympathetic to the Black community’5 struggle to gain economic and Political

”Web; to be respected and honored for their contributions to the WOdd; to be educated in

the Qthext of their own history and culture. janice suggests here that because other cultural

8‘0‘1158 are not given focused attention in the curriculum, African big“? a11d cult“re Should

notbe an exception. Like other teachers in the study group. Janice suggests that American
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society is a melting pot (i.e., mzfly becoming one) and that everyone: is expected to “Imd

talk a certain way.

As )anice saw it, every cultural group has to compromise something oftheir culture

to become American, so why create schools for Africans in America to preserve their

culture? What makes them any different fromJapanese Amuicans or Latin Arnericans?

According to Ogbu (1992, 1978), the schooling experience of minority groups is influenced

by a complex set of social, economic, hiStorical and cultural forces. WhiCh differentially

impacts their experience as a minority in the US. African Americans, for example, are What

Ogbu refers to as “involuntary minorities” because they were br
ought to the US. “again“

their will” and have been denied true assimilation into maiflsm society as comPfled to

)apanese Americans who
immigrated to the US. for better economic

opportunities and

political freedom. Likewise, Ladson-Billings (2000b) maintains that there are iml’o‘mm

differences between the African American experience and the CXPCtiences of other non—

White groups. She argues, “Our understanding of the commona
lities of oppression cannOt

wash out the particularities and specifics of each experience” (9 207) - She wntes further:

The African American social and cultural experience, like those of each Cllltnral

gI‘OUp, is unique, African Americans are the only group forcibly brought to the

Americas for the expressed purpose of labor exploitation. As one of the €2th

nonindigenous groups to appear in the Amuicas, African Americans have

this country that predates most European Americans (p. 207).
a history in

Thus’ by compressing the experiences of all non-white groups into a s- l Category of

Other,” we ignore the very different hiStOties that shape the present and fume realities of

these groups. Although Janice stood out in this regard, there was agreement “50% ‘he

maiolq‘ty of the teachers that if there are Aidan-centered schools where African 011mm is

reflected in the school’s texts, curricula and PmchCS, then there must be something

”momma created for every other cultural group so that “0 0““ 8‘0“!) is eIncluded-
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Finally, the majority of tfiChers maintained that all children are 1510me[be

same despite physical differences such as skin color and hair texture- 17,ey embraced a

doctrine of colorblindness when it came to thinkhg about teaching children. There was

agreement that Black children are no different from other children develoPmentally but

rather the difference lies in how they are raised (i.e., their home environment). While

teachers recognized that Black children have different needs and that instruction should be

culturally relevmt, they maintained that “we all bleed the same color blood” and therefore

there is 00 Significant difference between Black children and other groups of childrefl

developmentally. As Cathy noted, “When you’re on the operating table, you don’t know

whose blood you’re getting.” For them, the home environment Was key. They attributed

student failure to deficiencies in the family structure rather than to insfimdonn racism and

structural inequalities.

While it was agreed that Black children are no different from other groups of

Children developmentally, the Black teachers in the group felt that the Black child had to be

better than other children (i.e., perform better academically). Bridgette, for example,

remarked on how little society expects from Black children, which is why she explains to her

8admits that they have to be better than other groups of children:

I tell my kids that all the time. I say that you have to be 50 times better than

everyone else just because you’re Black, and then ifyou’re a woman, Ofa‘iy ra

especially a Black woman, You have to be better- You bl,” to be to get the 3211::

respect. That’s just the way it is, it’s not right, but it’s reality.

And even Faith, who maintained that children are fundamentally the same, acknowled 1

that Si‘lce she’s been at the Academy, she has tried to build up her children’s self-esteem

more:

To me, children are really. . . they’re just really children. .And I was really surprised

when I started teaching, they all act alike, they all can misbehave, theY’z-e loviflg- But
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here I found myself tryiilg CV60 harder to get them to act as int .

because I know what they have to face once they get into the “$3560!” the!“e

As Black teachers, both Bridgette and Faith recognized the challenges that their

students will face being Black in this society. They understood the politics ofrace and

sought to prepare their students for the harsh realities of racism. Other studies (Foster,

1990; Ladson-Bill'mgs, 1994; Henry, 1994) have also found that Black teachers see their work

With 13th Children as political.

While race was central in many ofour discussions, dismssions of race and racism are

largely absent from educational discourse (Lawson-Billings, 2000b). such issues are seen as

taboo (Henry, 1994) or “hot lava” (Florio-Ruane, Raphael, Glazier, McVee & Wallace. 1997)‘

And as McIntyre (1997) argues, teachers “are not accustomed t0 examthe innticate we

of racism that exists in the education system. Thus, many of them tend to reproduce ‘he

dominant discourse through uncritical acceptance of myths
and stereorypes as WC“ as

throngh unreflective teaching practices” (p. 131). Teachers, however, must understand that

fluenccd by

r21Cism exists in society, and therefore the school as an institution of society is in

racism (Lee, 1985).

White Teachel's Teaching Black Children

The teaching force is generally white, middle class, English-speaking and female.

Some have argued that white teachers are unable to teach Black children effectively because

they (iQ not share the same cultural background as their Black students. Others believe that

a teacher’s race doesn’t matter. Foster (1993) argues, however, that: African American

“ache“ are important in the educational lives of Black children First, Afdcan Amati“

‘3“th often serve as role models and parent surrogates for B12Ck students. Second’ they

Often value the cultural resources they bring to the classroom, have an ability to
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communicate with them, and often use culturally relevant pedagogich same?“ In comm“,

white teachers may not understand Black children’s language and bohaw'or 0,appreciate the

cultural resources they bring with them to classroom, especially if they have not had the

opportunity to learn about and experience
African and African American culture.

What’s more, research has found that while white teachers comprisc more than 90

percent 0f the teaching profession (and these statistics are rising), they are rarely prepared to

teach the increasingly diverse student p0pulation in which many of them teach (McDiatmid’

1992; Paine, 1990). Meanwhile, the number ofAfrican American teachers has been

declining. During the period between 1970 and 1990, the percentage of African Arminans

in teaching declined from 12 percent to 8 percent (S. King, 1993) In this same Pedod’ the

percentage of African Amtarican students enrolled in public SChOOls rose 2 pace“t (National

Center for Education Statistics, 2001).

This cluestion of a teacher’s race is often raised in discussions on the education Of

Blaclr children. For some, whether white teachers can and should teach Black Child!“ is “Qt

lUSt an issue of “good teaching” but also one of cultural relevance. “Can White teachers

relate to Black children?” There was agreement amOng the teachfirs in this Study that Black

Children can be taught as effectively by white teachers. They felt strongly that One’s race or

ethnicity is not as imPOrtant as, “Can you teach? Do you care about children?” Their View

ofteaching centered on “caring” for children, What was stn'king about this View oftaching

Was teachers! uncritical acceptance of their own sets of values, attitudes and CXPCCtations

with tfigard to teaching disenfranchised ngups, and their belief that all they have to do is

care about children. This created what McIntyre (1997) refers to as a “caring without

critique» discourse that uncritically accepts the status quo. As McIntyre (1997) argues. “no

momtofeating, . . is going to dismantle the foundations of racism” (p. 131) . Teachers,
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therefore, must do more than “care” about children if education is to be ,2”. . l y

transformative” (King, 1994).

While a majority of teachers agreed that a teacher’s race did nor matter, Marissa and

janice, the White taCthS in the group, recounted experiences where their race was an issue-

Marissa, who is Italian American, described a situation where a parent did not want her child

placed in Marissa’s classroom:

IASt year, another parent had a white teacher and she had this stereotype that all

white teachers were the same and she said to Mrs. Gibson, “1 don’t want my

daughter to have...” Was it me? Did she say my name? And then I had her for

summa school and it was like a total change. But she was comparing me will;

. a
Other white teacher that she had. . . she gave me a chance and she found. . to

end, she was like, “My daughter loves school because 0f you. She looks forw “dl

school.”

,

Marissa seemed proud that her teaching ability swayed the pnfcnt’s Opinion of white

teachers. Both Marissa and the parent in this situation realized that a teacher’s face didn’t

matter when it came to “good teaching.”

janice also shared her experience teaching fourth grade at the, Academy. As a first

year teacher, she relied heavily on the support Of a teacher: next door to her classroom:

I go over to Mrs. Henson’s class and I’m like what does thls mean? .What did they

say? I have no idea... Sometimes i don’t even know that they’re domg something

wrong. and she’s like that’s because you’re White and they’re taking advantage onou.

And that’s true. . .

Unfmm with the language and interactional style ofher students, Janiccvs race mattered in

her abiJity to understand her students and deal With PIOblem behavior. She undcmtood that

th Studcuts were taking advantage Of her because she was “too niCe,” Janicess story led us

to a discussion of the difference between the ways White and 13th teachers discipline

studeqts. Black teachers ate known to be more strict and demanding Of Black children fin“

White teachers, who are perceived to be pushoverS. Lisa Dell)it (1988)» who introduced this
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notion of the “culture of power,” Sheds some light on this issue. She3%“that mm:

middle class teachers’ indirect teaching style is “an attempt to reduce: thelap/mam of

overt power in order to establish a more egalitarian and non-authodtauaa classroom

atmosphere” (p. 290). Black children, however, Operate under a different notion ofauthority

Delpit argues:

The Black child may perceive the middle class teacher as weak, ineffectml, and

incapable 0f taking on the 1’01‘3 0f being the teacher; therefore, there ts no need to

follow her directives... But of course the teacher may not: view the problem as

residing in herself but in the student, and the child may once again become the

behavior-disordered Black boy in special education (9. 290). ~ -

This is one reason why scholars have argued that teachers who Share the same 011m

' ' 949
background are more effective with Black children (Foster, 1993;1adson-Btllmgs’ 19

1995', Henry, 1994', Irvine, 1990).

. . 1mg issue-

We also questioned whether Black teachers/wh1te children would be thc 5

s
Bridgette, in particular, had some uncertainty. She didn’t know Whetlnet She would be a

effective with white children:

I don’t know how I would do teaching white children- I don’t bio“, if I could

because I would be, 1 don’t know if I would be afraid of some thmgs thalt I would

say. I don’t know ifYou feel that way [referring to Janice]: but I’ve never taUgbt la a
diverse classroom. I’ve always taught in Detroit, it’s always been 131%!“ 30- - myaunt tells me, “Bridgette: you need to apply in Troy,» and I’m like, I don’t known

could. I don’t know how the parents would feel about me. I don’t know how the
kids would feel about me. I don’t know how many 13th people they Come in
contact with so I would be very. Very. . . I would feel out ’0‘. P1338 and I don’t lino 'f

I would be effective teaching white children 1 tea"? don t know w ‘

Bridgette raises an important issue regarding the Preparation 0f teachers, regatdlfi‘o‘s of

“11% background, to teach children from different cultures (see Nit“), 200%)- Faith. who

remehlbered her fifSt year teaching at a White elementary SChOOl m Ecorse, M1, thin-Y CWO

Years ago, offers Bridgette some reassurance:
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‘1

You don’t have to leave Detroit, first Of all, to teach white c
Birmingham [Alabama] and southern schools, Straight 011t o

Placed in a school. there1:: on;31““ fwd in the school.
was nervous but do you w, a er no 0088! than a - ,

And 1 surprised myself- I 5““‘1’ "the“ kids act inst hkgagizEZ/g712;:205;
and I can’t say that they 068d. 3 Black Person for the experience because even in the

Black race, the African American race, each house is different. SO I didn ’t grow up

like you or you. . . so I don’t think.hlt’s necessary for a Black person to teach Black

children because. like I say, the“ °m¢ llfe is different.

EWM [com/03,9391

fCo/qgt?’ 21, Im

”(.1455 was Whiteand I

Faith points out that She no longer saw C010;- by the end of her first day of teaChing; this

experience taught her thfit children are fundamentally the same. She also challenges the

notion that African Americans are homogeneous; Wen in the Black community, She ”“3068,

there ate social and economic differences that Shape our life experiences, therefore we

cannot assume that a Black member will be able to understand and relate to every Black child

in her classroom. As Faith argued FLll‘ther:

I think we have to Put our artist in people. You can’t say film because a person is

White they “en" 80mg to do their best. In the end, I “fine back to my spiritual .

thinking on that. - - that’s not Godly thinking and I don t thi I you can make it With

thoughts like that.

As a group. teachers maintained, “AS long as You know your SUijCt matter, your race

doesn’t matter,” and even felt that this could be a valuable learning experience for teachers

and students.

While the tnajority of teachers agreed that a teacher’s race does not matter, this issue

is Particularly important in an African-centered school context. Should white tCaCbers teach

at 3!) A191,“:”award sch001? Are white teachers able to be “cultural representatives” (Akoto,

1994)? Can white teachers ever know enough ab°ut Age“ and African American history

and culture to teach in an African-centered SChOOl? These and Other ‘lueStiQns remain at the

11%ofthe African-centered schools movement, espedally in the public School context

where an 1'11“?“ng majority of teachers are white.
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The Politics ofLanguage

1:9 th '

13th People have been “81" (b0 m s°h°°l and 0“t) to (1‘2pr theirown

language instead of seeing ““1 Valmng ‘t as a bmken down Afijcan tongue (Woodson, 1933)-

On the contrary, speaking 13th English or Ebom‘cs is not a sign of'gnorance or an

uneducated person. Black English is a language grounded in the history ofAfricans in

America (Smitherman, 2000) and should be valued as such. According to Smitherman

(2000), Ebonics is:

rooted in the Black American Oral Tradition, reflecting the combination ofAfijcan

languages (Niger-CongO) and Euro Antlerican English. It is a language forged in the

crucible 0f enslavement, US-style f‘Pa-ttheid, and the struggle to survive and thrive in

the face of domination. Ebomcs ls emphatically not “broken” English, nor “sloppy”

speech. Nor is it merely slang? Nor is it some bizarre form of language Spoken by

baggy-pants-wearing 13th YOUth. Ebonics is a set of communication patterns and

practices resulting frotn Africans’ appropriation and tmnsformations of a foreign

tongue during the Afflcan I‘IOlOCaust (p.19).

Many critics (both scholars 39d laYpel’sons), however, argue that Ebonics is nothing more

than broken English. Likewise. the teachers in this Study, both Black and white, felt Black

English was “just slang,” had “0 Cultural significance, and therefore should not be

recognized as a 133W diStiflCt and separate from Standard Atherican English, In the

following conversation, )anice and Bridgette questioned the legitimacy of Black English.

They compared Black English to classical languages such as French and Spanish, .

“3mg these

languages to leverage their argument that Black English was nothing more than broke

11

English.

Janice But like, who spanks it? I mean, like, in France, th

and in Spain. . . but who speaks Ebonics? ey speak French

Ebony Black people do.

Bridgette In America, we Speak English.

Janicc But not all of them [Black people] do.
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Bridgette NOI 311.

Ebony Most of' them do. She says here 900/0 ofAfr-1' '

Ebonics at some time or mOther. quAmcacaas—W

I referred them back to the authofity 0f the ten and reminded them that the author was a

sociolinguist that had built her care“ 0" the Study of Black English Vernacular. They

continued to question the legitimacy of Black English, but when challCQSCd to provide an

argument to support their reasons Why Black English was not distinct and separate from

Standard American English. they simPlY rePlitd, “it’s just slang.” I pushed them fiirther to

build a coherent argument that Went beyond the “just because” reasoning they had Provided,

By the end of the discussion, I became fr“Strated. As I wrote in my reflective journal

following this session:

These two were the only teflchers whose shell wasn’t even Slightly cracked by the

reading or discussion: Uamoe] and [Bridgette] held firm to their position- . . In my

view, they weren’t being mucal enough and did 90‘ provlde any evidence to support

their argument or couflter Dr. G’s argument. Bridgette conSistently noted, “It just

isn’t.” (Reflective Journal. March 13,2001)

Relying on the Eurocenuzic status quo as a standard, Janice concluded, “It needs to be

recognized worldwide in order for it to be okay.” Faith reminded the group, however

“that’s because the white man has told you that’s not proper English, They made the

standud,” Cheree went even fiu'ther. pointing OUt how everything associated With Black

folks seems to be stigmatized:

See my personal opinion, seems like everything that’s about Afijcan Am .

. . - . - - - . encans

of it, is stigmatized as being negative. In America, from our hair to Our 3

it just seems negative and I think hopefully someday we’ll get out o PPeatance,f .

have a long way to go but at least she’s trying to be one of those to, 1&2???“ We

onI minds up and understand that.
gu ’ pen

a most

(:31th Lee (1996) has also argued that Black English has been stigmatized in the larger society

and S ' cally in schools. As Lee (1996) contends, 31““ English-speaking children are
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commonly seen as “cultunlly deprived” and the Curriculum: is there

1515mm2t ‘fia'ag”

. “ . - u ' th '

this cultural depnvanon. With 6 exceptlon of Cheree and Faitln, of: other tacbmm

the group overlooked the £6th1:13hip between mdsm, Power and language in society’8

perception of Black EngliSh; they bought iIlto the larger society’s view of the language. They

did not question why 313d! EninSh is not recogfliwd as a distinct langui‘ge by mainstream

America. Rather than question sodety and the way We are wired to think about anything

that is African in origin. they accepted mainstream Arnerica’s perCCP‘iOfl Of Black English

Again, I wrote in my reflective journal:

It was as if they were saying, ‘flf White America doesn’t say it’s legitimate, then it’s

not.” Again, they Wt’vrfifl’.t ”bag a critical stance and “king themselves why.white

America didn’t see Ebomcs as a legitimate languagC- .Just because the majonty

doesn’t see it as legitilflate doesn’t mean it’s not legitlmate ~ much larger Issues of

racism and power are inVOIVed- (March 13, 2001)

Marissa, on the orb“ hand, shared a CUIturally relevant story around language use in the

 

Italian community:

Being Italian, and I’m Sidlian, northern people think that Sicilians talk slang- They

think that. . . If I were to llSten to a northern Italian, I could“,t understand what they

were saying. I would have no idea. It’s a total different dialect. But if a northerner

met me, they would say, “Oh, she talks slang.” And they look down on Sicilians and

southern Italians-

By explainiBg‘ issues surrounding the language debate between northern and Soutbem

Italians, Marissa seems to be trying to relate to the Ebonics debate. She makes a connection

between what she has experienced as an Italian American who speaks what other Italians

Consider slang and the African American experience with Black English,

An important aspect of African-centered education is the acknowledgement of

smdfints’ culture, history andlanguage in the schooling process. Therefore, We also discussed

whe‘ZI-let schools should be responsible for bridging the 13W gap that often exists in

maitlsnveam schools between white teachers and Black English-speaking Students
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' h long ar d thatEducational researchers “9 8‘16 schools must “<11:ro J / - -

d it b dge 6%5“: @m7of
d s an use as a £1 to S .stu ents home language

”dud English (11..., 1996,-Hwh, 1933.-

An, 1980). While the teachers in ““5 study did nor believe that BIackEagHSb should be a

co—equal language ofinstruction, there was agreement that schools should be responsible for

ensuring the success of all Childtefl’ by any means necessary. As MatiSSa explained:

EverYone's goal is to make cbgsdten Successful and to learn and if that’s what it takes

then no matter what their nee are, and that’s something that they need help With,
then that’3 their obligation to help them.

Similarly, Janice remarked:

Where should be some 801't 0f. I don’t know, program but at least recognition that

they’re “or doing well because they,“ haVing language battiers. But to recognize it

as a completely different language, I don’t know, because then that brings in the

whole like, then do we ””5 bonics?

If we agree that schools sh(“lid provide “cultural scaffolding” (the, 1996), What does

this involve? In our discussion, we debated whether and when to Correct a Black English-

speaking child. Cheree felt that Black children should be allowed t0 speak Black English

because “it’s part of their culture”:

Ebonics is a part of our culture and the students should be allowed to speak it and

also with Standard English, but I think they should still be allowed to Speak it

because that is to me, a part of who they are.

On the other hand, Bridgette andJanice felt strongly that Ebonics was incorreq, btok
CH

English and children should be corrected every time they used Black English, A3Jam

CC

explained:

I correct almost everything except like when they’re talking in convel:s tithemselves, I don’t correct that or when they’re telling like What the (Eden 33:0 t

Weekend or something But I want them to know that When th 3’ on e

afld they’re Spea king to me that they need to be aware ofWhat . .
they’re saying it, and that yeah, when they leave the room and Sigie sailing. and how

littie setting, that’s fine, they can speak however they want to be. 3: 131 6116;“
talize there’s a time and a place to speak a certain way, and my c133 t ey n to

those places.

CY COme to my £00m

sroom is one of
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Janice exPlained furthflawlf I don’t correct them, then they’re not g_.t:J .

lag/01am- ” 52csaW

herself as ‘he “g‘mdm‘ 0‘ the 112-donal tongue” (Smitherman, 2000) 5 define also ted," a 110

“Sometimes they corlrect [themselves]. ' ' they say ‘15 we, oh, I mean, an. we. . . ’ so they

know to correct themselves.” 5133 felt that Correcting her Students was making a difference

because they often caught theanSvelV“:s Inid‘il‘mtence when they weren’t Speaking Standard

American English.

In Anita’s opinion, however, always correcting children might delay language

development and discourage classroom Participation;

My thing with 60116011318 kids all th? time, if you just sitting there always con-acting

them, then they’re going to Start being shy and not saying anything at all.

Anita explained further:

I don’t want to discourage it but I don’t think that we shOuld really Push it. But I

really think that we need to- -~ because I didn’t know thellismry of it and I’m really

intrigued by it and 1m that We should probably explam to our children where it

comes from.

Anita’s comments illustrate how Complex issues of language, culture and power can be.

While she disagrees with countering Black English-speaking children all the time, she also

fears that acknowledging Black English formally would further disadvantage Black children.

Rather than discourage the language, she proposes that we teach children about the history

of the language so that they can understand and value heir “home” language

Generally, I found that teachers corrected some things and not others, and this

Varied by teacher. Both Marissa and Anita took a more developmental “PPl‘Oach; they said

they. allowed children to use the language they were most comfortable with, particularly

“’th speaking With friends. As Marissa explained:

I don’t correct tilem in class thongh. .. if they say ain’t, 1’11 correct

that’s about it. I guess I just realized they’re just comfortable and

that’s their conversation and Why stop their thoughts, you know

natural flow. They’re just being themselves and I guess I don’t 1

them on that, but

they’re talking,

What I mean, the

001‘: at it as a bad
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thing. Because even if I “F“ ‘0 correct them. when the 1 a
going to go back [to speaking that way]. . . that’s them. Izhe ”em/mm, :47)“.

guess I lUSt accept them- ‘ ' I understand them and I aCcep a:33/1”0f1‘me and!

t Clem for who theyare.

Here it seems Marissa is trying to understand 311d Value her students {énguzge and culture-

Without questioning her own baud-5’ values and assumptions about the language and culture

of her students (Iadson-Billings, 2000b; McIntyre, 1997) and acknowledging the “culture of

power” (Delpit, 1988), she runs the risk, howeyer, ofreproducing the dominant discoune

that marginalizes Black students. While teachers should acknowledge the legitimacy of

students’ home language, their reasons for allowing Black children to speak Black English

could be disempowering. That is, they might believe that I313!Ck children speak Black English

because they are slow or “culturally defident” and therefore (10 nor correct them because

they “don’t know any better-” Or they can acknowledge and Validate their use of Black

English but also take the responSibiJ-ity to teach them the “rules of powet” (Delpit, 1 988).

As Delpit (1992) argues, once teachtars help students understand the inequities of the system,

they can show them “how to cheat.” And to cheat, she wn'tes, “is to learn the Discourse

that would otherwise be used to exclude them from participating in and transformng the

mainstream” (p 301). Teachers, therefore, must talk to their students about the history of

the language, and teach them how and when to move between these two languages By

making this explicit, teachers are enacting a critical pedagogy that can emPOWet Students

beyond the classroom so that they can participate in the culture ofpower (Delpit, 1988), As

Delpit (1 988) explains, she tells her students that their language and cultural Style is unique

and Wonderful but she also tells them “there is a political power garlic that is being played

and if they want to be in on that game there are certain games that they too must play”
(p.
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We discussed this “06011 OfCOdC switching and whether

ta“assfiou/d tacéBack

' it is “acceptable” to .
children when and where wBlack English darken theyshould use

. ° v , Maris - .
Standard American EOShSh' H0 eve; 8“ ‘l‘JCStloned Whether/011138 Children (PreK-3)

would be able to understand What code SWitching means and the socu'OPOHCical 1implications.

of speaking Black English:

Do you think that age is aPProalzatFo - - that the fourth grade classroom would be

more appropriate to say that. e in second grade, I think if I were to say that to

them, I think I would confuse them. They’re not ready for that.

Similarly, janice questioned whethct elementary age Childtefl would be able to make the

connection or would they just be more Confused, Considering this possibility, the majority

of teachers agreed that there should be less focus on code switching in early elementary

because children at this level may act be able to pick up on the social cues to determine

when certain language or behavior is expected and why, but over-an this was seen as a

valuable and important function of schooling.

Compared to the other latches, Anita felt seven year olds Were capable of

understanding the purpose of code switching and therefore teachers should be explidti

I guess I keep it real with my students. I’m just like, when you try to get a job you

know, things that they know about, when you try to get a job, you can’t go in iherc

saying this, that and the other but when you’re with your friends, you can do this

you know, you can speak a certain way. And that’s just Whatever I teach I ,

apply it to their lives.
’ try to

' d dShe says that she explains to her secon gm ers that they need to speak and act a c , Way

in Q ' situations, d b doin so politicizes issues ofcultur
terrain an Y 8 e and language so that her

students can begin to understand and learn how to participate in the culture of power This

dil§wa reminded me ofWEB. Dubois’s concept of double consciousneSS __ living in and

béwcco two W0dd8, one Black, one White. Although many of the teacherS felt that Black

PQQple should not be ashamed 0fhow they speak, they felt strongly that there was a time
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and Place for Black English. 'I‘Luey made a dc“ distinction betWeen ‘C

band”10d “Ifdool”

W8C;Black EngliSh was acceptable at home °‘ around f“wily hdfieadsbutit was

inappropriate in school and prof'eSSional work settings.

A large part of the Ebonics debate centers on whether the language should be used

as a co-equal language of instruction to 1131p build a bridge for struggling readers and writers.

While the majority of teachers in this study agreed dint the language barrier between tackle“

and Black English—Speaking students should be IOCOgnjzed and that schools should be

responsible for narrowing the W8“gap. some felt that Black English should not be used

as a CO-equal language ofinstructiofl- There are a number of instances, however, where

Black English has been used successfully to bridge the “language gap.” A: the Nairobi Day

School, for example, an independent School in Palo Alto, California, the use of and respect

for Black English was encouraged through songs, games, poetry and drama. Far from

viewing their students’ language as broken English 01' the result Of cognitive deficitS, the

teachers there came to view Black English as rule governed and complex (Hoover, 1992). A

number of research studies have also found that “cultural scaffolding,» building on Black

English language patterns during reading instIUCfiOm have improved literacy legging for

Black students in elementary and high school (Morrell, 2000; Ladson-Billings, 1994,, Lee,

1996; Heath, 1983). Ann Lewis, as an examPIC. a “ladle; in Ladson-Billings’s (1994) Study

of successful teachers of African American children, encouraged students to use their home

language while they acquired the secondary Discourse ofStandard English;

52m:semesnmmsmhwa???“
required to “translate” to the standard form. By the end of the ”13th, stud;
were not only facile at this “code-switching” but could better use b lan

grandson-Billings, 1995, P- 161). 0th guages
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This rem has directly Wang“ the Prevailing wisdom within edUCadon 1'qu I m, g' the

use of Black English in instruction.

With such a negatlve Perception Of Black English, I wondered Whether the teachers

in this study would have low expectations of students who spoke Black English. A

prevailing assumPtion among educators and resent-Chem is that Black English interferes with

the development of early reading abilities (Lee, 1996) and is an indication of low intelligence

(Smitherman, 2000) so I questioned teachers to think about how they perceive Black

English-speaking students. Smithennan (2000) Cites research on teachers’ attitudes, which

indicates that teachers often believe Black English-speaking children are nonverbal and

possess limited vocabularies. Like many of the teachers in this Study, teachers often Pmeivc

Black English-speaking children to be slow leamers and their Speech in need of constant

correction. 1n the following exchange, teachers discuss Why they Would draw c .

conclusions about a child’s intelligence based on their use ofBlack English:

Bridgette I would assume that they would be slow. That would be my

assumption; I probably wouldn t say it but I would assume

that. . . I would assume that they di ’t know any better and if
they SPOke like that they weren’t bdght' ° ' that’s what I wouldassume, not saying that that’s What they were I)

assume that. Now, I would also assume that Ut I would

can t is ‘ a Child thatspeaks grammatl .y correc 80mg to be $11 but :1];

not always true, so it goes hath ways. I would 38$ t’s

someone who spoke Ebomcs would not be 811: "me that

be slow and someone who spoke Standard 511811.8de would

assume for them to be smart. Usually. .. Iwouldn’t Would

the case. I’m not going to say that. 33? that’s

Ebon Is that true for other people, that you Would as

y .

someone who spoke Ebomcs to be slower

who spoke Standard English?

sOdate

than somCOne

Marissa Isn’t that a stereotype in a way, though?

Anita Yeah, I was going to say, isn’t that stereotypical?

Bridgette It is but everybody does it.
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- I’m 'ust s '
Marissa ’ aymg, bat we don’t kn b5. -

would look decper, like Wh ow the ckgtound. Like I
. ‘ . - etc has this child com &

What is his family like? We don’t know i—fhis pat;tsc.)iz.l?
don’t know ilnything about him or her. more could be mot
to it than he 8 Slow. I wouldn’t think they’re slow. I would e

think. ° ° 1 would Want to know more about their backgr

where he lives. ound,

Janice I agree though, I Wouldn’t assume, I guess, that they’re slow.

I would think that there’s a cultural difference between us.

But at the same tithe, when Bridgette was talking about ifa

Black child was in her classroom and spoke very eloquently. I

would assume that that person is smart. So I do still have

some stereOWpes then.

Bridgette I mean, they could prove me wrong, I’m not saying they are

slow but that is what I would think, I’m not saying that it’s

true.

Consistent with “35621611 on language attitudeS, Bridgette assumed that there is a dilect

relationship between language and intelligence?- This perception Often leads to negative

eXPCmfions of thc child, which can create “ self'fi‘lfifling prophecy (Smitherman, 2000).

Such Perceptions can be damaging to a child’s self-concept and have a negative impact on

their behavior and achievement. For this 1363500» teachers must begin to build on the

linguistic resources Black children bring with them to school so that they can acquire school-

based literacy (Heath, 1983). As Lee (1996) has argued'

If teachers are goingto become reflective practitioners, they need to 1303

theoretical and-practical. knowledge of how to use cultural, linguistic and sess borh

sociolinguistic information to develop ways of teachmg that not only res

diversrty but insure high levels of literacy (p. 309). PCCt Clllturaj

By the end of our discussion, teachers began to experience moments of uncertainty

FQllowing much discussion and debate, many of the teachers acknowledged that they did “(in

ling“, enough about the study of Black English to determine whether it was distinct and

separate from Standard English. For example, Marissa admitted:
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I’m a little wnfinsed- ”I“ at fi’ft I said it’s not ‘1 hnsnge butnow I’m feeling 1
don’t know if it’s ahng‘mge- -- I ‘11 thmkmg what is the definition of

. ’ . . a 2. .W

talk about what is aM139 t 11: something that a group ofPeople’s-08:21:28,.weay o:

communicating? SO if you c 1t on that Sniff, it is a language.

Anita also expressed some confusion but felt redeemed knowing that Black English, Which

she too used, might actually b¢ “okay”:

I guess I just felt better about it because I know sometimes I use a lot ofEbom‘cs,

You just feel like okay. like when I’m 10 Certain places, am I speaking right? You

know, but I guess it made me feel likeokay, well maybe some people accept it and

maybe it’s okay. I don’t know. I’m Stlll a little confused on it.

Teaching to Transgress

Classic and contemporary work by Black scholars in education, psychology and

sociolinguistics served as a platform for discussing the intersection of race and power in the

schooling of African American children. The substance of our Conversations was less about

method and materials (although this Was an occasional focus Of our discussion) and more

about the nature 0f teachers’ work in an mbm’ African-centered Public school context. The

study group was designed to help move tflCths toward a critical Pedagogy, to develop a

critical consciousness; however, there was some resistance. Some teachers Pushed their

‘ ' th :11 mbers to do the same; hothinking and challenged 0 er group e Wever, mos1: teachers’

beliefs and attitudes were so firmly rooted in traditional, Eurocentric thought that

a

Secondary, critical Discourse was difficult to construct.

If, however, education is to be “critically transformative” (King, 1994), teachers must

exam-me their beliefs, values and assumptions about the world and how their Praetice

conserves or transforms the dominant discourse. Without examining their beliefs and

assumptions, teachers’ reproduce the status quo (Henry, 1994;Mc1ntyre, 1997; Howard,

W

3msvicw was uncommon among the other teachers.
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1999). This uncritical habit of mind, What King (1991) refers to as “dysconsdomc ,.
ss,

justifies inequity and iniustice by acceP‘jIlg the existing order of things as given-

Dysconscious racism is atom) of racism that tacitly accepts the dominant Whi

norms and privileges» It 15 110‘ the “53"“? Of consciousness (that: is, not te

unconsciousness) but an Wad cogsFiousness or distorted waY ofthinking' about

race as compared t0, for example. Cfltlcal consciousness (p.135, emphasis in the

original).

This “dysconsciousness” or uncritical habit 0fmind seemed to be common among the

teachers in this study. They rarely questioned the schooling Process and the ways in thch

race and class function as “inequalizers” ifl Arnerica’s schools. Teachers, therefore, must be

challenged to rethink traditional, hegemonic ways of thinking about race and inequality so

that they can construct a more critical consciousness that empowers themselves and their

students.

Moreover, teachers must do more than “affinn” and “celebrate” diversity- They

must begin to examine the historical roots 0f institutional racism in the United States as well

as the ways that texts and curricula and S°h°°ls as institutions Support racism (Ladson-

Billings, 2000b; Nieto, 2000b). We must, as hell hooks (1994) urges,

open our minds and hearts so that we can know beyond the boundafi '

acceptable, so that we can think and rethink, so that We can create n6:8 ofwhat 13

celebrate teaching that enables transgresstons — a movement against ‘71810118. I

boundaries. It is that movement which makes education the Practice d beyond

(p. 12). offieedorn

In the next chapter, I look more closely at teachers’ conceptions of African

{entered

education, in particular, which were shaped by and large by their beliefs, values and

Pectives on issues such as racism, injustice and educational inequality in American

SQQiety.
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CHAPTER4

SEEINGTHE VALUEAND IMPORTANCE
OF AFRICAN-CENTERED EDUCATION

Inu'Oduction

In addition to reading texts such as jawanza Kunjufu’sW

W,which focused on the SOCiOpolitical context in which Black children

learn and develop, we also read two texts (Kenyatta, 1998; Akoto, 1994), which focused on

African-centered education. These texts scared as a focal point for several of our discussion

and provided a conceptual framework for beginning and practiced teachers at Ayo Academy

who knew very little about thc goals and philosophy OfAfrican‘centered education- In this

chapter, 1 describe the study group participantS’ efforts to understand African-centered

education and make meaning of their work as educators in this Context. I argue that a shift

in teachers’ paradigms or folk theories about teaching (Bruner, 1 996) and the purpose of

education is required in order for them to understand and embrace Afficamcentered

education and see its value in the educational lives of Black children. Given the ongoing

challenges of working in urban school contexts, such study and COUaboration thay be

CSPecially valuable to both beginning and practiced teachers as an Ongoing P111 of

Professional development.

Listening to the discussions from the study group sessions, I was struck by ho“,

Cqucndonai teachers thought — they thought only within the boundaries of mainStream

education and remained critical of African-centered education. Knowing very little about

AEu‘can-centered curriculum and pedagogy, the group criticized the tenets ofAfficam

Centered education in our first few meetings. What they eventually learned about Afdcan-

centered education through the readings made little difference in their Opinion, however.
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They maintained their positioa that Black children should learn about other cultures, which

they assumed did not happen in “answered schools. and that Aflican-cenrered schools

did not prepare Black children for the “real W0fld-” Oddly enough, they felt this way even

though they taught in an African-centered school,

Despite the claims made in the readings, they did not see the value in Afijcan-

centered education and gave little thought to the possibilities. They thought was rather

than 011ch the margins of possibility — either they were unable or unWilling to

reconceptualize education for Black childfcn that reflected African people and culture

without excluding or oppressing other cultural groups.

1 will begin my analysis by defining African-centered cdllcation based on the work of

leading scholars and educators in the field and provide a conceptual framework for

understanding the goals and philosophy 0f African-Centered Pedagogy. I will then compare

this to the ways in which African-centered education is perceived and understood by the

teachers in this study- I will illustrate how teachers’ histories “ their beliefs, attitudes, folk

theories _ made it difficult for them to see the value and importance ofAfricajl{entered

education for the academic, social and psychological development ofBlack children, In the

sections that follow these comparisons, I will analyze themes from the group’s discus .

Sions to

eXamine and illustrate the ways in which teachers responded to the African

: filtered

Philosophy of education.

What is African-Centered Education?

African-centered educational philosophy is grounded in Pan Africani st thought,

BQm out of the struggle for Black self-determination, African-centered education seeks t
0

develop the knowledge and skills needed to purge the process of . .

the nation as a whole of the perverse effects of curren education use“ and I

—

t’ recent, and remote
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. . , values, b ‘ ' - - .domination. mglslgge thoro anoss» W5, systems, Inst:moons, and

relationships must . ug Y an critically I’C-exarmned. A ' {entered

education includes “‘6 ‘cdmwle‘?’ °f an? essential truths that charactedzed the
educational systems that were “3 Immediate forebears in traditionalA111’sz socieri

(Akoto, 1994, p. 322)-
es

It is a celebration of African history and culture as much as it is a countethegemonic act,- it

challenges the ideology ofwhite supremacy and provides an alternative to the traditional,

Eurocentric system of education that has alienated Black children (Asante, 1991; Lee, 1992;

Madhubti & Madhubti, 1994i Shujaa, 1994)‘ A response to calls by scholars and activists for

schools controlled by Black people for Blew-k people, African-centered schools were “caged

to counter the perceived conspiracy (Kunjllfu, 1985) against Black children in traditional,

Eurocentn'c schools where African culture is often devalued and African history distorted.

It is grounded in the work of scholars such as Yosef A, benJOChannan, Maulana Karenga,

john Henrik Clarke, and Leonard jeffries.

Specifically, African—centered education 1) Plus human history in its proper

perspective and defends the African origin 0f CiVillZatlon; 2) uses Sources and references

which are African whenever possible; 3) takes place in an environment Which reflects

Afri histo and culture; 4 romotes a holistic a roach to l - _
can ry ) 9 PP earning that combines the

various disciplines into a harmonious whole; 5) seeks to develop the Whole child,

intellectually, physically and spiritually; 6) uses a multimodal approach to teac] .

know16(1ge

and skills; 7) uses cooperative learning and encourages the sharing of knowledge and

resources; and 8) helps Black children understand and change the social, economic d

a all

political status of Africans in Arnerica and the Diaspora (see Yakini in Kenyatta, 1998)

As an educational model, African-centered education is difficult to translate into

evfiryday classroom practices We a number of scholars have helped to create a

Conceptual framework for understanding the philosophy of African-centered education
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(Akoto, 1994; Madhubti &Madhubti, l994;A$“1m‘« 1991), its meaningrs beingrein ed dvent an

renegotiated as growing numbers 0f Plincipals and teachers work to deVCIOP andimplement

African-centered curriculum in their “11°01 commlmity. Such is the case in Detroit where

each of its three African—comm acadetnies 1°oks and feels very different

As an example, though many of the toddlers in this study had been teaching at Ayo

Academy for two years or more, they did “0‘ have a full understanding 0fAfrican—centered

education or what the curriculum should involve beyond teaching Black history. And while

they taught at the same African—centered school, their conceptions of African-centered

education varied considerably and in many instances were misunderstandings of the

philosophy and pedagogy of Afn'can-centered education as it has been conceptualized by

scholars (see Akoto, 1994; Lee, Lomotey, & Shujaa, 1 990)-

ln an analysis of teachers’ conccPlio11$ Of Afijcan‘ccmefcd education in November

2000 when 1 first interviewed them, 1 foufld twohers’ understandings centered on tackling

Black history and building on the eulnml resources Black children bring with them to

school- AS an example, Marissa: Who had been te“Chir‘g at Ayo Academy for two years,

focused on the curriculum:

We’re an African-centered school, and I think we’re supposed to. . . w

to integrate African curriculum into our regular curriculum, so we int e are supposed

within the subjects. . . Well, I really don’t do it with all the subjects, I :gmte them

on... just in social studies. We talk about Afitica; we talk about things 0“” more

Americans have done; and we talk about the commtmjty.. That’s WhereAfil

my classroom. As far as the other subjects, I haven’t mastered how to Iadd that to

do that. 1 don’t have any background on African-centered SChools so iEstitat’r’dmuc”

forme.

As Marissa’s comments illustrate, teachers often limit the study of African and African

American history and culture to social studies. They do not readily see how the African
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perspective can be integrated throughout the curriculum in math, Sdence, and l

In our first interview, Club? also focused on teaching an accurate history OfAfiica:

African-centered education not only applies to African America-fl people, it can a
to everybody because “’5 a whole history; it involves everybody, You know. .. whfn

was growing up, I remember Tarzan 111d the jungle and that’s all I thoughtAfizica 1‘

was until I got older and I fmed’ “Ah, Africa’s not like that” They have cars and

buildings, you knOWa we weren’t sanding on the island when they came to capture

us. We had education over there In Afilica, like Timbuktu Afld all Ofa sudden here

come these European people to take '18 Over here to anothfir country and its like we

were never told that, we were never told the real history . . . and that’5 why it’s up to

us as African American teachers to let our children know the real truth.

Cathy speaks to the distortion of Black history by European historians and the imPortance

of teaching Black children the truth about Slavery and the history of Africans in America.

Cheree, on the other hand, focused on identifying children’s strengths;

African-centered education, what I know of it, is educating the Afiican Anerican

child by their strengths and weakncéses’ “Ymg ‘0 W3ct What their weaknesses are

and what their strengths are and “713$ 90’ m a sense, Palance it, because we all have

weaknesses. . . so I think it’s about building Strengths in African American Children,

to find those strengths. And that’s the key. to find them

These conceptions are examples of teachers, sense making and represent the range in their

understandings of African-centered education.

The texts we read (Akoto, 1994; Kenyatta, 1 998) challenged their C011 _

CeP110113 of

African—centered education in theory and practice, and in some cases led teach

em to a clearer

understanding ofwhat African-centered education is and if not. In my first int .

"View with

Jamce (Novetnber 2000), for example, She admitted that she knew Very little abOut Afu‘

can-

centered education. She expressed frustration with the school’s administration becaus

e She

had not been given a cmculum guide or background reading that would CXplain What

A&1can.centered education was and What she should be doing in her classroom:

I know that it consists of Hammbee, which is being proud ofyou: African bed

and being proud ofwho you are. I know that they do a lot of things with A

heritage and African ancestry, and African customs. But as far

ta8'3

ftitan

as incorporating that
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into the everyday curriculum, I don’t see it. I don’t see it happening in other classes;

it certainly doesn’t happen in mine because I don’t know what that means. And I’ve

asked. Do you have a booklet ofwhat that means? Do you have some sort of

instruction on what I’m supposed to be doing to make sure that this is African-

centered?

Janice, like a lot of new teachers at the Academy, was not given direction by the school’s

administration and therefore did not know how to implement African-centered curriculum;

she does as much as she can with what little she knows. Once reading and discussing

Akoto’s (1994) chapter “Notes on Afrikan-centered pedagogy” (February 2001), Janice had

begun to develop a better understanding of African—centered education:

Afrocentric just means that it’s centered around the African culture so all the. .. like

math would be based on African culture, and science. All the curriculum would be

based around African culture and heritage.

As evidenced by the development ofJanice’s responses from November to February, out

January reading (Akoto, 1994), which was discussed in our February meeting, provided a

conceptual framework for understanding the philosophy of African-centered education and

the goals of African~centered pedagogy. In November, Janice was unsure when she

responded to the question, “What is African-centered education?” She was tentative and

seemed to be making an educated guess based on her observations first as a student teacher

and then as a contract teacher at Ayo Academy over the last year. In comparison, Janice was

more confident when she responded in February. In Janice’s case, the Akoto reading

provided some clarity. This is important to note as the study group was designed to provide

participants with opportunities to develop a better understanding of African-centered

education through reading, discussion, inquiry and reflection.

While this reading and others I selected provided a conceptual framework for

teachers like Janice who know nothing or very little about African-centered education, it was

not written for teachers. By that I mean, it did not explain how to develop and implement
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African-centered curriculum - what African-centered education looks like inpractice. Thus,

while the readings provided some clarity conceptually, a number of teachers were still

unclear about what they should be doing to make their instruction African-centered.

What’s more, most teachers saw African-centered curriculum as an add-on. As an

example, Anita remarkect

With the curriculum how it is, each year it’s getting larger. They’re adding something

each year to our curriculum. So it’s really hard. I mean, I would love to teach

African American education in my class but we just. . . with the curriculum the way it

is now, it’s difficult

Like many urban teachers, Anita felt overwhelmed by the district’s curriculum and therefore

was unable to see how African and African American history and culture could be infimd

throughout the curriculum — math, science, language arts and social studies. Many of the

teachers saw clear connections between Afiican and African American history and culture to

the traditional social studies curriculum and could easily add cultural themes there; however,

ifwe think of African-centered education solely as teaching history, then we limit the

curriculum to social studies. Africans, however, have contributed to art, literature, math,

philosophy, and science and the African value system can be applied to all aspects of human

life. As Lee (1992) argues, a critical element ofAfrican-centered pedagogy is linking content

knowledge in the subject areas to philosophical and social principles grounded in African

thought. Afiican-centered education, for example, involves including the African

perspective into science beyond simply naming the contributions of Afiican American

inventors. As an example, in the African perspective of the universe, all human, animal and

plant life is symbiotically linked. Similar to Native American culture, Africans revere the

earth and respect the inherent order of the universe. This concept of balance and order is

integral to the African philosophy of Mat and can be incorporated in the science
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curriculum. And in math, just as students learn to use Roman numerals, they can also learn

to count and use the notational systems of ancient Egyptians (Lee, 1992).

Although much emphasis has been placed on the curriculum, African-centered

education is as much about what you teach as bow you teach. In teachers’ conceptions, the

notion of an Afiican—antmdpedagogy was absent. They did not define their work in an

African—centered school context different from traditional conceptions of teaching.

Bridgette, for example, felt that the teaching in an African-centered school is no different

from traditional schools. In our first interview (November 2000), she focused on product

rather than process. She indicated that her students do Black history reports and there are

pictures of Black entrepreneurs around her classroom:

I don’t think the teaching is any different, I think it’s what you teach. Black history

everyday in this classroom. They learn about... learning about Black history on a

In isolation, however, including African and African American history in the curriculum is

incomplete (Lee, 1992). This knowledge must be accompanied by a critical pedagogy, one

that empowers children to question and critique the status quo. An African-centered

pedagogy constantly challenges students to think analytically and critically and encourages

them to develop a deep understanding of, respect for, and commitment to themselves, their

family, community and race.

By February, Bridgette’s conception changes, becoming more critical:

[E]verything is centered around African culture — African math, science, learning

only about African Americans, not learning anything other than what you need to

know. Just basically, what’s the word I’m looking for, ethnocentiism, teaching one’s

culture is the best one. That’s how I see Afiican-centered schools, teaching that the

African culture is the best one, and to disregard the others. That’s the way I see it

and I don’t think that’s a good idea.

In November, she seems to support the concept of African-centered education, highlighting

the importance of knowing one’s history. In February, she indicts African-centered
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education, calling it ethnocentn'c and supremacist. The way she sees it, African-centered

schools only teach African history and culture and by doing so negate other cultural groups.

Bridgette was not alone in this regard. There was a general consensus among the

teachers that amtbing in an African-centered school is centered on Afiican culture, and

therefore students any learn about African Americans. They believed that African-centered

schools teach that African culture is better than others. For these reasons, they felt strongly

that the curriculum should be more multicultural where other cultural groups are given equal

attention.

While teachers felt that it was important to teach Afiican and African American

history, a majority thought it would be unfair if schools did not teach other histories. They

were sensitive to the representation of other cultures in the curriculum and felt that African-

centered education would unfairly exclude others. As an example, Faith remarked:

I think it’s okay for each school to teach African history but I don’t think it’s fair not

to teach the other histories because I put myself in a child, maybe from Romania or

one of the other countries, and it’s just not fair to me. I think it should be equal,

especially if you are the person in charge of their learning; otherwise we’re doing

what has been done to us. So I don’t think everything should be totally all African.

Bridgette agreed, arguing that the curriculum should equally represent the cultures of the

school community:

I agree with that too. I think it should be equal. It should be equal. If you have, like

there’s this new Oriental girl that goes here, in fifth grade, so there should be

something for her to relate to. So it should be equal. It shouldn’t just be all

European history or African history. It should be a combination of the two.

Their conception of African-centered education focused solely on teaching Black history. It

was assumed that African-centered schools only teach one group’s history. On the contrary,

the goal of Afiican-centered education is to present a “correct, accurate history” of the

world as compared to the Eurocentiic version of history which distorts the history of people
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of color and marginalizes the contributions of Africans, Latinos, Asians and Native

Americans to the world (Asante, 1991).

In the literature, African-centered education, unlike traditional Eurocentric

education, is described as a “non-hierarchical approach” that respects other cultural

perspectives (Asante, 1991). While the emphasis is placed on African people and culture as a

foundation or lens for understanding the world, one’s family and community, African-

centered schools do not take a position of African superiority or negate the history of other

groups of people. Instead, African-centered education provides an opposing worldview to

the Eurocentric educational model upon which the American educational system has been

built (Kenyatta, 1998; Akoto, 1994) and which continues to alienate Black children. As

Asante (1991) argues, “Afrocentricity does not condone ethnocentric valorization at the

expense of degrading other groups’ perspectives” (p.172).

Cheree disagreed with the others. She did not believe African-centered education

excluded other groups or positioned African people and culture as superior:

Well, I don’t see it that way. I don’t see Afrocentrism being about one culture, being

just one way, the only way... I think African-centered schools and African culture

altogether has gotten per se so large because we did not know about our history for a

lot of us, as people, did not know about our history. . . I just think that it’s good to

know, be knowledgeable, like with any race. Like the Mexicans and Hispanics they

want someone that their kids could look up to or know about their culture. . . I

believe that it’s past due.

Cheree remarked on how knowing the history of one’s people, regardless of race, is

important and therefore should be an important part of the school curriculum.

While teachers understood that Black history has been omitted or distorted in

traditional, Eurocentric curriculums, and therefore Black children need to be taught the truth

about their history, they feared that if African history and culture were emphasized too

much, it would create a feeling of superiority among children. As Faith explained:
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You have to just be careful how you teach it. . . when you teach that Blacks. . . you

hear Black African Americans just over and over and over so much instead of well,

these are facts that the first architects, engineers, and the people to organize

communities were from Africa, they are Africans, which is a good thing. Now, those

are facts. And those are facts that I can give even my seven year olds but you give

them the facts, but not to the point that, so since they did that, we’re superior. .. I

would turn right around and say, yeah people that were architects and to organize

communities were Africans but that doesn’t make us better than anyone else. We’re

just the ones God chose to do that. It’s hard a lot of times for me to separate my

faith from history because that’s just the way it was. The first man was a Black man,

adarkskinmanbut I don’tdoit to the point thateverythingthatldo orsayis

African American all the time.

Faith argues that children need to know the truth — the facts as she says — about Africa’s

contributions to the world but not so much so that they see themselves as superior. While

she is confident in her knowledge of African history and takes pride in her heritage, she

makes a point to say that she is not overly race conscious.

While teachers defined African-centered education differently from each other and

the literature, they understood that African and African American history and culture should

be infused throughout the curriculum. However, this focus on the teaching of Black history

overlooks the transforrnative and liberatory possibilities in African-centered education.

African-centered education is “more than merely teaching children to recite African

proverbs, wave red, black and green flags, and recognize Black heroes and heroines on a

wall” (Lee, 1992, p. 174). On the contrary, it connects education to the political, economic

and social realities of contemporary American society (Madhubuti & Madhubuti, 1994) and

prepares Black children to positively transform themselves, their communities, nation and

race.
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What is the Value ofAfrican-centered Education?

With the Civil Rights and Black Power movements came a newfound sense of

ourselves as African people and a thirst to learn more about African history and the truth

about slavery. Black scholars and activists indicted the American educational system, citing

that African history had been omitted from the history books or distorted. They called for

more accurate representations of African people and culture and an acknowledgment of

Africa’s great contributions to the world in agriculture, architecture, literature, math,

philosophy, and science. This omission became the guiding force behind the African-

centered schools movement in many urban cities.

In our conversations about African-centered education, both Black and white

teachers in the study group remembered their schooling experiences and told stories of how

little Black history was covered in the curriculum. Cathy, for example, remembered what she

had been taught about Africa:

Tarzan and the jungle. That’s all I ever knew. Tarzan swinging through the trees,

and I found out that there are cities. Africa is not what it’s portrayed to be. And

they have cars, everything, just like we do. And it’s like, “Wow.” So I think children

should see more how Africa really is. Some of them really think it’s still like that.

And it’s not.

Because the curriculum was void of African and African Ameriean history when Cathy went

to school in the ‘50’s and ‘60’s, she wanted to be sure her students were taught their history.

Bridgette also remembered there being very little mention of African and African American

history when she attended school during the ‘80’s and ‘90’s:

When I went to school, the only time we went over [Black history] was in February,

even though the school I went to was multicultural and all my teachers were Black,

except maybe two and we never really discussed a lot either.

Although there is a thirty year difference in the periods Cathy and Bridgette attended

school, their comments illustrate how little has changed in the education of Black children
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and the continued omission of Black history in traditional school curricula. And in many

cases, as Bridgette suggests, the history of Afiicans in America is only discussed in February

during Black History Month.

In addition, teachers agreed that Black history, when discussed, should go beyond

slavery and the CrvrlWar, and that children need to learn about historic figures other than

Rosa Parks, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and Harriet Tubman. As Faith expressed:

To me, kids hear over and over about Harriet Tubman, and I’m not putting that

down. That’s fine, but what about... there’s so much more than just these. . . so

everyday you can learn a little bit of something.

Faith, whose children attended predominantly white schools in a suburb of Detroit,

recounted one day her son came home from school:

My son came home from high school one day and he was telling his dad and I it was

nothing worse that had happened to a group of people worse than the Jewish

Holocaust... and we looked at him, and that’s when my husband said, “Come here

son, let me tell you about slavery.” Because see. . . and we didn’t blame the teacher

because it was probably a Jewish teacher and to them nothing was worse but see

what had happened to my son’s mind and if we hadn’t stopped that, and put our

influence, our education about our race, then he would have just gone on and then

told his children or whoever else he was around...

Faith’s story illustrates how important it is for Black children to know the truth about the

Maafa (the African Holocaust) so that they understand the historical, social, economic and

political forces that shape the past, present and future realities of African Americans. By

having this knowledge and understanding the sociopolitical implications of slavery as an

institution, Black children can begin to discern for themselves what is truth and what has

been distorted. Moreover, as Asante (1991) has argued;

If our students only knew the truth, if they were taught the Afrocentric perspective

on the Great Enslavement, and if they knew the full story about the events since

slavery that have served to constantly dislocate Afiican Americans, their behavior

would perhaps be different (p.175).
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This idea that knowledge of self/people/culture is important to a Black child’s developing

identity and sense of self as an African person is part of the guiding philosophy of African-

centered education and should be integral to an African-centered pedagogy. Indeed, this

cultural knowledge is an added value of African-centered schools.

Janice also recalled heating very little about Black history in the suburban district

where she went to school:

The history books are like, “This is what happened to Bla ,” and it was all

negative. And it never said, it never mentioned all the positive people, all the heroes

of the Black community. It never mentions that. So, yeah, I think you would have

some sort of inferiority complex reading a typical white history textbook.

She recognized how the deliberate distortion and omission of Afn'can history might create a

sense of inferiority in African Americans and seemed to understand why teaching an

accurate and complete history of Africans in America is important to the psychological,

emotional and social development of Black children.

Many of the teachers believed that African history continues to be distorted in the

history textbooks. They acknowledged that the newer textbooks are more diverse (e.g.,

different racial groups are represented) but believed that much of African and African

American history is omitted For this reason, Henry (1994) argues that educators must

rewrite existing texts in order to create “more just and humanizing views of African cultures

and peoples” (p. 303). She argues further that in their search to find historically accurate and

culturally relevant texts to replace the traditional, Eurocentric texts that occupy their shelves,

teachers might just have to settle with an empty shelf. She suggests, therefore, that teachers

be resourceful. Too often, teachers rely on the textbooks provided by the district as the

basis of the curriculum. The work of Black historians such as John Henrik Clarke (1992;

1991; 1958) and Ivan Van Sertima (1976), however, can be adapted and used in place of the
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Eurocentric textbooks provided by the district. Faith, for example, remarked on how she

has taken a history book and modified it for use with her second graders:

With second graders, even, I have taken the bookMWand as a

fact, I just take as much as they can understand, maybe a couple sentences and use it

daily. So therefore you’re able to explain it and get them to soak it in because I think

Black history is everyday, especially here... and I’m learning myself because in

teaching these children, I just found in 1994, there were 10,000 miles of tunnels

discovered that the Idu people constructed many, many years ago. . .

Here, Faith pointed out how valuable this research has also been for her own learning.

Many of the teachers in this study, however, felt that they should not have to search out

additional resources and materials to supplement the curriculum. And they shouldn’t. This

information should already be a part of the curriculum; however, the reality is that the

district is unlikely to provide these materials. Therefore, teachers must take responsibility to

search out this information for themselves and their students.

While there was agreement that children should be taught about their history,

teachers felt strongly that parents’ shouldered much of the responsibility for “teaching

culture” — the history, values, and traditions of a people. They stressed the importance of

the parents role in teaching children about their history or “where they come from.” As

Anita noted:

I think it’s really the responsibility of the parents to teach the child where they come

from, who they are.

They positioned home and school as separate and distinct domains, acting independent of

each other. Their comments seemed to suggest that the lines between home and school

were visibly drawn and the roles clearly defined. They felt there is little schools can do

beyond the basic history curriculum, particularly with the increasing responsibility being

placed on teachers. They held firm that cultural knowledge should be passed on by parents.

Take Anita for example. As a Black teacher and mother of two preschool aged children, she
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understood the importance of teaching Black children about their culture but just could not

find time in her classroom to do so:

I do believe it’s true that, just as a parent, that it’s important to talk to your children

about their culture because a lot of times in the school day, even with me, we don’t

have a lot of time with the curriculum to talk about Afiican American studies.

Teaching Black history is not enough, however. The American system of education

is based on Eurocentric institutions, values and practices which devalue the language, history

and culture of Black children; therefore teachers must challenge (and prepare their students

to challenge) the status quo. As Carter G. Woodson asserts inmm

“The mere imparting of information is not education” (x). Indeed, Black children must have

deep understandings of the political, social and economic realities that confront the very

survival of African people locally, nationally, and internationally, and be committed to the

struggle for liberation and justice for people of African descent (Madhubuti & Madhubuti,

1994). Therefore, if Afiican—centered education is to “work” in this sense in the public

school context, dramatic changes in the school’s structures, policies and procedures must be

made (Irvine, 2000). As Asante (1991) argues, “When it comes to educating African

American children, the American educational system does not need a tune-up, it needs an

overhaul” (p. 179).

The texts we read in the study group emphasized the importance of Afiican-centered

education as a culturally relevant alternative to mainstream, Eurocentric education. Beyond

teaching Black history, the majority of teachers, however, did not see the value in an African-

centered approach to teaching and learning; they questioned the value and importance of

African-centered education throughout the group’s discussions. Their knowledge of Black

Nationalist ideology was limited, and they knew very little about African-centered education

in theory or practice. This lack of knowledge and understanding greatly influenced how they
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saw African-centered education as an alternative educational model for Black children. They

did not see how it made a difference in the collective lives of African people. Essentially,

African-centered education was lumped together with other educational reform efforts that

had failed African American children.

While many of the teachers agreed that children needed to “know where they come

from,” they felt African-centered schools did not prepare Black children for the “real world”

because “the world is not just African American.” As Bridgette explained:

I don’t personally think that Afiican-centered schools are a. . . they’re not totally a

good idea because the world is not just African American. That’s not a good way of

growing up, only knowing one thing because when you’re out in corporate America,

how are you going to deal with other races if you’ve never learned anything about

them. Same goes for other races. . . but the African-centered concept is not always a

good idea. I don’t think it is.

Similarly, Janice remarked on how African-centered schools can create a distorted view of

the world:

It’s just not how the world is. You’re setting up a false pretense for these children.

They’re going to be like, “This is how it’s gonna be,” when, you know, they’re gonna

move on at some point, and be like, “Wait a minute, this isn’t how it is but this is

what I was taught in school.”

Teachers maintained that Black children needed to know how to deal with people who “do

not look like them,” and therefore need to be exposed to different cultures. This view was

based on the fact that the student population at African-centered schools is often exclusively

Black. What teachers did not take into account, however, was the reality that defado

segregation has almost guaranteed that a majority of Black children already attend schools

with children who “look like them.” In these settings, however, their language and culture is

devalued and their history absent.

What’s more, once teachers had an opportunity to see a set of guidelines for

implementing African-centered education (Kenyatta, 1998), they were hard pressed to see
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the difference between African-centered education and what public schools should already

be doing. They felt that many of the ideas for creating an African-centered classroom (e.g.,

decorating walls, having bright colors, class pets, plants) should be in my classroom,

Afiican-centered or not. They also felt that the expectations for teachers were common

sense (e.g., show love, care and concern; respect all students; come to class prepared to

teach) — nothing new or different from what “good teachers” already do. None of these

things were seen as uniquely “African-centered.” Marissa, for example, pointed out:

I think it’s necessary for any classroom, just take the African word out or put it in,

whatever you want, and it’s the same thing. Whether you have current events that

are African-centered or regular current events, you should probably have those up.

All those things.

In some ways, Kenyatta’s book served as a double-edged sword. While it provided the nuts

and bolts of implementing the African-centered educational model such as how to create an

African-centered classroom, it also oversimplified African-centered education to the point

that teachers did not see a difference between African-centered education and mainstream

public education.

The overall sense ofwhat African-centered education is designed to do beyond the

curriculum remained illusive to teachers. Their view of Afiican-centered education was

limited to teaching Black history. They did not see African-centered education as a tool in

the ongoing struggle for justice and liberation for people of African descent, and therefore

did not see the value and importance of having African-centered schools.

Multicultural or African-Centered Education?

Multicultural education is seen as a panacea for all educational problems. It has been

recommended as a comprehensive school reform to raise the achievement of all students by

celebrating the pluralism — ethnic, racial, linguistic, religious, economic, and gender
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differences — that students and their communities reflect (Nieto, 2000a). In our group’s

discussions, multicultural education was suggested as the alternative to Afn'can-centcred

education. There was a perception that African-centered education excluded the history and

culture of other groups and multicultural education was all-inclusive.

Throughout our discussions, teachers maintained their position that Black children

should be taught about “everybody.” Again, they felt Black children must be prepared for

the “real world” (i.e., dealing with people who aren’t Black). On one occasion, Anita

admitted:

I wouldn’t want my daughter to go to. . . I want her to go to a multicultural school. I

mean, I don’t want it to be all African Americans because she has to learn how to

deal with other people that don’t look like her.

And Faith argued further:

I don’t think all of one thing is good for anybody. I think because, as you say, this is

the real world. I don’t want all of one kind of neighborhood; I don’t want just all

one race school. Now this is a different experience for me because I taught 26 years

in a multicultural school. And coming here, it was different.

Consistently, teachers said that they would prefer a multicultural curriculum to an African-

centered one. They believed whole-heartedly that students should learn about other cultures

and emphasis should not be placed on any one culture; this would make them more well

rounded they argued. The way they saw it, Black children are going to meet people from

different cultures and they need to know how to interact with other groups of people. This

view made sense absent an understanding of the theory and rationale for African-centered

education in which education is more than a celebration of diversity but an act of resistance

against the kind of cultural hegemony that negates and devalues African people, particularly

given the history of Africans in America. Acknowledging the contributions of African

people to the world, African-centered education cultivates a self-awareness and cultural
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identity needed so that Black children can participate powerfully and responsibly in their

communities and the larger society. But as Marissa explained:

I think students should learn about other cultures, not just their own. It makes them

more well rounded because they’re gonna people in the world that are from different

cultures and it’s good to know about them.

Although teachers had strong opinions about African-centered schools, their

comments were based on a partial understanding of Afiican-centered curriculum and

pedagogy’; as discussed earlier, they assumed African-centered schools any taught African

and African American history and culture. They knew little from the start and the two texts

we read, which described the philosophy and goals of African-centered education (Akoto,

1994; Kenyatta, 1998), were not enough. Rather than provide a conceptual framework, the

texts led teachers to develop a negative conception of African-centered education as

ethnocentric and separatist.

While the teachers in this study were quick to support multicultural education, Nieto

(2000a) has argued that teachers often do not fully understand multicultural education.

Multicultural education is more than the study of the superficial aspects of culture — dance,

dress, food, music. Rather, it takes into account racism and injustice and the continued

exclusion of people of color in the United States. Like African-centered education,

multicultural education “permeates the schools’ curriculum and instructional strategies, as

well as the interactions among teachers, students, and families, and the very way that schools

conceptualize the nature of teaching and learning” (Nieto 2000a, p. 305). It is not added-on to

the standard curriculum and should not be reduced to food and festivals. As Ladson-

Billings (2000b) writes:

 

9 While teachers’ views ofAfrican-centered education were based on limited knowledge, it is possible to fully

understand the philosophy of African-centered education yet prefer a more “multicultural” education.
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Instead of really understanding culture, students are led through a series of “exotic”

experiences — eating different foods, doing strange dances, and wearing quaint

costuma. This approach serves to reinscribe Euro-American culture as normative

and natural (p. 191).

This approach to multicultural education ignores issues such as racism and injustice, power

and politics, and avoids asking difficult questions related to race and class inequities (Nieto,

2000b). On the surface, then, multicultural education seemed “safe” to the teachers in this

study, compared to African-centered education, because of its emphasis on cultural diversity.

In both cases, however, teachers did not fully understand what these philosophies of

education were really intended to do. Both models call teachers to challenge the status quo

and encourage their students to do the same. To do this, teachers must begin to question

their stereotypes and assumptions about students and their views on teaching and the

purpose of education. Teachers assumed, however, that multicultural education was simply

about “celebrating diversity” and in doing so lessened the importance of the teachers’ role in

this change process.

While multicultural education “celebrates diversity,” Joan Ratteray (1990) argues the

center of most multicultural curriculums is Eurocentric. Ratteray argues that there is no

such thing as a multicultural curriculum with a multicultural center:

While a multicultural curriculum involves discussions of academic subjects from the

perspective of various cultural groups, the center of these discussions inevitably is

located in the experience of one of those cultural groups. Thus, it is possible to have

a multicultural curriculum with a European and European-American center or a

multicultural curriculum with an African and African-American center (p. 12-13).

Therefore, grounded in an Afiican-centered perspective, Black children are more likely to

embrace what Asante (1991) calls a “non-hierarchi ” multiculturalism in which they have a

clear sense of their own place in history and thus are better able to understand their

relationship to other people of the world (p.172). As a consequence, they do not learn to

see African people as superior, and most importantly, they do not learn to see themselves
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and their culture as inferior either. Many of the teachers in this study, however, viewed

African-centered education as ethnocentric because of its emphasis on African people,

culture and history. This view makes sense absent a deeper analysis of schools as institutions

which reflect the dominant Eurocentric ideology. Although the American system of

education is centered on European culture and history, Eurocentric values and ideals have

become so deeply institutionalized that schools seem atltumlbr "maul, making African-

centered education appear mltm/b' bz'ared. Such uncritical acceptance of mainstream

education led teachers in this case to see little value and importance in an Afiican-centcred

education.

African-centered Pedagogy

Much of the literature has focused more on “what” to teach in African-centered

schools than the issue of “how” to teach (Irvine, 2000). As Lee (1992) argues, teachers must

be more than knowledgeable about African history and culture and like children to

effectively teach in an African-centered school. According to Lee, Lomotey, & Shujaa

(1990), implementing African-centered pedagogy demands teachers who advocate and are

well grounded in the following principles (see p. 52-53):

1. The social ethics of African culture as exemplified in the social

philosophy of Maat — truth, balance, order, harmony, and reciprocity;

2. The history of the African continent and Diaspora;

3. The need for political and community organizing within the Black

community;

4. The positive pedagogical implications of the indigenous language of

Africans in America, Black English;

5. Child development principles that are relevant to the positive and

productive growth of African American children
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6. Afiican contributions in science, mathematics, literature, the arts and

societal organization;

7. Teaching techniques that are socially interactive, holistic and positively

affective;

8. The need for continuous personal study;

9. The African principle that “children are the reward of life”;

10. The African principle of reciprocity; that is, a teacher sees his or her own

future symbiotically linked to the development of students.

To embody such principles in one’s teaching, Lee (1992) maintains that a teacher must be

well read in what she calls “Black Classical Education.” They must also be well read in

contemporary theories of learning and prepared to view such theories critically. This

requires extensive study and opportunities to engage in a critical dialogue. This might be a

lot to expect of urban teachers who are already overwhelmed; however, Lee (1992) writes:

To expect teachers to be such well read individuals may appear demanding and

unrealistic, yet the liberatory objectives of African—centered education demand that

teachers, students, and parents alike must learn to be more than they think possible

(p. 168).

The study group I led was created to provide teachers with the opportunity to read

some “Black classics” such as Carter G. Woodson’s (1933)mmas

well as some contemporary work (Smithemran, 2000; A. Wilson, 1992; Kunjufu, 1985) while

also offering teachers opportunities to engage in a critical dialogue. Together, the readings

and discussions gave teachers an opportunity to learn about the principles of African-

centered pedagogy and laid the foundation for further study. While the readings did not

delve into the pdnciples of African—centered pedagogy as described by Lee, Lomotey and

Shujaa (1994), they provided a conceptual framework for understanding the philosophy of

African-centered education more broadly.
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Having a foundation in Pan African thought and a knowledge ofAfrican and African

American history, teachers can begin to construct an African-centered pedagogy. To work

in an African—centered school context, however, Akoto (1994) argued that teachers must also

be active members of the Black community and invested in its cultural, political and

economic development:

The individual who assumes the role of mwalimu (teacher) must not only be

involved in the study of the culture, but must be involved in a concrete and ongoing

way with advancing the cultural and/or political interests of Afrikan people. The

mwalimu comes before her/his students (wanafunzi) as a representative of the whole

culture. Walimu (teachers) are entrusted with the task of inculcating the essential

values of the culture and thereby play an essential role in guaranteeing its

continuation (p.325).

Akoto maintains that teachers should be representatives of the culture, which suggests that

non-Black teachers are not the best cultural referents for Black children. Other scholars

(Foster, 1993; Henry, 1994) have suggested that Black teachers’ knowledge of the Black

community’s values and norms contributes to their success with Black children. Janice, who

acknowledged early on that she was unfamiliar with African American culture, realized once

reading Akoto’s chapter that she could not be a cultural representative for Black children:

I think that the teacher needs to be an active member of the African community in

order to know what that means... because they say you need to pass down like

cultural heritage, but heritage is more than just subject matter, like you were saying,

it’s ideals, and morals and values, and if you’re not a member of that community,

then you wouldn’t know what those are and you can’t be taught those. They need to

be experienced. It’s not just something you can read out of a book and pass down.

She continued, making a statement about this notion of “cultural fit”:

According to [Akoto], where he talked about the teacher being an active member of

the African community, I mean, I’m not. So, in that sense, I certainly don’t fit into

the African-centered school and I think that’s true of a lot, well not a lot, but some

of the teachers here, and I have no basis... I have nothing to go on. I don’t know

African culture. I don’t know ideals, I don’t know customs, and I’ve been given no

information on that either. So it’s not like I can even... well, I can, I can learn about

that... I can look that up on my own, but it hasn’t been stressed that that’s

important.
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In previous discussions, Janice argued that a teachers’ race did not matter, but then

acknowledged perhaps race did matter in the African—centered school context after reading

Akoto’s chapter. Also agreeing with Akoto, Cathy argued:

The teacher has to really know African culture real good to present it to the students.

You just can’t like half step, pretend like you do know. You really have to know

what you’re doing.

Similarly, Cheree remarked on the added value of having a teacher who can relate to students

culturally:

I believe that any good teacher can teach the history of Black students but as far as

to get that in depth personal experience, no other race can get it except from that

race that’s teaching. Like, I can’t teach a child how to be white because I’m of color

and vice versa. . . another race can teach it but to really get that experience, you

know, to really be a role model, I think it’s essential that our people would teach it.

That’s just my personal opinion.

Bridgette, on the other hand, argued that teachers do not have to be Black to teach Afiican

and African American history and culture:

There are some people of other races that know more about African culture than

some Black people do so I don’t think that has anything to do with it.

Bridgette raises a good point given that a majority of so-called African scholars in the US.

are white. This is precisely what Carter G. Woodson argued more than 60 years ago - Black

folks have been miseducated about their own history and therefore lack knowledge of

traditional and contemporary African history and culture. This does not mean, however,

that Black teachers cannot be what Akoto (1994) refers to as “cultural representatives”;

rather they must be given opportunities to study African history and culture through study

groups such as the one I created and led or through university coursework.

Outside of being a cultural representative, if teachers are to work in an African-

centered school, they must also share the school’s philosophy. The teachers in this study

agreed that educators who are uncomfortable with the philosophy of African-centered
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should not teach at an African-centered school. They maintained that teachers must buy

into the philosophy, and pointed out that there were teachers at Ayo Academy who did not

share the school’s philosophy. In their view, these teachers were not committed to the

concept of African-centered education and therefore should not teach at the Academy. In

the following exchange, teachers discuss whether teachers should be expected to share the

school’s philosophy:

Ebony On the very top of that page it says, “Under no circumstances should

educators of any background who display levels of discomfort or

intolerance with the African-centered philosophy be designated as

instructors.” So basically, if you don’t buy into African-centered

education, you shouldn’t be teaching at that school.

Marissa I agree because I just feel like if you don’t have the same philosophy,

how can you teach something... that’s being hypocritical.

Cathy You’d be surprised.

Marissa Well, I know people do it. I’m not saying that they don’t. . . I don’t

think they should teach... any philosophy. Like if you’re not

comfortable with Montessori, you cannot teach in a Montessori

school if you don’t believe in individual success.

Bridgette That’s true because I wouldn’t teach at a Montessori school because,

to me, I would be uncomfortable.

Marissa There’s teachers here who probably don’t do what they’re supposed

to be doing. They’re not teaching African-centered; they’re just here.

Faith They just tolerate it.

Anita They get a paycheck.

Marissa There are educators that just work for a paycheck.

Although the teachers in this exchange were critical of their colleagues, the majority of

teachers who participated in the study group did not buy into African-centered education.
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As I noted earlier, teachers were resistant to the concept ofAfrican—centered education,

citing a variety of reasons. But as this example illustrates, teachers were frequently unaware

of the contradictions inherent in their comments. In their minds, they cared about their

students and sought to create an Afiican-centered classroom as much as possible compared

to those who were “just there for the paycheck.” However, as Faith continued:

And then, there are some like me who don’t teach the principles everyday, Harambee

everyday. Because for one thing, part of it, I don’t even think the children

understand because it’s too advanced for them... and it is a waste of their time when

I could be teaching something they really get and they’re going to needin the world.

As the conversation continued, Faith confessed that she does not follow the school’s

African-centered educational model very closely and questioned whether children could

understand the tenets of African-centered philosophy. She believed teaching the principles

of Kwanzaa (unity, self—determination, collective work and responsibility, cooperative

economics, purpose, creativity and faith) was a waste of time when children need to learn

how to read and write - skills they’re going to need in the “real world.” While just reciting

the principles and defining them without making a connection to children’s lives is a waste

of instructional time, Faith’s raises a good point. One teacher in the African-centered

middle school that Pollard and Ajirotutu (2000) studied expressed similar views. She too felt

children needed to learn basic skills such as reading and arithmetic so that they could

function in the “real worl ”:

I think they [the goals] need to be narrowed and more focused I can agree with

implementing the African American concept into the curriculum, but the bottom line

is these kids have to be able to go out and function in the total world. Which means

you got to read and... be able to do math... So I feel these are the skills that these

kids need. They need the basics. You give them the basics, they’ll be able to get the

other stuff (p. 75).
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Both teachers make a clear distinction between what’s needed to function on a daily basis

and what they would consider extracurricular. In their minds, cultural knowledge is

disconnected from subject matter knowledge; cultural competence incompatible with

academic achievement (see Ladson-Billings, 2000a). The issue for these teachers is whether

and how children will use this information beyond the classroom. Essentially, then, they’re

asking, what is the practical value of Afiican-centered education? Empirical research has yet

to answer this question but descriptive studies of African-centered schools show some

promise (Pollard & Ajirotutu, 2000; Watson & Smitherman, 1996; Hoover, 1992; Lomotey,

1992; Lee, 1992).

While the work of educational researchers such as Kofi Lomotey, Mwalimu Shujaa,

Agyei Akoto and Carol Lee have added to our understanding of African-centered education

and pedagogy, empirical research is needed to persuade practitioners and others that

African-centered education is a viable alternative to mainstream education. I found through

my work with the teachers at Ayo Academy that a greater emphasis must be placed on the

value added in terms of academic achievement if teachers are to buy into an African-

centered philosophy of education. Although Black scholars (Woodson, 1933; Asante, 1991;

Lomotey, 1992) have argued for some time that if Black children are taught within the

context of their own history and culture they would become more active participants in the

learning process, teachers need evidence of this. Essentially, teachers’ goal is to raise student

achievement; therefore there needs to be data to substantiate this claim. Gloria Ladson-

Billings (2000a) has argued, however, “While the academic achievement is the element most

on the minds (and lips) of reformers, academic achievement must not come at high psychic

and social cost” (p. 193).
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Yet another important question to consider in implementing the African-centered  
educational model in public schools is whether to infuse African and African American

history and culture into the emitting curriculum or create an African-centered curriculum all its

own. Many efforts to implement African-centered education simply add African and African

American cultural knowledge into the existing curriculum using existing materials.

Consequently, African Americans are often discussed tangentially and reduced to people and

events rather than integrated throughout the curriculum (Pollard & Ajirotutu, 2000). A

number of scholars have recognized the dilemma ofimplementing African-centered

curriculum in traditional, Eurocentric schools (Ratteray, 1990; Kenyatta, 1998; Pollard &

Ajirotutu, 2000).

In public school settings where there is an existing curriculum, teachers must learn

how to irftm Afiican and African American history and culture so that it does not become

an add-on or marginal to the traditional, Eurocentric curriculum. This sort of “drive-by”

instruction gives the appearance of African-centeredness, but does not provide worthwhile

learning opportunities for students. However, teachers are less likely to add-on to the

curriculum if they are well grounded in African and African American history and culture.

Very few teachers, however, have ever taken an African History or Afiican Studies course,

which means that most are unable to provide comprehensive information about Africans in

America and the Diaspora (Asante, 1991).

While knowledge of African and African American history and culture is essential, we

cannot assume, however, that teachers who know content are able to use that knowledge in

their teaching (Ball, 2000). Therefore, teachers need opportunities to learn about the history

of Africans in America, on the continent and in the Diaspora, and find ways to integrate this

knowledge into their practice. Foster and Peele (1999), for example, found that the teachers
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they studied often made superficial changes in their classroom displays and routines. Boykin

(2000) makes a distinction between what he calls Mac: and de¢ cultural transformations.

Compared to Mac: cultural transformations where the history of Afiicans in America and

the Diaspora ate presented through images, stories and facts, M cultural transformations

consider the purpose of education and the influence of societal institutions, values and

practices on the process of schooling. Teachers must therefore move beyond the surface if

education is to be “cnfically transformative” (King, 1994).

Since an African-centered curriculum guide was not provided by the school’s

administration, teachers’ efforts to infuse African and African American history and culture

into the curriculum at Ayo Academy was fragmented and varied considerably from

classroom to classroom. While a majority of the teachers in this study decorated their

classrooms with African fabrics and artwork, and maps of Africa and pictures of famous

African Americans were hung on the walls in a number of classrooms, teachers had not

made the kind of deep cultural transformations Boykin describes. A number of teachers did

list, however, some of the activities they had done in their effort to supplement the

curriculum with Affican and African American history and cultural themes. Overall, there

were a number of promising activities aimed at creating an African-centered classroom. In

the following comments, Bridgette describes what she does in bar classroom but makes a

point to say that other teachers might be doing something different or nothing at all.

I do my own thing in my classroom. We’ve been.doing Black History reports once

a month since September and we do it September through May, and we also once

every two weeks, I have an African American... I have this book of 365 facts. We

take a test every two weeks, so I’m doing my part but is everybody else?

This “island” phenomenon seemed to be common at the Academy. A majority of the

teachers who participated in the study group noted that they were “doing their own thing”

but were unaware what other teachers were doing in their classrooms. Thus, although there
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were consistent efforts by individual teachers to infuse Afiican and African American history  
and culture into the curriculum, these tended to be isolated instances.

Janice and Bridgette, both novice teachers and new to the Academy, were frustrated

with the lack of direction from the administration and felt that it was the principal’s

responsibility to communicate expectations to teachers. While Janice was willing to

collaborate with teachers, she explained, “But I don’t know what he wants as an African-

centered school. I have no idea.” She explained further:

I’m not saying that I wouldn’t like to find out but I’m saying as a school, there’s 40

teachers here, there’s no way... it’s not stressed as a school that that’s what’s

important so I’m not going to go to every teacher and find out “Are you doing your

part to be an African-centered school?” Well, yeah, I’ll talk to my colleagues about

it, you know, my immediate ones but I’m not gonna. . . as a school, I would say no,

this is not an African-centered school because there is not that overwhelming feeling

that everybody is doing their part to make it an African-centered school.

Marissa, who taught at the Academy during the 1999-2000 school year, pointed out:

Last year we had Harambees every week... we did every day for half the year and

then we did it every week in the chapel We may talked about it. They knew “I am

somebody”; they knew everything. This year, we haven’t even had one so why am I

gonna do that in my classroom when their not really doing it anywhere else. You

know what I mean. I think the philosophy of the school has changed this year. It’s

really not African-centered anymore unless you’re, maybe in your class.

The teachers in this study felt strongly that teachers need to be prepared and given

direction by administration. They want to know what is expected. As Marissa noted, “You

have to be trained. You can’t just come and say now you’re teaching Afn'can-centered. You

have to learn about it.” The teachers felt that few resources were made available to their

staff and that new teachers need training, support, and resources. There was also agreement

that teacher collaboration is key; teachers need to share materials and ideas so that they can

be on the same page They felt teachers needed to be on the same page for the curriculum

to work rather than “doing their own thing.” As Cathy remarked:
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[I]f we had more collaboration with the teachers from day one, starting off in August

when we go back to school, we’re all going to be on the same accord and we’re

gonna do this or that. . . that’s the only way, make sure everybody is sticking to the

curriculum. If not, it seems like everybody is doing their own thing.

However, the high rate of teacher turnover at Ayo Academy has made it difficult for

teachers to build sustained collaborative relationships. As Pollard and Ajirotutu (2000)

found in their study of Milwaukee’s public African-centered elementary school, the stability

and longevity of the staff determines whether teachers are able to build the kind of ongoing

teacher collaboration that is necessary to sustain the African-centered educational model.

Toward a Critical, African-centered Consciousness

Our discussion of African-centered education raised some difficult questions. What

is the value of African-centered education to children in the “real world?” Will cultural

knowledge improve student achievement? Will African-centered curriculum and pedagogy

open up a world of transformative possibilities or give our children a false sense of the

world? Is African-centered education a new form of ethnocentrism masked in new

terminology and contexts? To begin answedng some of these questions, teachers must

begin to challenge traditional, Eurocentric conceptions of teaching and the purpose of

education.

A critical African-centered pedagogy goes beyond infusing African history and culture

simply because it’s the right thing to do. It involves empowering Black children to

transform their lives and their communities, to become activists and advocates, and resists

dominant schooling practices that alienate Black children (Henry, 1994; Pollard & Ajirotutu,

2000). It moves beyond the mere acknowledgement of diversity and difference in schools to

a “rupturing and radicalization of the notions of institutional power, educational equity and

democratic principles” in American society (Dei, 1995, p. 191). African-centered schools
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 must therefore be radically different from mainstream, Eurocentric schools if they are to E

have transformative and liberatory potential (Shujaa, 1994; Akoto, 1994; Asante, 1991; Dei,

1995). And perhaps more importantly, teachers must begin the work needed to uproot the

“oppressor within” (Lorde, 1984); that is, they must challenge their beliefs, attitudes, values

and practices which keep them from seeing the world with new eyes (Henry, 1994). As

Audre Lorde (1984) writes:

The true focus of revolutionary change is never merely the oppressive situations

which we seek to escape, but that piece of the oppressor which is planted deep

within each of us, and which knows only the oppressors’ tactic, the oppressors’

relationships (p. 123).

Participation in a study group or other form of inquiry which supports a critical

stance and challenges teachers to question seemingly natural and neutral practices, will begin

the journey of transformation that is needed to uproot the “oppressor within” so that

education can be “critically transformative” (King, 1994). A critical Discourse of teaching

might help teachers see the value and importance in an African-centered education and

begin to see the importance of their role in transforming the status quo. Becoming

immersed in critical literature (Freire, 1973, 1970; Giroux, 1983; McLaren, 1989) and

exposure to Pan Africanist thought (Clarke, 1991; Asante, 1988, 1980; Akoto, 1992), teachers

might become more open to the concept of African-centered education and more likely to

see it as a viable alternative to mainstream education”.

Although studying educational philosophies and theories are important aspects of

teachers’ professional development, they need solutions to immediate and pressing problems

of ractice. Sustainin teachers’ commitment and interest in stud ou 5, therefore, bin 5
P 8 Y gr P 89

 

‘0 I have assumed throughout this dissertation that if teachers had a more informed understanding of African—

centered education that they would see its value and importance in the education of Black children. It is

possible, however, for teachers to fully understand African-centered education but still disagree with its tenets.
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 on making the connection to practice (Lieberman, 2000). As Lieberman (2000) has argued, E

keeping a balance between theory and practice is important to the success of teacher

collaboration of this kind. While the focus of our discussion was more theory than practice,

by the end of the school year, teachers had begun to make deep cultural transformations of

the kind Boykin (2000) describes. As will be discussed in Chapter 5, a few teachers had

begun to change their perceptions of their students and had become more reflective about

their teaching.

In the next chapter, I address teacher change and whether and how the readings and group

discussions appear to have helped teachers begin to think and teach critically. I consider

how participation in the study group challenged teachers’ views, sometimes leading them to

change what they believed previously.

 

' in this case does not mean that they are “wrong.” I respect the right of teachers to disagree with

the philosophy of African-centered education.
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 CHAPTER 5 L

LESSONS LEARNED

Introduction

In this chapter, I will examine what participation in the study group offered teachers;

that is, whether teachers grew in their knowledge and understanding ofAfrican-centered

education and whether they came away with a deeper understanding or awareness of the

historical, social, economic, political and cultural forces that shape the educational lives of

Black children. This chapter considers the power of study groups as a professional

development tool that 1) supports construction of a critical, African-centered consciousness

which challenges teachers to see their work critically; and 2) provides teachers with a better

understanding of African-centered education and its value and importance for Africans in

America.

Study Groups as a Possible Site for Constructing a

Critical, African-centered Consciousness

Teacher study groups are central to the development of an African-centered  
worldview (Lee, 1992). Like the students they teach, teachers, both Black and white, may

have been miseducated themselves about African history (Asante, 1991) and therefore must

go through a process Freire (1970) called “conscientization.” In an independent African-

centered school in Chicago, New Concept Development Center, the school’s staff met

monthly to study as a group (Lee, 1992). Together, they read such classic texts asm

Ilgsggggg'n of Black Civilization by Chancellor Williams (1974),mm

by Carter G. Woodson (1933), and ' ' f N In 11 by Harold Cruse

(1968). Other African—centered schools have required college credits in African and African



American history and culture (Pollard & Ajirotutu, 2000). Regardless of the form teacher

professional development takes (a study group or university course), it is understood that

teachers at an African-centered school (or any other school with a large Black student

population) need to study Black child development and the history and culture of Africans in

America and the Diaspora.

In this study, I created and led a study group where the work of Black scholars in

education (Woodson, 1933; Kunjufu, 1985; Shujaa, 1994; Akoto, 1994), psychology (Wilson,

1992) and sociolinguistics (Smitherman, 2000) served as a focal point of discussion and

provided a conceptual foundation for beginning and practiced teachers at an African-

centered public school who knew very little about the goals and philosophy ofAfrican-

centered education. Informed by a growing body of research on dialogue in teaching

(Burbules, 1993) and the role of dialogue in teachers’ learning and professional development

(Clark, 2001; Beme, 2001), I created a context for teacher learning and researched the ways a

study group could engage teachers in a dialogue around the historical, social, political and

cultural forces that shape the lives of Black children and the transforrnative possibilities of

African-centered education.

In designing this dissertation, I wondered what experiences could lead teachers to a

different set of assumptions about Black children given the power of teacher expectations

(Grant, 1984; Rist, 1970) and the negative perceptions teachers might have of Black children

(Roberts, 1999). I sought to “challenge, confront and engage” teachers’ understandings (B.

Cross, 1998) of the sociopolitical context in which Black children are schooled and the value

of African-centered education for Afiicans in America. As facilitator of the study group, I

pushed teachers to think critically about schools — who influences them; whose interests they

serve; what ideologies guide them. In doing so, I hoped to interrogate teachers’ assumptions
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 not only about their students but also about the process of schooling. As a participant

H

observer, I challenged and supported teachers as learners, and continually questioned how

the study group could leave teachers as different “thinkers, believers or perceivers” (B.

Cross, 1998).

In follow up interviews (May 2001), teachers agreed that the group got them thinking

and in some cases made them rethink their beliefs and practices. In this section, I use this

follow up interview to discuss what teachers gained from their participation in the study

group as evidenced in their responses to questions asked in the interview.

One of the most important goals of the study group was to challenge teachers’

beliefs and assumptions about Black children. Often teachers’ beliefs are based on a deficit

view of Black children and therefore their perceptions of them are negative (King, 1994;

Ladson-Billings, 1994, 2000b). For Janice, who was raised in an affluent white community

and had few interactions with Black folks, the readings and discussions helped her see her

students differently:

I think I have a deeper appreciation ofwhere they’re coming from, what they’re up

against but I don’t think that... I haven’t lowered my expectations; I haven’t changed

what I think that they’re capable of doing.

Marissa, who was also raised in an affluent white community, compared her views on

teaching diverse students before her participation in the study group to her current views:

Prior to the study group, I didn’t really think that it was much difference. I kept

saying, I know you probably remember, I kept saying, well children are children and

I just teach children. Now by the end of the study group, I guess I know that there

are differences, or they claim there are different ways that they learn.

Taking a close look at Marissa’s comments, it seemed she now agreed that there are

important differences between children admin/9. But then she ends her comments by

saying, “they claim,” which suggests that she was not entirely convinced by the readings.

And when I asked Marissa whether the study group challenged her beliefs and assumptions
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about Black children, she said that her master’s courses had a greater impact on her thinking E

than her participation in the study group:

Probably more because ofmy master’s courses, I’ve learned more about how to

reach children and multiple intelligences and multiple learning styles and things like

that, and I understand more ofwhat I need to do in my classroom, so I think I’ve

learned more. And I’ve learned more about diversity and understanding. . . in the

beginning I kinda thought that all kids were pretty much the same and I could reach

them all because I was doing 09 job but now I know more that I have to really

understand the group of kids that I have and learn more about their culture and

more about them and that helped me reach them more.

Marissa’s comments illustrate just how difficult it was to determine what kind of impact the

study group had on teachers’ beliefs and attitudes. Conducted in the messiness of the “real

world,” other variables — graduate coursework, district in-services - competed with the study

group and therefore also helped shape teachers’ beliefs and practices. Consequently, I

cannot attribute the changes in Marissa’s thinking to the study group alone; she attributes her

growth to her master’s courses. When I asked her whether the study group had my impact

on her thinking about these issues, she clarified:

Maybe a little. I just think experience and also I think my Marygrove classes have

helped me with that and some of that stuff I brought to the table in the study group.

I kinda combined everything together.

Both Faith and Bridgette indicated that while they had learned some things, their

beliefs and assumptions about Black children were not quertioned. The majority of teachers,

in fact, said they learned something new and in some cases said the readings and discussions

made them rethink their beliefs and practices; however, there were some beliefs they held on

to strongly. For example, Janice concluded, “I still don’t see differences developmentally

between Black children and white children, or just children in general, but maybe again I

need to read more about that.” Although Amos Wilson’s (1992) book,mm;

'u B ck hildr n, did not convince her that there was a significant difference
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between Black and white children developmentally", she was open to learning more so that

she could make a definitive statement on this issue, whereas her views seemed to be more

firmly rooted at the beginning of the school year.

In some cases, the study group affirmed what teachers believed and practiced in their

classroom. As Cheree pointed out, “Most of the things that we discussed I had knowledge

ofanyway so it just helped broaden and helped review my train of thought.” She later

noted, “It’s always helpful when you see things in print that can help sorta back up what

you’re thinking, to reinforce.” As she explained further, she didn’t learn anything about

edueating Black children that she did not know before:

I know that teaching Black children is different from other children, so nothing in

the literature that we read was surprising or shocking to me. I pretty much expected

It.

The study group was also intended to help teachers understand the historicaL social,

economic, political and cultural forces that shape Black children’s lives. Cathy, Bridgette,

and Janice found Jawanza Kunjufu’s (1985) book Countering the Conspga'g to Dengy

Mmparticularly valuable. As fourth grade teachers, Kunjufu’s notion of the “Fourth

Grade Failure Syndrome,” a persistent pattern of failure among Black males that begins in

the fourth grade as the classroom environment becomes more competitive and

individualistic, fascinated them. They did not know fourth grade was such a critical year for

Black boys and said they planned to do some things differently in their classroom with this

in mind. For example, Cathy pointed out:

I know next semester to watch out, especially for our boys, give them more hands on

things to do and keep them really challenged.

 

" Teachers generally agreed that there are no differences developmentally between Black and white children.

While there has been scientific research documenting developmental differences between Black and white

children at birth, this data can lead to deterministic drinking.
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This book also helped Maiissa understand her male students. As she explained, “I learned a

lot more about them and where they come from and why they behave the way they do.”

Janice, who said she enjoyed Kunjufu’s book the most, remarked:

I enjoyed theWthe most only because it brought to

light so much information that I wasn’t aware of. There’s so many hidden things

that are really out there kind of to, I don’t know if they’re intended purposely to

destroy Black boys but are there nonetheless and are destroying them. And it was

really cool to read because I am a fourth grade teacher so the Fourth Grade [Failure]

Syndrome, I was like, yeah, yeah, I can see that, I can see that. So I liked that a lot.

Janice explained further that she also learned more about the social, economic and political

forces that impact the lives of Black children in general:

Iflso,mmeggmwmflh§km1m1haveanewawamness of

what it’s like to be a Black child. Certainly, I’ll never know but it made me

understand that this is a lot more out there that, it just dealt with Black boys, but I

think it’s with Black children in general, that they just have to deal with that I just

don’t see or recognize or know about. So yes, I think it gave me more, maybe

compassion... maybe more... you know like, there is a reason that my students are

acting the way they are and it’s not just because they don’t enjoy school, there’s just

so many other factors that are fighting against them.

I did not observe teachers in their classrooms to determine whether the study group

had an impact on their practice; however I wondered whether their participation in the study

group prompted them to do things differently or reaffirmed what they were already doing in

their classroom. In follow up interviews, I asked teachers to reflect on what they had

learned and whether the readings and discussions prompted them to modify their

instruction. A few teachers felt they were already effective practitioners and said they did

not change anything in their classroom as a result of their participation in the study group.

Cathy, however, said that the group inspired her to do more cooperative grouping, conduct

Internet research to learn more about African history, and assign more student projects.

Even Faith, the veteran of our group, said she “learned more and it enabled me to go back

to the classroom to try different things.” What’s more, participation in the study group
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prompted Faith “to speak even a little bit more about our heritage and I have actually started

pulling information from a book I have on African history.” She explained further that, “it

has inspired me to even search for more information for myself and to share” with others.

For Faith, the study group’s influence extended beyond the group itself. Participation in the

study group inspired her to learn more about African and African Amaican history for

herself.

Bridgette, a second year teacher whose classroom is very structured, indicated that

this experience prompted her to give her students more “talk time.” Her classroom is more

teacher-centered and she prefers children raise their hands before speaking, and only speak

when they’ve been called upon by her. She learned, however, that her students needed more

opportunities for discussion and spontaneous interaction:

It’s prompted me to give more talk time, for them to talk and me to do less talking...

just let them give answers as they come. I let them do that more instead of just

saying don’t talk unless you’re called on. So I let them talk a little bit more and say

what they feel and not just wait until I call on you.

By creating more opportunities for discussion, Bridgette was shifting gradually from a

teacher-centered to a more student-centered classroom. And although she preferred a more

structured classroom, she began to reconsider her approach to teaching Black children:

They need to learn a different way. A lot of them need more I guess freedom. They

need the strictness and the rigidness as well but they need a lot more freedom and

more interactive, more hands-on I think... as opposed to just sitting in a desk, paper

and pencil and everything. And that’s what I did 85% with this class this school year.

Compared to the other teachers, Marissa felt that she was already a “good teacher,”

and therefore did not readily see possible areas of improvement. For Marissa, the study

group did more to help her understand her students than prompt changes in her instruction:

Not doing anything really different, it just helps me understand the kids more. But I

haven’t done anything different because I didn’t think I treated them bad or wasn’t

effective before. It really just helped me for my own background knowledge just to

understand and maybe I’ll look at it a little deeper and into knowing them more... It
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definitely couldn’t hurt me to know more, to learn more but I don’t think that I was

that out of it, because I really have tried to look into really understanding them and

learning as much as I can from around the school.

As Marissa pointed out, she’s not “that out of it,” and had already made an effort to

understand her students prior to her participation in the study group.

Looking across the six study group sessions, our discussion of Ebonics was the most

heated. As discussed in Chapter 3, a majority of the teachers felt that Ebonics was “just

slang”; however, our discussion challenged them to think more critically about the legitimacy

of the language. This discussion ended up being the one that teachers enjoyed the most and

got the most from personally and professionally. For example, Janice felt strongly that Black

children needed to be corrected when they spoke Ebonics — or incorrect English as she saw

it — so that they learned how to speak Standard American English, the “norm.” After much

thought, however, she reconsidered her position:

[T]he Ebonics [discussion] really struck me. The one thing I let go more, is

correcting their speech or always kind of nit picking. I thought that that was

important because it was incorrect but just because it’s a different language that

doesn’t make it wrong. So I make them aware especially when they’re speaking to an

adult, but in the classroom setting, I don’t. Like before I would be like, no, what you

meant to say or you should have said or what do you mean. I don’t do that as much.

And even in their writing, writing papers, I only correct it if that’s the topic that

we’re working on, you know, like subject/verb agreement, then I’ll correct it but

otherwise I let it go, unless I specifically tell them, I’m looking for this, I want this.

Or like when they’re writing creative Wiiting, a personal narrative or something,

definitely not. If I’m telling them it’s a research paper, yes. So there are different

times and places when I now correct their language, or grammar, when I used to do

it all the time.

Similarly, Bridgette, who firmly believed that Ebonics was lazy, broken English, commented,

“I would have to read more myself but I didn’t know it was like a separate language. I came

in drinking it was just incorrect English, so I can say [my views on] Ebonics, that’s changed.”

Anita’s views were also changed as a result of our Ebonics discussion. As she explained:

I really enjoyed the Ebonics discussion, to get an understanding of it because a lot of

people don’t understand it. They think that slang is Ebonics but it’s really not, so
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that was interesting. . . at first, with what the media was feeding us, I thought, “Oh,

wow, why would anybody want to talk like that or accept that.” But once we read

and listening to [others’] views on it, it helped me to accept it because most Afiican

Americans speak it.

While Janice was a novice in more ways than one and was prompted to do some

things differently in her classroom as a result of her participation in the study group, this

experience also reaffirrned what she had already begun to do with her students:

One of the things that I have my students do is, they have to tell me what they want

to do when they get older. One of the conspiracies was that young Black boys

always want to play sports and that’s their goal. I tell them that it’s OK if they want

to play sports but they should always have something as a back up, and so they have

to give me their strengths and weaknesses. What kind of job could you do with

those strengths, other than play sports? So I think a lot of them have come around

in thinking that they don’t have to play sports for a living.

In creating the study group and selecting the readings, I hoped teachers’ participation

would also lead them to view their role in an African-centered school context differently. In

general, teachers began to see their work differently as they learned more about African-

centered education. Cathy, for example, saw her role involving more collaboration with

teachers. She was a huge advocate for teacher collaboration; throughout the year, she

emphasized the importance of teachers being “on the same accord”:

We should have more discussions, collaborations. We should be able to collaborate,

have time for that during school time. We should have a lounge where we can go

and talk about different kids. How we can help that child instead of putting them

off into special ed class or send them home, suspend them.

Anita, on the other hand, indicated that she felt a greater sense to be a positive role model

for Black children as a teacher at an African—centered school. She did not attribute this sense

of responsibility to her participation in the study group, however. When I asked her if the

study group had any influence on this, she noted, “that’s just something that was really

important to me to do.” As she explained:
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I’ve always felt like I had a very important role, because of this being an Afrocentric

school, because a lot of times our children don’t see positive African Americans, so

I’m that positive figure that they look up to. So I try to present myself in a positive

way so that I can instill in them the same things.
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Similarly, Faith explained that she did not see her role any differently than she had before

because she had already been teaching her students “not to go out and forget but to always

look back and see how they can be a help to their community.”

Marissa, who felt she wasn’t “that out of it,” also did not view her role in this context

any differently, but for different reasons. She felt she was already a caring and supportive

teacher and had high expectations for her students. While she felt she understood her

students more, this awareness did not influence her practice in any significant way. Janice,

on the other hand, saw her role differently. As a white teacher, she felt she could not be the

kind of cultural representative (Akoto, 1994) that children should have in an African-

centered school:

I don’t think that I can fully give what students in an African-centered school should

have, being a Caucasian person. I just don’t think I have that background. So where

I used to think that it doesn’t matter... I don’t think it matters here because I don’t

think that we participate in an African-centered curriculum but if a school was to be

strictly African-centered, I don’t think that I would go into that school, not because I

didn’t want to be a part of that, but because I think I would be doing the children a

disservice because I couldn’t give them everything the parents and they hoped for in

an African—centered curriculum.

Janice went on to explain:

I really enjoy teaching Black children. I don’t know that I’m necessarily cut out. . .

well. . . I think that I’m a good teacher for them but I can’t relate to a lot of things

and I wish that they had strong Black teachers that could be their role models but

there just aren’t. So I feel that the next best choice is to have a good teacher

regardless of their race. The best choice is to have a good Black teacher, and then

have a good teacher. I would rather see them have a good Black teacher. I think

that’s important. .. I mean, I would really like to be a strong role model for them but

I do think that sometimes they do need somebody from their own culture to give

that to them, to make it more meaningful for them.
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An unfortunate consequence for Janice is that this reading may have discouraged her from

teaching Black children. She no longer felt she could be as effective as a Black teacher

teaching Black children because of the cultural difference. She saw herself as the “next best

choice.” While I hoped the readings and discussions would challenge teachers to view their

role in this context more critically, I did not intend for this experience to be disempoweiing

as it seemed to be for Janice.

Conceived as a professional development tool, I also wanted to know whether the

study group contributed to teachers’ development as practitioners. As a beginning teacher

who was unfamiliar with Black culture, Janice felt both Smitherman’s (2000) and Kunjufu’s

(1985) texts contributed the most to her development as a teacher:

The Ebonics just because I am more aware, I’ve changed my behavior because of it.

And I think this one [pointing to Kunjufu’s book]. That’s why those were the two

that really struck me because it’s changed my attitude and behavior as a teacher,

because I want to find out more about their socioeconomic background, their

cultural background whereas I didn’t think that was necessarily that important

before. So my attitude is that I need to do some research or need to have some

experiences where I can relate to the kids more.

As evidenced in her comments, these texts had a powerful influence on Janice’s beliefs and

practices, and inspired her to get more involved in the Black community so that she would

be able to relate to her students more.

Finally, I wanted to know whether the study group contributed to teachers’ personal

development. It is difficult to separate the personal from the professional, however.

Therefore, I asked teachers to consider whether the readings and discussions influenced

more than their professional lives as teachers. Janice, for example, remarked on how the

discussions helped her be more open to other points of view:

What the discussions made me do was listen to other points of view and think about

them. . . I’m not exactly sure what off the top of my head, specific examples, but I do

know that there were things brought up in discussions that I was like, oh yeah, I

guess I didn’t even think of it that way or having not been [from] that background or
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from that culture, I would have never realized that. So I think things like that _

changed and that was almost with all of the discussions, where it just kind of opened

up my eyes to different things that I wouldn’t have otherwise seen.

Cathy and Anita, on the other hand, both enjoyed Amos Wilson’s (1992)W

° B k hildren. As parents, they liked the developmental aspect of the

book and learned about the unique developmental stages of Black children. Collectively, the

readings and discussions helped Marissa get a sense of the social, economic, and political

forces that shape our lives:

It’s kind ofinteresting when we all come to together and we share our experiences

with other people of other races, and it kinda just helped me to see more ofwhat the

world is like and it helped me to understand more about what minorities go through;

I learned more about that. There are some things being white that I didn’t know

about, even personally, with the male book [Countering the Conspiracy to Destroy

Black Boys], the last one that we read, because I do date outside my race. It helped

me understand my boyfriend more, like oh, no wonder he...

Compared to the other teachers, Janice experienced the greatest growth in her

thinking around issues of race, culture and language as evidenced by her comments in my

follow up interview with her. Perhaps because of her position as a novice teacher and her

own admission that she knew very little about African American history and culture, the

study group offered Janice the opportunity to learn more about her students and her role as

an educator in this context. What’s more, Janice’s thinking toward the beginning of the

school year reflected an uncritical habit of mind. An “ideology of whiteness” (McIntyre,

1997) led her to dismiss the race inequities that exist in our schools and underestimate the

legacy of racism in the U.S.; however, this ideology was not evident in her comments during

her follow up interview.

As I have described in Chapters 3 and 4, construction of a critical, “global”

Discourse was difficult. Throughout our discussions, teachers held on to their “folk

theories” (Bruner, 1996) about teaching and the purpose of education. While individual
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 teachers occasionally took a critical stance, collectively the group remained uncritical. Yet

the readings and discussions seemed to move teachers closer to a critical, African-centered

consciousness, a new awareness of their work and their students’ lives. What’s more, while

many of the teachers seemed to be uncritical on the surface, I believe seeds were planted as

evidenced in their comments in the follow up interviews that I had with them. By and large,

by the end of the school year, teachers had begun to view their students and the process of

schooling a little differently. Thus, in light ofwhat teachers said they gained from the study

group, this remains a space of possibility for teacher professional development.

Building a Knowledge Base through Study Groups

This focused, inquiry-based form of professional development was based on the

notion that constructing a critical, African-centered pedagogy requires an in-depth

knowledge and understanding of African and African American history and culture and the

sociopolitical context in which Black children are schooled (Lee, 1992; King, 1994; Ratteray,

1990). Too often, in teacher preparation programs, the history and culture of Africans in

Amaica as well as other people of color are ignored or distorted and Black children are only

discussed from a deficit perspective (Pollard & Ajirotutu, 2000; Lee, 1992; Ladson-Billings,

2000b). Not only do mainstream teacher preparation programs not prepare teachers to be

responsive to cultural diversity in their instruction, they certainly do not prepare them to

teach in African-centered schools (Lee, 1992). Thus, the need for in-service learning

experiences that provide the knowledge base or conceptual framework necessary for

teachers to develop and implement African—centered curriculum.

Given the fact that most teachers have never taken an African History or African

Studies course (Asante, 1991) or learned about the unique developmental psychology of the

Black child (A. Wilson, 1978), the discussion of Black scholarship in education, psychology
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and sociolinguistics offered teachers opportunities to learn more about what shapes Black 3

children’s lives, what cultural resources they bring to the classroom, and what challenges they

face. Not surprisingly, many of the teachers in this study said that what they knew already,

they learned on their own. As Faith pointed out, “What I’ve learned so far is things I picked

up here and there or on my own.” For both Cathy and Faith, who both have adult children,

there wasn’t much they learned about Black children that they did not already know because

they had successfully raised children of their own. As Faith explained: “It’s almost like

raising children. I never had books on how to be a parent, I just reached back from my own

expcfience.” Marissa, on the other hand, noted, “I’ve read about African Americans but I’ve

never read books about Black children.”

Reactions to individual texts were mixed. Some teachers enjoyedMW

mgflegrg and felt that the issues raised in this classic text were relevant today. Cheree said

she enjoyed this book the most, pointing out that in our efforts to teach our children about

African history, we must also educate ourselves:

I would probably say reviewing theWWreally helped a 10:...

understanding not only Black children but understanding African Americans in

general. Knowing that we have to really not only educate our kids but we have to be

re—educated ourselves.

Faith also enjoyed this book the most because she said she could “relate because ofmy age

and expeiience.” As she explained, “I grew up in segregation and I was able to understand

what the author was saying. I said, ‘Wow, this is so true.”’ And although there is a thirty

year age difference between Faith and Bridgette, Bfidgette said she too could relate to the

book:

I really got into that one... a lot of the stuff he talked about is true still in 2001, so a

lot of it has not changed. I find it to be relevant today and I can relate to it.
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Bridgette went on to explain that reading Miseducgg'gn of the Negro contributed to her

growth personally. She saw herself and her parents in the “educated Negroes” that

Woodson criticizes:

The way he was describing some of the educated Black people and how they would

act, I see that a lot in my parents, a lot, the way that they act. And the way that

sometimes I come off on people that are not as educated or educated at all, meaning

not pass high school, have only a high school diploma. So sometimes I tend to, I

don’t want to say look down on them, but think just like, why is that all you have? A

lot ofwhat he said describes me and I don’t see it as a bad thing because. . . it’s not a

bad thing all together because I’m proud ofwhat I have and I think everyone should

want to be more educated Sometimes I just don’t understand why people are not,

so that kind of describes me a little bit and my parents.

Bridgette’s comments illustrate how relevant Woodson’s social ciitique is today and the

pervasiveness of bourgeois values among the Black middle class.

Others felt the book was dated, and the issues were more relevant to the postbellum

period in which it was written than contemporary American society. There was also a

general consensus that the early twentieth century prose in which Woodson wrote made the

book difficult to understand As Marissa noted, “I had a hard time understanding it because

it was written a long time ago.” Cathy expressed similar problems understanding Woodson:

I guess because it was back in what 1920 something, 1930, and it was kind of

confusing at parts. I understood what he was trying to say but it probably wouldn’t

be anything I would pick up if I were in a bookstore. . . it’s still relevant for today but

I guess because the way the wording in the book, I guess it was just too much. It

was dated.

Two of the six readings focused exclusively on African-centered education

(Kenyatta, 1998; Akoto, 1994). These readings helped teachers get a better understanding of

African-centered education but I would argue additional readings are needed to provide the

kind of foundation necessary to fully understand African-centered educational philosophy.

A majority of teachers found Kwame Kenyatta’s bookMW
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 Wto be most useful. They said they liked the way the book laid out the L

curriculum by grade and felt it was easy to read. As Anita pointed out:

I really didn’t know exactly what [African-centered education] actually entailed but I

got a better understanding after reading that book, that guide on Afrocentric

education.

In this book, the author compares the Black child’s African-centered style of learning to the

Eurocentiic teaching style. Bridgette was fascinated by the differences, but as a beginning

teacher did not feel comfortable experimenting with new pedagogical strategies; she could

not see tailoring her instruction to an African-centered learning environment:

I also didn’t know that the teaching style for the African-centered classroom and the

Eurocentiic are different. And I also learned that the way I teach is Eurocentiic. . .

It’s going to stay that way for the most part, but maybe I can kind of integrate it, but

once I have more experience, then I could veer off into that because I don’t have

enough experience to let them be as free as they’re supposed to be. I’m not ready

for that because to me I think it would be chaotic with me because I’m too new.

Bridgette realized that the way she taught — according to the way the author delineated

Eurocentiic and Afrocentric teaching styles - is Eurocentric, and that the reason she has had

problems with a few of her students might be attributed to her Eurocentric pedagogical

style.

Although Kenyatta’s book was easy to read, there was more rhetoric than theory,

which wasn’t enough to get teachers to develop a fundamental understanding of African-

centered education. As Janice explained:

I felt it was really easy to read, but it didn’t give me. . . I don’t think it gave me a real

good understanding of how to implement African-centered education. I think

everything in here is good but I think it’s universal and I wrote that in my journal

There is no reason that all of these things shouldn’t be in place in all educational

settings. So I wasn’t really sure what the difference was between African-centered

and just regular education, which I think I would have liked to learn more about... I

don’t know what it is in that culture that’s valued the most that should be brought

into the classroom or should that stay at home. I don’t know and don’t think that

book helped me answer that question, which I thought it was going to do.
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A comparison between the African-centered and European-centered philosophies of

education that explicitly outlines what is involved in each would have helped Janice (and the

other teachers as well). Although I would recommend this book as a reference for new

teachers, alone it is not enough to provide teachers with a foundation in African-centered

educational philosophy.

With the exception ofJanice, none of the teachers said they enjoyed Akoto’s (1994)

chapter, “Notes on an Afrikan—centered pedagogy.” Janice remarked on how her views on

whether a teacher’s race was relevant changed after reading Akoto’s chapter:

I liked the African—centered pedagogy [Akoto, 1994]. I agreed with a lot more than I

thought I was going to, like when it said that in order for it to be a real African-

centered curriculum, it needs to be an African American teachers, I was like no. You

know, my initial thought is no way. The more I think about it, the more I think

that’s true, for it to be truly realistic. .. because I don’t have that background I don’t

have the cultural background; I don’t have the family background; I didn’t grow up

in that environment, so I think that an African teacher could relate to more and

make it more African-centered than I ever could, even with the research and looking

into different African curriculums. I just don’t think that I could ever get to the

point where an African American teacher could.

While this chapter was intended to provide a foundational understanding of African-

education, it was difficult for teachers to read Several teachers said that this text wasn’t as

interesting as the others, was more abstract, and “too theoreti ”

By design, I started the study group with more theoretical pieces as a way to

provide teachers with a conceptual framework from which to start our discussions. While I

understood the importance of providing teachers with opportunities to learn how to develop

and implement African-centered curriculum, I believe it is important that teachers first

understand the philosophy of African-centered education and see the value of an African-

centered curriculum in the lives of Black children. However, as Marissa explained, “The first

couple of books I forced myself but these last couple, I couldn’t wait to finish them, I was
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interested in them.” She especially enjoyed the practice oriented books “because they

actually had to do with kids in my class.” The more theoretical pieces on the other hand,

“were talking about children, but I really didn’t see how I could relate it. It was above that

[the classroom].”

In general, however, the teachers said they liked the texts we read Faith remarked

on how much she enjoyed the readings, so much so that she shared them with others:

Wonderful books. Wonderful choices. As a matter of fact, I’ve even share with

friends and acquaintances the books and the material that was in them and found out

that my husband even went to work sharing. He read some along with me. They

were some wonderful choices.

Janice expressed similar feelings about the selection of texts. She indicated that she did not

have prior knowledge in this area and therefore liked the fact that I chose the texts that the

group read:

I wouldn’t have known what to pick. I have no knowledge of African American

literature and what’s out there on teaching African American children so this was

really good for me. If maybe I was studying it or had previous knowledge about it,

then maybe, but I didn’t, and so that’s why it was perfect.

Janice commented further that she would have liked to have a reading list that recommended

other books that built on the issues discussed in the study group:

It’s just that we get little bitty pieces and then it’s up to me to go on. But I don’t

know. .. I guess maybe what I would like to see is a list of books that relate to the

same topic that we could read on our own, because I don’t even know where to go.

I could go to the store but maybe you have a better idea ofwhat are the good books

and what books I’m maybe wasting my time on. Yeah, because there were some

topics I’d really like to discuss.

For Janice, the study group sparked an interest to learn more about the history, culture and

language of Black children.

Although the more theoretical texts were generally unpopular with teachers, I felt it

was important for them to develop a conceptual framework before learning how to develop

and implement the curriculum. With this approach (theory first then application), it is more
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likely that there will be more meaning and purpose in the curriculum (for teachers and

 

students) and a greater connection to the goals of African-centered education. Having a

more informed understanding of the goals and philosophy of African-centered education

(i.e., a sense ofwhat African-centered education it and is 1:00, the teachers in this study are

perhaps better prepared than they were initially to develop their own African-centered

curriculum.

On a different note, a valuable feature of the study group was the writing

component. Teachers were given journals as a space for them to reflect on what they had

read and what they may have learned through the readings and discussions; however, as

noted in Chapter 2, many of the teachers did not write in their journal consistendy. Janice

was the only teacher to comment on the journal in her follow up interview. She remarked

on how it helped her thinking

I liked having to write before the discussion and after the discussion... because it

showed me... Well, first of all, then I came to the discussion with more thought put

into the readings, having to have written about it. And then also after the discussion

having to reflect, I was able to compare and contrast, like oh, I kind of changed my

opinion on this or I agree with this but maybe I think I still believe this but maybe I

need to look into it further. I thought that was interesting because some ofmy

journals did change. Some ofmy opinions did change from before to after.

Because the majority of teachers did not use their journal to reflect on the readings,

the discussions were perhaps the most valuable aspect of the study group. In follow up

interviews, teachers consistently noted how much they enjoyed being able to share their

views and hear those of others. Teachers often commented on the social aspects of the

group, emphasizing the openness of the conversations. In fact, Marissa enjoyed the

discussions more than the readings:

I liked the different types of books you had, a variety of subjects and topics, I liked

that. That was interesting. Some I liked more than others and I liked talking to

everyone about, I liked being able to share real life experiences. I like situations

where you just share and learn from each other, and you can watch growth in other
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people and in yourself. . . A couple of the books I just wasn’t into as much but I j

liked the conversation. That was more appealing to me than actually just reading the ‘

book.

Cathy expressed similarly positive feelings about the group’s discussions:

[onu started generating questions and got us going and sometimes we didn’t want to

leave because [the discussion] was very, very interesting...

Janice enjoyed the discussions as well. In fact, the study group whet her appetite for similar

kinds of conversations with colleagues. In the following comments, Janice remarked on

how much she enjoyed the interaction with other teachers:

I was hesitant to join the group, I think as everybody was, but I thoroughly enjoyed

it. I wouldn’t have read any of this material otherwise. It was a great learning

experience. It was. Communicating with colleagues was a good experience. In fact,

that’s one of the things that I’m looking for more now, is being able to share

thoughts and ideas. It doesn’t even need to be... I mean, this is not like curriculum

related but it is educationally related And even if I could have discussions like that

with my colleagues, I’d be very happy. I want to read other books on things like this.

I want to stay in the Detroit school system if I can, which I didn’t think I would. I

don’t know, it’s really been a good learning experience, like I can see the learning

curve.

I believe my “active facilitation” (Reischl, 1999) in this setting significantly influenced the

tone of the group and the level of teachers’ involvement. In interviews, teachers indicated

that they liked the structure of the study group — I chose the texts, prepared the discussion

questions - and my active role as facilitator offered direction to the group. As Janice

explained:

[onu did a really good job of preparing because you had those questions for us and

that was a good way ofgetting us going or moving us along... and I think that was

really helpful because you picked out certain points that maybe we overlooked or

wanted to discuss but didn’t know how to get there.

Cheree too enjoyed the discussions and being able to hear others’ views. She pointed out,

however, that she was surprised by some of her colleagues comments:
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[I]t’s always good to hear other views of other educators about teaching our children.

It did let me know that there are still a lot of our African American educators out

there that still need to understand what it really involves to teach a Black child.

Anita echoed this sentiment. She also felt that the Black teachers in the study group were

“out of touch”:

I was surprised [how my colleagues felt]. A lot of them had some interesting views

and I really didn’t expect it. I guess, especially some of my Afn'can American

teachers, I was a little surprised at the way they thought. I almost felt like they were

kind of out of touch.

An important goal of the study group was to provide teachers with a knowledge base

while also challenging their beliefs and assumptions about Black children and the purpose of

education. While there were many more texts I could have selected, I would argue that the

texts I chose started the conversation and in some cases, sparked an interest in learning

more. As the selected comments in this and the previous section suggest, the teachers came

away with a deeper understanding or awareness of the historical, social, economic, political

and cultural forces that shape the educational lives of Black children and grew in their

knowledge and understanding of the philosophy that guides African-centered education.

Development in Teachers’ Consciousness: A Comparison ofTeachers’

Thinking in November 2000 and May 2001

Each of the teachers in this study brought to our group a different set of beliefs and

attitudes about educating Black children. As discussed in Chapter 2, their individual histories

— where and how they were raised, where they went to school, where they were trained as

teachers — shaped their views of teaching and the purpose of education. It was my

assumption in designing this study that teachers would leave the group more informed, more

critical than when they entered. But first I had to understand where these teachers were in

their thinking (i.e., their existing beliefs, assumptions, expectations) before I could make any
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claims about teacher learning; therefore, in November 2000, I asked teachers to complete an

attitude survey (see Appendix A), which was intended to assess teachers’ existing views on

teaching including their beliefs and attitudes about teaching Black children specifically, More

they were introduced to the texts. Based on teachers’ responses to individual items (e.g., I

believe Blackpeople :hareld haw theiron independent :choolr in which theirAfiiearr heritage and whee: are

an iraportarrtpart qfthe ambit/rm), it became clear early on that a number of teachers were

opposed to the concept ofAfrican-centered schools although they knew very little about the

goals and philosophy of African-centered education. As expected, this baseline data

supported the views expressed by individual teachers during our group discussions with

regard to the value and importance of African-centered schooling and gave some indication

of teachers’ beliefs and attitudes with regard to educating Black children more broadly.

In the table below, I provide the total scores for each teacher on the three

dimensions measured in the attitude survey. Afiicar: Conia'oimrm, Collective Corrm'omm, and

Teacher Eflicagr. A total score closer to 5 on each dimension indicates a higher degree of

critical, Afiicananteml mmcioumeu (as described in Chapter 1). As Table 3 shows, Cheree,

who had read the work of a number of Pan African scholars before participating in the study

group, had the highest scores on two of the dimensions: Afiicar: Carria'omrrei': (S) and Collective

Conw’oumm (4.3). However, Cheree’s score was lower on the Teacher Eflicag dimension (4)

compared to the other Black teachers in the study“. Anita, who had taught in Romulus and

Highland Park before teaching in Detroit, scored the highest on the Teacher Eficag'

dimension (4.8) but lower on the other two dimensions (3.7 Afiicarr Corrm'orrmm and 4.3

Collective Cormioamm). Anita’s resistance to the concept of African-centered education was

evident in her score on the Afiicarr Corrm'orrmm dimension and was reflected in her
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comments throughout the group’s discussions (she was one of several teachers who felt

strongly that African-centered schools did not prepare Black children for the “real world”).

Marissa, one of the two white teachers in this study who was raised in a suburban white

community, had a moderate score on the Afiicarr Coma'oemrm (3.3) and Collective Comabmm

(3.8) dimensions but relatively high on TeacherBficag (4.3) given her four years of teaching

experience. Janice’s scores, on the other hand, were middle of the road on all three

dimensions (3.3, 3.2, and 3.4). As a first year teacher who was unfamiliar with Black culture

and had few interactions with Black people, I found Janice’s scores to be consistent with her

comments throughout the group’s discussions. Overall, the survey data I collected

supported my initial impression of the teachers in this study (i.e., what they believed and

valued) and proved to be consistent with the views expressed by teachers throughout the

study group sessions.

Table 3: Teachers’ Scores on the Attitude Survey by Dimension

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Teachm’Name Afiicarr Conm'omeir Collective Corrm'ovmm TeacherEflag

Cheree 5 4.3 4.0

Faith 3.7 4.1 4.5

Bridgette 4.3 4.1 4.5

Anita 3.7 3.8 4.8

Cathy 3.7 4.3 4.3

Marissa 3.3 3.8 4.3

Janice 3.3 3.2 3.4  
 

By May 2001, seven months after teachers had completed the attitude survey, there

was evidence of change in teachers’ beliefs and attitudes based on their comments in follow

up interviews. As suggested earlier, teachers had begun to rethink their initial views on some

 

‘2 Cheree’s score on this dimension could be attributed to the fact that she was a beginning teacher and had yet

to receive her teaching certification at the time she completed the survey.
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of the issues raised in our discussions, namely their views on Ebonics. Although I did not

redistribute the attitude survey again following the last study group session to compare

teachers’ views on particular items in November to their views in May, teachers commented

on their own development and the ways in which their views had evolved as a result of their

participation in the study group. Below I provide a summary of teachers’ participation,

comparing their beliefs, attitudes and practices in November 2000 and May 2001.

Faith Houston

Faith was the veteran teacher in our group with 32 years of teaching experience. She

brought a lot of wisdom both as an experienced teacher and as a parent of three, and served

informally as mentor to Anita and Marissa. On many occasions, Faith challenged others’

views and provided a fresh perspective to our discussion. Even with all of her years of

experience, Faith explained in her follow up interview that she had been prompted to do

some things differently in her classroom as a result of her participation in the study group.

While her beliefs went unchallenged, she was inspired to research and learn more about

African and African American history, and had begun to infuse more history into the

curriculum in her second grade classroom.

CathyMason

Also a parent, Cathy’s views were shaped by her experience raising two children.

Combined with a number of years as a substitute teacher, Cathy brought insight to our

discussions. While she felt the readings and discussions did not challenge her core beliefs,

she was able to learn more about her students through her participation in the study group.

As a fourth grade teacher, reading Jawanza Kunjufu’s ount ' on ira to De tro
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Mopened Cathy’s eyes to the challenges faced by her male students. She learned

how critical the fourth grade year is for Black males, and had begun to make changes in the

way she interacted with her male students by the end of the school year.

Anita Gibson

Anita learned a lot from Faith, who was a mentor to her, in the two years that she

had been at Ayo Academy; therefore Anita learned very little from the readings and

discussions that prompted her to do things differently in her classroom. If anything, she

explained, her experience in the study group reaffirmed some of the things she had already

been doing (i.e., reading African American children’s literature) and helped her as a parent

understand her own children. She did feel, however, that she had a better understanding of

African-centered education than she had before and that the readings and discussions helped

her realize the misconceptions she had about Ebonics.

Cheree Sanders

Cheree had already studied the work of several leading Pan African scholars and

therefore agreed with much ofwhat we read. If anything, the readings served to reinforce

her views on the power of race and culture and language in shaping the schooling

expefiences of children of color. She explained, however, that she was prompted to be more

compassionate and to make greater efforts to understand her students (e.g., their home

environment, the challenges they face, their learning style). While the readings and

discussions did not challenge her beliefs about educating Black children, participating in the

study group did lead her to ask, “Am I doing enough?” She explained in her follow up
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interview that the readings and discussions led her to reflect on her practice and made her

more conscious ofwhat she was doing to help her children succeed.

Marissa Vitale

Marissa felt that she wasn’t “that out it” and therefore did not feel she learned much

about teaching Black children from the readings and discussions. She also felt she knew

“enough” about African-centered education from conversations with her principal. She

acknowledged, however, that the readings did help her understand the challenges her

students face, especially her male students, and recognized that there was more she could

learn. Compared to the other teachers in the study group, much of Marissa’s thinking was

shaped by her master’s courses; therefore it was difficult to determine the extent of the study

group’s influence on her beliefs and practices. Marissa did feel, however, that the readings

and discussions helped her understand the unique experience of Black children in America’s

schools.

Bridgette Williams

Although more comfortable with a well structured classroom setting, the readings

and discussions prompted Bridgette to create a more flexible, student-centered classroom.

Compared to the other teachers, Bridgette held very strong views, particularly on the

Ebonics issue; however, in her follow up interview she acknowledged that her views had

been challenged (but not changed). As a fourth grade teacher, she too learned a lot about

her male students from reading Jawanza Kunjufu’s book. However, Bridgette was very

grounded and felt overall that her participation in the study group did not lead her to

question her beliefs and assumptions about educating Black children. She felt that her  
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teacher training and experiences as a student at a historically Black college prepared her well

 ‘T

to teach Black children, particularly in an urban school setting.

janice Lipinsla'

Janice was hesitant to join the group in the beginning and was rather quiet and

reserved during our first discussions. Eventually, she opened up and began to share her

views freely. She often questioned the readings and brought a different perspective to the

group as a “minority.” By her own admission, the readings and discussions really pushed her

thinking and led her to rethink some of her beliefs. Compared to the other teachers, I

believe Janice experienced the greatest growth in terms of her thinking around issues of

racism and educational inequality largely because she had had such few interactions with

Black people and culture and because of her position as a novice teacher. As she explained

in her follow up interview, the study group made her more aware of her students’ language

and culture but also made her question her role as a white teacher in an African-centered

school setting.
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CHAPTER 6

PREPARING TEACHERSTO WORK IN AN

AFRICAN-CENTERED SCHOOL CONTEXT

Introduction

In this chapter, I examine African-centered education in the public school setting

and consider the potential of teacher study groups as a way to support a critical stance

toward teaching and the schooling process. I end with a discussion of the limitations of this

study and offer some suggestions for future research.

The Challenges of Public African-Centered Schools

In recent years, with the increasing number of African-centered public schools that

have been created in large urban centers across the country, scholars have begun to

recognize the challenges of implementing an African-centered curriculum in mainstream

Eurocentfic schools (Pollard & Ajirotutu, 2000; Ratteray, 1990; Lee, 1994). Ratteray (1990)

argues that none of these schools is completely African-centered, although each makes

important steps in this direction. For the most part, they remain grounded in the

mainstream Eurocentric educational tradition (Akoto, 1994; Lee, 1992; Ratteray, 1990);

therefore, African-centered schools must make dramatic changes in their existing curriculum,

pedagogy and school culture to uproot traditional, Eurocentric ways of teaching and

learning.

Policymakers, however, view African-centered schools as political rather than

academic solutions. Consequently, when the political momentum that created the school

subsides, as in the case of Detroit Public Schools’ African-centered academies, budgets and

the availability of other resources to support these schools fades (Ratteray, 1990). In these
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cases, principal leadership is key. In their study of Milwaukee’s two African-centered public

schools, Pollard and Ajirotutu (2000) found three key variables to implementing African-

centered education successfully in public school settings: 1) district support; 2) school

leadership; and 3) characteristics of the staff.

In Detroit, the concept of African-centered education was strongly supported by the

school board and district superintendent who were in place in 1990 and 1991 when these

schools were initially conceived and established However, since the first three African-

centered academies were established, there have been major changes in educational

leadership in the district. Soon after these schools were established, David Snead replaced

Detroit Public Schools General Superintendent Deborah McGriff, and then Eddie Green

replaced Snead (who was later replaced by David Adamany) before the control of the district

was eventually handed over to the state in 1999. Consequently, support for African-centered

education in the district has waned

Thus, although the Wart-Centered Revolution adopted by the Detroit Public Schools

in 1993 made African-centered education a district wide goal, enthusiasm and support for

the Afrocentric idea in education has all but died with changing leadership. As a

consequence, there has been less focus on teacher development in this area from the district

level, which has trickled down to the schools. In a 1996 survey by the Detroit Public

Schools, the Office of Research, Evaluation and Testing found that building administrators

varied considerably in their perceptions and understandings of African-centered education;

therefore, schools varied in the extent to which African-centered education had been

implemented. The report by the Office of Research, Evaluation and Testing concluded that

“an extended plan for professional development is needed by building administrators in an
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effort to properly equip their staff persons with required methodology and strategies for

successful implementation ofAfrican-centered education” (p. ii).

This issue of staff development is of particular relevance at the three Detroit public

schools designated as African-centered academies. Because each of these academies has a

different conception ofAfrican-centered education, the strength of the African-centered

educational model depends on the principal’s commitment to African-centered education as

well as the structure and content of the professional development provided to teachers. As

Pollard and Ajirotutu (2000) found, the role of the school principal becomes particularly

significant in light ofweak support from the district. In these cases, the principal must be

able to articulate a clear vision for the school and support teachers in curriculum

development and in developing pedagogical strategies. Ayo’s principal, who’s been leading

the school since it was founded in 1991, is a dynamic public speaker and has been publicly

recognized for his leadership; however, the teachers in this study felt they weren’t receiving

the kind of leadership and support that they needed to develop and implement African-

centered curriculum in their classrooms.

Moreover, teachers explained that the emphasis has been placed on student

performance on the MEAP and MAT tests rather than developing and implementing a

comprehensive African-centered education program”. As Anita explained:

That’s like not even a priority on their list. . . but it can’t be when you have this

MEAP over your head. That’s how you get your funding. If you don’t pass the

MEAP, you don’t get the money.

 

‘3 As public institutions, Detroit’s African-centered schools must negotiate between the goals of African-

eentered education and pressures from the state to perform well on state tests. Many would argue that high

stakes testing such as the MEAP is counter to the philosophy of African-centered education; however given the

tenuous state of Detroit Public Schools and a waning interest in African-centered education, I do not see this

tension being resolved in the near future.
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It seems, in districts like the Detroit Public Schools who are under immense scrutiny, the

MEAP dominates the curriculum. The district’s performance on the MEAP matters and

everything else shifts in priority, particularly since the school takeover in 1999. For this

reason, teachers feel constrained by district and state standards and feel they do not have the

freedom to do what they want in their classroom, namely infusing African and African

American history and culture throughout the curriculum.

Additionally, teachers compared African-centeredpublic schools to African-centered

independent schools. They agreed that it is easier to follow an African-centered curriculum in

independent schools because the MEAP is not an issue. Even further, they felt district

bureaucracy (i.e., lack of resources, lack of support for teachers) did not allow for Deficit

Public Schools to follow African-centered curriculum guidelines closely. In their opinion,

some African-centered classroom ideas just aren’t feasible in urban public classrooms. For

example, large class sizes prohibit teachers from arranging students’ desks in a circle as

Kenyatta (1998) recommends in his bookWWW

mm; In this case, it’s not a matter of how to infuse African and African American

history and culture into the curriculum but finding ways to work through the logistical

challenges of teaching in overcrowded, underresourced public schools.

In Milwaukee, three factors contributed to the success of its African—centered

elementary school, which can be seen as prescriptions for success for other Afiican-centered

public schools: 1) Teachers need to have a knowledge base ofAfrican and African

American history and culture (teachers cannot teach what they do not know); 2) teachers

need to revisit their conceptions of the purpose ofeducation and the goals of

teaching; and 3) teachers need to collaborate with colleagues to develop and implement
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African-centered curriculum and experiment with new pedagogical sfiategies. The study

group described in this dissertation addressed these very concerns.

As this study has shown, teacher development is critical in the context of African-

centered schools. As discussed in Chapter 4, a clear African-centered vision was not

articulated by the school’s adminisfiation and therefore teachers did not have a clear

understanding of African-centered education. As a consequence, many of them did not see

the value and importance of African-centered schools for Black children. If, however,

teachers are provided opportunities to study Pan Africanist thought and the philosophy of

African-centered education, they might be more open to the concept and better able to

infuse the African-centered perspective throughout the curriculum. Either through

university coursework or study groups, it is important for teachers to learn the history of

Africans in America, on the continent and in the Diaspora as well as understand the value

and importance of creating African-centered schools.

Essentially, teachers must be committed to the concept of African-centered

education to work in an African-centered school. They must believe in the vision and

purpose of the school and support the school’s efforts to be African-centered As this

shows, the perception of teachers is key to implementing African-centered education in the

public school setting; therefore, before African-centered education can be successfully

implemented on a large scale as Deficit Public Schools sought to do, policy makers and

practitioners alike must see the value in educating Black children within the context of their

culture and buy into the concept of African-centered education.
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Implications

I have argued throughout this.dissertation that teachers need a critical space where

they can reflect on their practice and begin to question some of the beliefs and assumptions

they have about their students and their role as educators ofAfrican American children.

While it is particularly important for teachers at an African-centered school to know and

understand African and African American history and culture, successful teachers ofAfiican

American children, wherever they teach, must understand, value and respect the cultural

resources that Black children bring with them to school. likewise, if education is to be

“critically fiansformative” (King, 1994), it is important for teachers to understand the

historical, social, economic, political and cultural forces that shape the lives of Afiicans iii

America so that they understand how to “educate” Black children as Shujaa (1994) has

descfibed.

Like Ladson-Billings’s conception of “culturally relevant pedagogy,” a critical,

African-centered pedagogy is about questioning (and preparing students to question) the

sfiuctural inequality, the racism, the injustice that exist in society. Teachers can either

choose to be agents of change or defenders ofthe status quo, to fiansforrn mainsfieam

Eurocenfiic education or conserve it, to question inequality or reproduce it. The study

group described in this dissertation sought to challenge to question mainsfieam Eurocentric

education so that a critical pedagogy might be consfiucted and in doing so planted the seeds

for fiansforrnation.

Teaching is a journey, characterized by movement and growth. All of us are “in

process” and have much more to learn and experience. In designing this study, I did not

expect teachers to reach the end of their journey as teachers. Rather, I hoped to push them

further along in their thinking about issues of race, power and schooling in hopes that this
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experience would be the beginning of a journey of fiansformaticn, the first leg in a lifelong

journey characterized by ongoing inquiry and reflection.

I’d like to think of the impact of this work using the metaphor of planting seeds.

Throughout the study group, teachers often resisted my challenges to be critical but in my

follow up interviews with them, they shared what they had learned and unlearned about

educating Black children. I found the readings and discussions did challenge their thinking

although it did not seem so on the surface. By the end of school year, teachers were

beginning to question themselves and their practice and it seemed the study group had

planted “critical” seeds. While I may not be there to see the seeds planted by the study

group grow and mature, I am inspired by the possibilities for growth that exist in just

planting a seed. Someone else, somewhere else may nurture these seeds and see them

blossom.

Some Recommendations for Creating Teacher Study Groups

Ifwe want teachers to be critical, reflective practitioners, then we must create

opportunities for inquiry and reflection, what Lord (1994) refers to as critical colleagueship.

I have learned a number of lessons in my work with the teachers at Ayo Academy, and argue

that study groups are one possible professional development activity that might support a

critical stance toward teaching. My experiences along with previous research of this kind

(Florio-Ruane & deTar; Reischl, 1999; Murphy & Lick, 1998) have led me to develop several

recommendations for creating and sustaining teacher study groups:

L Participation should be voluntary. Professional development has fiaditionally

been required by school disfiicts, which means that teachers often attend in-

services reluctantly. Willing participants, however, are more likely to be

committed to the goals of the group and work to sustain the energy of the group.
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2. Number of teachers should be kept low (no more than eight). The larger

the study group, the more difficult it will be to find common meeting times when

all participants can be present. With smaller groups, each member will be able to

participate more in the discussions and are more likely to take greater

responsibility in the organization of the group.

3. Teachers must be committed to the goals of the group and share a vision

for the direction of the group. It is important for the group to establish a set

of goals upfront to be sure that everyone is on the same page. What does the

group want to accomplish by meeting? What will be the focus of the group’s

studies? These goals may evolve as the group becomes more settled If

participants feel that they have played an important role in the establishing the

goals of the group, they are more likely to be committed to the group.

4. Teachers should play an integral part in structuring and leading the group

(i.e., selecting books, preparing discussion questions). Participants should

not feel intimidated by other group members. This should be a joint enterprise

where teachers share responsibility in deciding on the particulars of the group.

Participants should take turns facilitating the group’s discussions. This helps to

build a sense of ownership. Participants feel more connected to the group and

invested in its success.

5. Writing is an important component of reflection. Writing in a journal

provides a space for participants to reflect on the readings and discussions before

discussing them with the group. Group members may write about their

thoughts, feelings, and reflections on the reading in their journals before they

meet as a group and then again following the group to reflect on changes in their

ideas and responses to the reading prompted by the group’s discussion. This

encourages teachers to be reflective practitioners.

While the teachers I worked with at Ayo Academy said they liked the fact that I

selected the books and prepared questions for our discussions, I struggled with the extent of

my role in the study group. In designing this study, I had hoped teachers would assume

greater responsibility in the organization of the group so that they would feel a sense of

ownership. I invited teachers to take turns facilitating the group and suggested that they

bring questions for discussion. I believe, however, that teachers saw the study group as

“my” group and as a consequence, attendance at the study group sessions fluctuated and in

some cases it seemed participants had not read the text. For these reasons, I believe teachers

must play an integral part in sfiucturing and leading the group. As Ann Lieberman (2000)
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 argues, teachers are too often “developed” by outside “experts” rather than participating in E

their own development

Although many teacher educators (myself included) would argue that groups of this

kind should be teacher—led, the teachers in this study found my role invaluable. With this in

mind, I would therefore recommend that future groups be led (if only initially) by some kind

of “expert” to help support teachers’ learning and development and serve as a consultant to

the group (i.e., to help select books). With the kind of scaffolding to which Gee (1989)

refers, teachers will become increasingly more confident and more knowledgeable, and

therefore better able to select books and other materials that support and sustain their

inquiry without consulting outside “experts.”

Limitations of this Study

While I would argue that the study group was a valuable professional development

tool — it challenged teachers’ beliefs and practices, helped them understand their students

and their work in an African-centered school context better, and provided an opportunity

for them to interact with colleagues - there were several limitations to this study:

1. Six sessions did not allow the group to delve deeply into the extensive

body ofwork that has been published in this area. And because we met only

once a month for an hour and a half, I had to be very selective in the texts we

read — and there were many more possibilities. It would be interesting (and

perhaps more valuable to teachers) to follow a line of thinking or theme across

several sessions. For example, the teachers really enjoyed the discussion on

Ebonics and I would have liked to be able to read additional pieces that

supported and challenged Smitherman’s (2000) argument.

2. I did not observe teachers’ practice; therefore I cannot determine the

extent to which the readings and discussions influenced their insfiuction

beyond teachers’ self-report. In follow up interviews, a few teachers were able

to point out things they had begun or planned to do differently as a result of

their participation in the study group. Others said they had not modified their

instruction or changed their interactions with students. It is possible, however,

that there might be a delayed response to the readings or discussions and with
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additional time to reflect on what they may have (un)learned through their

participation in the study group, teachers might begin to make changes next

school year.

3. In the interviews and discussions, teachers may have been telling me what

I wanted to hear; therefore I cannot be certain that the views expressed

reflect their true beliefs and attitudes. It is also difficult to determine whether

teachers learned what they said they learned in their follow up interview or made

the kind of changes they said they made in their thinking and instruction.

4. Teachers were only asked to complete the attitude survey in November

before being infioduced to the texts but not again in May following their

participation; therefore, there is no comparison data to determine whether

the study group had an influence on the dimensions measured by the

survey. The survey was solely intended to provide baseline data as a way to

assess teachers’ views of teaching and their attitudes and beliefs about Black

children before being infioduced to the texts. I chose not to have teachers

complete this survey again at the end of the school year because this was not an

intervention in the experimental sense. Moreover, six months just was not

enough time to see a significant difference in teachers’ beliefs and attitudes. In

addition to this, there were teachers who were unable to attend all six sessions or

who may not have read a given text but came to the study group session.

Therefore, it is difficult to measure the extent of the study group’s influence on

teachers’ beliefs, attitudes, and practices.

5. The focus of the study group was on theory rather than practice. Many

teachers want to know, “How does this fianslate into practice? Why does this

matter?” While theory is often unpopular with teachers, it is important for those

who teach in African-centered schools to understand the goals and philosophy of

African-centered education before they begin planning and implementing the

curriculum. Without this understanding, the curriculum would be loosely

connected to the goals and philosophy of African-centered education and likely

no different from fiaditional school curriculum. In designing this study, I

reasoned that if teachers had a conceptual understanding of the philosophy that

guides African-centered schooling, they would be better prepared to develop and

implement an African-centered curriculum. The study group, therefore, was not

intended to provide the specifics of how to implement African-centered

education. With more time to study together (beyond six sessions), the

discussions would have gradually shifted to a more practice-oriented discussion.

Future Research

In the spirit of the African proverb, “It takes a village to raise a child,” a study group

of the kind described in this dissertation with both parents and teachers would help African-

centered schools build a shared vision for the school community. Parents should be
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intimately involved in the schooling process and viewed as partners in their child’s

education; therefore, encouraging parents and teachers to study together could help schools

build strong partnerships with families and provide opportunities for teachers and parents to

collaborate with and learn from one another.

It would also be interesting to study the impact of films and documentaries on

teachers’ consciousness, particularly their beliefs and assumptions about Black children and

the purpose of education, and how they see their work as teachers in an African-centered

school context. Either a study group could focus exclusively on films as text or the films

could be used to complement the readings. For example, Ethiopian born filmmaker Haile

Gerima’s Sankofa and Julie Dash’s Daughter: qftbe Dart are powerful films that can be used as

a platform to discuss the Maafa (the African Holocaust), its distortion by European

histofians and its continued impact on Africans throughout the world. And documentaries

such Eye: on tbe Prize, a fourteen part series on the American Civil Rights Movement, might

bring issues such as racism and injustice to the fore. Using archival footage and

contemporary interviews with participants on the front lines of the struggle for civil rights,

this documentary does more than write the history of Africans in America, it :bow: and talk.

As the old saying goes, a picture is worth a thousands words, and I would argue the

cinematography and thematic richness of film are perhaps more compelling than simply

reading the words on paper, making this genre a potentially powerful professional

development tool to raise teachers’ consciousness.

Where Do We Go From Here?

Future Research in African-centered Education

Over the past three decades, African-centered schools have been providing an

academically challenging school curriculum and a culturally affirming learning environment
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that values the cultural resources Black children bring with them to the classroom. Very

little is known, however, in mainstream scholarship about the theory and practice of Afiican-

centered education. While a number of scholars have described this school setting (Lee,

1992; Hoover, 1992; Lomotey, 1992), empirical research is needed to determine whether and

how Afiican-centered pedagogy and curriculum makes a difference in the lives of Black

children in and out of school. like the teachers who participated in this study, many

educators want to know whether African-centered education “works,” which in many cases

means improved performance on standardized tests such as the MEAP. What’s also

important in the minds of many parents and educators is whether African-centered

education improves children’s self-esteem and race consciousness; however, little is known

beyond speculation.

Research is also needed to study the nature of teaching in this setting and the ways in

which African-centered pedagogy differs from traditional teaching practices. There is much

to be learned from the successes of teachers who work in African-centered independent and

charter schools across the country. These successes can be modeled both in Afiican-

centered public schools and in traditional school settings with large Black student

populations. I see my own work focusing on describing and documenting African-centered

pedagogy so that African-centered schools can begin providing clearly defined, “tried and

true” pedagogical models for its teachers.
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APPENDIX A: TEACHER ATTITUDE SURVEY“

Name
 

Instructions The following statements reflect some beliefs, opinions and attitudes of

teachers. Read each statement carefully and give your honest feelings about the beliefs and

attitudes expressed. Indicate the extent to which you agree by using the following scale:

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Agree Strongly Agree

Disagree or Disagree

Circle the number closest to your own feelings. Note that the higher the number you

choose for the statement, the more you agree with that statement; and conversely, the lower

the number you choose, the more you disagree with that statement. There is no right or

wrong answer, only the answer that best expresses your present feelings about the statement.

Please respond to all of the statements”.

 

 

Strongly Disagree Neither Agree Strongly

 

Disagree Agree or Agree

Disagge

1. Teaching Black children is 1 2 3 4 5

rewarding to me.

2. I believe all students can succeed. I 2 3 4 5

3. I believe students should learn 1 2 3 4 5

individually.

4. I feel I am making a difference in 1 2 3 4 5

my students’ lives.

5. I see my classroom as a family. 1 2 3 4 5

6. I feel passionate about teaching. 1 2 3 4 5

7. I am committed to teaching Black 1 2 3 4 5

children.

8. I believe Black children should be 1 2 3 4 5  
 

 

“ This survey was written for the purposes of this study and therefore has not been normed.

'5 Items from this survey were adapted from the work of Baldwin 8: Bell (1985), Ladson-Billings (1994), and

Pang 8: Sablan (1998).
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taught that they are African people.

9. I believe failure is inevitable for

some.

10. My students are expected to

teach each other and be responsible

for each other.

11. Educating Black children is a

lifelong commitment for me.

12. I work most with those students

who want to be helped.

13. I try to help my students make

connections between their local,

national, and global identities.

14. I encourage my students to learn

collaboratively.

15. I feel connected to my students.

16. I believe I have the skills and

knowledge that I need to teach

Black children effectively.

17. It is important for Blacks in

America to educate their children

about racism and discrimination.

18. I believe competition is good.

19. Teaching Black children is more

difficult than teaching other groups

of children.

20. I see myself as part of this

community and teaching as giving

something back.

21. Sometimes I get discouraged

because I feel I am up against

insurmountable odds.

22. I believe my work (teaching
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Black children) is important.

23. I believe Black people should 1 2 3 4 5

have their own independent schools

in which their African heritage and

values are an important part of the

curriculum.

24. I enjoy teaching Black children. 1 2 3 4 5

25. I believe I ean reach my students 1 2 3 4 5

despite the challenges they face.

26. What do you see the purpose of education to be?

 

 

 

27. How do you see the relationship between teaching and learning? What metaphor would

you use?

 

 

 

28. What 1 or 2 words would you use to describe the community in which you teach?

 

29. What 1 or 2 words would you use to describe your experience teaching at Ayo Academy?

 

30. Are there Black leaders who have inspired you or your teaching? How so? Would you

say this person is a good role model for your students? Please explain.

 

 

 

 

 

31. What role do you think parents should play in their child’s education?
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Demographic Questions

Gender Age
 

Race/Ethnicity

How many years have you been teaching?
 

How long have you been teaching at Ayo Academy?
 

Do you have an advanced degree? If so, what degree?

 

Where were you raised?
 

Did you attend primarily public or private schools as a child?
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APPENDIX B: TEACHER SURVEY DIMENSIONS

African Consciousness Do teachers understand and value students’ African heritage

and believe that African history and culture should be infused

throughout the curriculum?

Com:ponding .S'1mg Item:

8. I believe that Black children should be taught that they are African people.

17. It is important for Blacks in America to educate their children about racism and

discrimination.

23. I believe Black people should have their own independent schools in which their

African heritage and values are an important part of the curriculum.

Collective Consciousness Do teachers feel connected to their students, the school, and

the Black community?

Carmponding 51mg Item:

1. Teaching Black children is rewarding to me.

3. I believe students should learn individually.

5. I see my classroom as a family.

7. I am committed to teaching Black children.

10. My students are expected to teach each other and be responsible for each other.

11. Educating Black children is a lifelong commitment for me.

13. I try to help my students make connections between their local, national and global

identities.

14. I encourage my students to learn collaboratively.

15. I feel connected to my students.

18. I believe competition is good.

19. I see myself as part of this community and teaching as giving something back.

24. I enjoy teaching Black children.

Teacher Emcacy Do teachers feel that they are able to teach Black children effectively

and have the power to make a difference in their students’ lives?

Commanding Sung Item:

2 I believe all students can succeed.

4. I feel I am making a difference in my students’ lives.

6 I feel passionate about teaching.

9. I believe failure is inevitable for some.

12. I work most with those students who want to be helped.

16. I believe I have the skills and knowledge that I need to teach Black children

effectively.
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20. Teaching Black children is more difficult than teaching other groups of children.

21. Sometimes I get discouraged because I feel I am up against insurmountable odds.

22. I feel my work (teaching Black children) is important.

25. I believe I can reach my students despite the challenges they face.
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APPENDIX C: ANNOTATED LIST OF STUDY GROUP READINGS

Akoto, A. (1994). Notes on anAfizikan-centeredpedagogy. InW

' . x ' '. Mwalimu]. Shujaa (Ed), p. 319-

337.Trenton, NJ: AfiicaWorld Press, Iiic. Akoto elaborates on the principles of an

African-centered pedagogy and makes a case for an African-centered education that reflects

traditional Afiican values and philosophies. He provides a conceptual framework for

understanding African-centered education that goes beyond superficial interpretations.

 

Kenyatta, K. (1998). 1, - - - _ , . on. Detroit, MI:

Afiikan Way Investments. Kenyatta describes the African-centered philosophy of education

and provides a guide for parents, teachers and administrators who wish to implement

African-centered education in public schools. Written by a former Detroit School Board

member who was a strong voice in the African-centered schools movement in Detroit, this

guide outlines the criteria for creating Afiican-centered classrooms, teachers, parents, and

students.

 

Kunjufu,]. (1985). _ , ' __ ' .Chicago: African

American Images. Kunjufu argues that Eurocentricinstitutions, values and practices have

alienated Black boys and inhibited their success. He maintains that Black boys need positive

Black male role models, particularly in early elementary school. This first volume of four

argues that the fourth grade is a critical year for Black boys and offers parents and teachers

suggestions for countering what he considers the “conspiracy to destroy Black boys.”

 

Shujaa, M..J (1994). Education and schooling: You can have one without the other. In I’m

h h o lif

 

Shujaa (Ed), p. 13-36. Trenton, NJ: Africa World Press, Inc. Shujaa maintains that thereis

an important difference between‘‘education’’and “schooling.” This distinction, he argues,

is fundamental to the transmission, maintenance and development of an African-centered

cultural orientation. He argues further that the process of schooling perpetuates existing

power relations within the society; therefore schooling for Afiican Americans must be

rooted in an African cultural perspective to counter Eurocentric hegemony.

Smitherman,G. (2000). _ - . ' 1

Am. New York: Routledge. This bookis acollection of Smitherman5 paperson

Ebonics, also known as Black English, written over the last 20 years of her involvement in

the struggle for the recognition of Ebonics as a complex, rule-govemed language. In

Chapter 1, “Introduction to Ebonics,” she explains what Ebonics i: and i: not, providing

historical and linguistic evidence. In Chapter 8, “’What go round come round’: King in

perspective,” she provides an analysis of the landmark King case in Ann Arbor, MI which

put the struggle for language rights for Black children at the forefront of education.

Wilson. AN- (1992).W.NewYorle African

World Infosystems. Wilson argues that Black children are naturally gifted; however, their

“natural genius” is too often underdeveloped in the racist U.S. system of education, leading

to their intellectual underachievement and social maladaptiveness. He contends that

mainstream schools lack knowledge of the unique developmental psychology of Black
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 children and therefore early school experiences fail to stimulate and nurture their intellectual

potential.

Woodson, CG. (1933).W.Trenton, NJ: Africa World Press,

Inc. A historian, Woodson discusses the psychological impact slavery had on Afii'cans in

America and raises questions about the function of education for African Americans. He

suggests that slavery created an identity crisis and that Afiican Americans have received a

Eurocentric education, which by and large does not serve the needs and interests of the

Black community. Written more than sixty years ago, the issues raised in this book are

relevant today.
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APPENDIX D: STUDY GROUP DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

November, 2000 WW(1933), Carter G. Woodson

1.

2.

8.

What does Carter G. Woodson mean by “miseducation?”

Do you agree with him when he says that learning should be relevant and applicable

to the “life of the Negro?” (See p. 38) Should the education of Black children be a

means for uplifting Black people? How so? What can we do as teachers to make

this possible? .

Respond to second paragraph p. xiii:

The same educational process whichinspires and stimulates the oppressor

with the thought that heis everything and has accomplished everything

worth while, depresses and crushes at the same time the spark ofgenius in

the Negro by making him feel that his race does not amount to much and

never will measure up to the standards of other peoples.

Are there any parallels between the education Woodson refers and the process of

education today? (See p. 19)

Is what he says about the miseducated and the educated “Negro” relevant today?

What in particular did you find relevant? What can we gain from reading this

classical work?

Do you see any implications for educating Black children today? Does Woodson

suggest any particular method or approach to education that would be

useful/relevant in your classroom (e.g., practical education, learning to think)?

Respond to second paragraph on p. 22:

An observer from outside of the situation naturally inquires why the

Negroes, many ofwhom serve their race as teachers, have not changed this

program. These teachers, however, are powerless. Negroes have no control

over their education and have little voice in their other affairs pertaining

thereto... the education of the Negroes, then, the most important thing in

the uplift of the Negroes, is almost entirely in the hands of those who have

enslaved them and now segregate them. '

Respond to first paragraph on p. 23:

With “mis-educated Negroes” in control themselves, however, it is doubtful

that the system would be very much different from what it is or that it would

rapidly undergo change. The Negroes thus placed in charge would be the

products of the same system and would show no more conception of the

task at hand than do the whites who have educated them and shaped their
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minds as they would have them function... Taught from the books of the

same bias, trained by Caucasians of the same prejudices or by Negroes of

enslaved minds, one generation of Negro teachers after another have served

no higher purpose than to do what they are told to do.

 

9. Respond to last paragraph on p. 27:

“What different method of approach or what sort of appeal would one make

to the Negro child that cannot be made just as well by a white teacher?”

some one asked not long ago. To be frank we must concede that there is no

particular body of facts that Negro teachers can impart to children of their

own race that may not be just as easily presented by persons of another race

if they have the same attitude as Negro teachers; but in most cases tradition,

race hate, segregation, and terrorism make such a thing impossible.

Do you think you have to be Black to teach Black children effectively? To connect to

them?

10. Respond to passage beginning at the bottom of p. 28:

The emphasis is not upon the necessity for separate systems but upon the

need for common sense schools and teachers who understand and continue

in sympathy with those whom they instruct. . . Real education means to

inspire people to live more abundantly, to learn to begin with life as they find

it and make it better.. .
 

11. Do you think educational success is synonymous with “acting white” for Black

children? (See p. 67) Why or why not?

 
12. Education was once used to control the history of Afiican people so that they would

feel inferior and therefore accept their circumstance. (See p. 96 8: 102) Do you

think this is subtly true today?

13. Respond to first paragraph on p. 109:

The lack of confidence of the Negro in himself and in his possibilities is what

has kept him down. His mis-education has been a perfect success in this

respect. . . the more “education” the Negro gets the worse off he is. He has

just had so much longer to learn to decry and despise himself. . .

14. Respond to second paragraph on p. 138:

Such has been the education of Negroes. They have been taught facts of

history, but have never learned to think. Their conception is that you go to

school to find out what other people have done, and then you go out in life

to imitate them... In this particular respect, “Negro education” is a failure,

and disastrously so, because in its present predicament the race is especially

in need of vision and invention to give humanity something new. The world
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January, 2001

 does not want and will never have the heroes and heroines of the past. What

this age needs is an enlightened youth not to undertake the tasks like theirs

but to imbibe the spirit of these great men and answer the present call of

duty with equal nobleness of soul.

 

W(1994),Mwalinm Shujaa (Editor)

Chapter 1: Education andschooling: You can have one without the other, by

Mwalimu Shujaa

1. Shujaa suggests, “schooling can both serve as well as betray their [African American]

interests” (p. 14). Can schooling hinder African American progress? If yes, how so?

What do you understand the difference to be between education and schooling

based on Shujaa’s analysis?

See definition of schooling on page 15:

Schooling is a process intended to perpetuate and maintain the society’s existing

power relations and the institutional structures that support those arrangements.

Do you see evidence of this?

See p. 15, middle of the paragraph. What “concepts, values, and skills” do you think

schools transmit?

Shujaa believes that schools can do little to teach individuals about their own cultural

history so that they can uplift their cultural communities. Do you agree or disagree?

(See p. 16)

Shujaa suggests that African Americans are no better served in a reformed European

centered school context because reform efforts continue to serve the interests of

those in power. Do you agree that African Americans need their own independent

schools? .. .that there is hope in the public school system for the reform that will

change the status of education for generations ofAfrican Americans? (See p. 23)

Respond to this statement. “One of the functions of schooling in the U.S. has been

to effect a gradual destruction of the cultural identity of African Americans” (p. 30).

What is the difference between public schools controlled by Blacks (e.g., Detroit)

and independent Black schools?
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Chapter 13: Notes on an Mean-centeredpedagogy, byAgyeiAkoto

1.

February, 2001

What is your understanding of African-centered education based on the author’s

description/explanation?

Respond to this passage on p. 322:

When the national educational system is modeled after the oppressor’s,

carried out in the oppressor’s language, and the standards of success are still

determined directly and indirectly by the oppressor, dependency and

subordination of the indigenous culture can be the only result.

Does the author suggest we replicate traditional African educational models? Should

we? Why or why not? (See p. 323)

Respond to passage on p. 325.

The individual who assumes the role of mwalimu (teacher) must not only be

involved in the study of the culture, but must be involved in a concrete and

ongoing way with advancing the cultural and/or political interests of Afrikan

people.

Do you agree?

Describe, as you understand it, the relationship between the mwalimu (teacher) and

the mwanafunzi (student).

Given the authors description of the goals of Afiican-centered pedagogy, do you

believe such a context exists at Ayo Academy?

Comment on “the transformation of student resistance” (p. 332-334).

 

What is the purpose of education in your opinion?

Do you agree that the major function of education should be to help secure the

survival of a people (and not simply as preparation for a job or securing a better

lifestyle)?

If we see education in this way, what should our schools look like?

The author suggests that education makes people ignorant, brainwashes them so that

they become out of touch with reality. Do you agree or disagree? What good can

education have?
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10.

11.

12.

13.

What does it mean to have equal education? The author suggests that Black people

should not be concerned with equal education because the white standard is not

good enough. Do you agree or disagree? Should our goal be to be better than white

children?

The author writes, “The education of our children is too serious for us to leave it in

the hands of other people.” Again, we’re being asked to question whether Black

children should only be taught by Black teachers. What do you think?

The author states, “the Black child is not a white child painted Black.” Do you think

that Black children are different from other children in' significant ways or are all

children fundamentally the same? If yes, how so? If not, why not?

Respond to passage on p. 14:

It is the use of Europeans as our standard of measure that has turned Black

psychology into a psychology of deviancy, which makes us talk about our

children in terms of deviancies, deficiencies, as slow learners, and in other

kinds of negative ways. We are using the wrong standard of measurement.

Do you think teachers know all they need to know about the development of Black

children? Do you believe this knowledge would help nurture the intellectual

potential of Black children?

The author suggests that to produce “truly intelligent” African children requires an

African centered consciousness. “[I]t is of vial importance that the nurturers of

African children — mothers, fathers, and/or other caregivers and caretakers - be

assimilated into African culture and values” (p.95). Do you agree?

Respond to passage, bottom of p. 103:

Many Afrikan American families seem to have been remarkably successful in

maintaining the self-esteem of their children in the face of pervasive racism

and economic hardship. However, this success might, in some instances,

have been achieved through the unnecessary sacrifice of higher intellectual

and academic achievement on the part of many African American boys and

girls.

Discuss what “acting white” means and its consequences for Black children. (See p.

105)

Respond to recommendations on p. 110.
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March, 2001

 

1. Do you believe Ebonics is a legitimate language? Why or why not?

2. Do you understand the author’s analysis of Ebonics as “Afiicanized English”? What

does that mean?

3. After reading this work, do you feel differently about Ebonics? How so? Are you

convinced by her argument?

4. Should Black people/Black children be proud or ashamed of Ebonics?

5. Do you understand the difference between Ebonics and other forms of English?

How does slang fit in?

6. Respond to passage, bottom of first full paragraph on p. 34:

In historical moments of racial progress, the language is less Ebonified; in times

of racial suppression, the language is more Ebonified.

7. Respond to passage bottom of p. 38:

Historically, Standard American English was the language of the oppressor,

hence a lingering association of Standard American English with “talking

white.”

8. In order to be full participants in American culture and politics, do Black people

have to reject Ebonics? Can we be “bilingual” and be successful?

9. The author argues that Ebonics should be officially recognized and used as “a co-

equal language of instruction” in schools with large numbers of Ebonics-speaking

students. Do you agree?

10. Respond to the King case.

11. Should schools be obligated to overcome language barriers such as these?

12. Respond to passage on top of p. 135:

The trial proceedings established that the school district had failed to

recognize the existence and legitimacy of the children’s language, Black

English. This failure of the teachers to recognize the language as legitimate

and the corresponding negative attitudes toward the children’s language led

to negative expectations of the children which turned into self-fulfilling

prophecies.
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13. Respond to passage on top of p. 141.

In the educational context, negative linguistic attitudes are reflected in the

institutional policies and practices that become educationally dysfunctional

for Black English-speaking children. Research on language attitudes

consistently indicates that teachers believe Black English-speaking youngsters

are nonverbal and possess limited vocabularies. They are perceived to be

slow learners or uneducable; their speech is unsystematic and needs constant

correction and improvement.

Do you find this to be true?

14. Respond to first full paragraph on p. 148:

Black teachers and educators are often more negative toward Black English-

speaking children than are white educators.

15. Where do you stand on this issue? Do you believe Ebonics should be used to help

students learn to read and write in school?

AptiL2001

 

1. Several people have attacked African-centered education saying that it promotes the

teaching of inaccurate history and distorted facts. Do you agree?

2. Do you believe African-centered education is divisive and “un-American?”

3. What does the author mean by “re-centering?”

4. Respond to passage on p. 8:

The education of Afrikan children is fundamental to the continual survival

and liberation of Afn'kan people. As a people, we have been trained to

accept our oppression and the will of the oppressors.

5. If not African-centered education, what do we need to change the current pattern of

failure for Black children?

6. Compare the Eurocentric style of teaching with the African child’s style of learning.

What major differences do you see? What kinds of problems might arise in a

classroom with these two different styles of teaching and learning?

7. What do you think of the nine keys to developing schools that are African-centered?

Any additions or omissions?
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8. What do you think of the criteria for teachers? Are these obvious? Any additions?

9. What do you think of the criteria for classrooms? Any additions? Do you think all

of these are necessary?

10. Respond to passage on p. 66:

Under no circumstances should educators of any background who display

levels of discomfort or intolerance with the Afrikan-centered philosophy be

designated as instructors.

11. Do you see the resolution (p. 30-31) manifested in the district’s policy and

curriculum today? If yes, how so? If not, why not? What do you think happened?

12. What did you think of this guide? Was it helpful? Did it help you understand

Afiican-centered education more? More specifically, did it help you understand the

Detroit model for African—centered education?

      

        
May, 2001

(1985), Jwanza

0 iI.’

Kunufuj

1. Discuss the conspiracy. Do you believe it exists? Do you find his evidence

convincing?

2. Discuss the “Fourth Grade Failure Syndrome.” What have you observed in your

classrooms? What do you think happens between third and fourth grade?

3. Refer to p. 14. What implications do these statistics have for the education of Black

children, Black boys in particular?

4. Respond to passage on p. 15: “You are a member of the conspiracy if you allow a

child to sit in a classroom one extra day with an unconcerned teacher!”

5. Respond to passage on p. 17:

When Black children are not compelled to attend school, and often when

they are, they usually can be found in the streets. The streets become their

text, instructor and subject matter. The curriculum for this asphalt

institution incorporates many of the same courses that are found in the

formal school setting: sociology, political science, history, biology and even

the physical sciences. However, unlike the school, the courses in the Street

Institution are structured around community norms and are more binding on

its members.

6. Comment on the factors that contiibute to the decline in African American boys’

achievement (p. 19-24).
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7. The author places great emphasis on the lack of Black male teachers. Do you agree

that there needs to be more male teachers in the primary grades as role models for

Black boys? If so, explain.

8. Do you think that all male academics are the solution? Why or why not?

9. Again we see an emphasis on learning and knowing Afiican and Afiican American

history as a way of improving academic achievement and self-esteem. Do you think

this will “save” Black children from the failure and despair they experience? Can

African-centered schools accomplish this?

10. What can we as teachers do to counter the conspiracy?
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APPENDIX E: INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS

INTERVIEW 1 (November, 2000)

Tell me something about your background. When and where were you educated?

When and where did you begin teaching?

How would you describe your philosophy for educating Black children? What do

you believe ‘Vvorks”? Why is this approach effective/needed?

What kinds of things have you done in the classroom that have facilitated the

academic success ofAfrican American students? Explain. What do you think Black

children need to be successful in the classroom?

Are there qualities or characteristics that Black children as a group bring to the

classroom that are noteworthy? Please describe.

How much of what you know about teaching African American children did you

learn from teacher training, either pre-service or in-service.

How do you think the schooling experience of the students you teach differs from

that of white students in middle class communities? Why do you think there is this

difference?

What do you know about African-centered education? What does African-centered

education mean to you?

Why are you interested in participating in this group? What would you like to gain, if

anything?

Are you currently or plan to be involved in any activities or groups in the

community?

10. Are there any books you would like to recommend we read?

INTERVIEW 2 (May, 2001)

1.

2.

Describe your involvement in the group. In the beginning? Later on?

What did you hope to gain from participating in this group? Were your expectations

met? Explain.

What aspects of the group did you like? Dislike?
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Which reading(s) did you enjoy the most? Why?

Which reading(s) did you enjoy the least? Why?

Did you learn anything about educating Black children from the readings and

discussions that you did not know before?

Do you have a better understanding of African-centered education as a result of your

participation in this group? Explain.

Has this experience prompted you to do anything different in your classroom?

Explain.

Has this experience reaffirmed what you already do in your classroom? Explain.

Do you view your role in an African—centered school differently as a result of your

participation in this group?

Which reading or discussion contributed the most to your development as a teacher?

How so?

Which reading or discussion contributed the most to your personal development?

How so?

In our first interview, we talked about your philosophy for educating Black children.

I’d like to revisit that question. Has your philosophy changed over the course of the

year? If so, why has it changed?

Did participating in this group challenge you to question your beliefs and

assumptions about educating Black children? If yes, how so?
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